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Killers 

 
      So we’re dragging our arses to the probation centre for our 
weekly PD when the ol’ van rocks up, one a them white Toyota 
Hiaces what people take spastics to school in, anyway the driver 
pulls over and we look at each other, eh, A Ride’s A Ride, gotta 
get to Periodic Detention fuckin gulag evenchaly, and the door 
sorta slides open by itself and the driver goes, ‘Yous’ll do, hop in.’ 
We’ve most of us lost our licence to drive, right, like me I gots a 

hundy demerit points and, like, $9,500 in unpaid fines. So we all 
chuck our belts on ’cause the ride to work’s faaaarkin dangerous 
’cause pigshits always leave road spikes out to getcha.  

Anyway so we scope the Supervisor, as ya do. The Super 
looks like Elvis, straight up, all us four in the back just look at 
each other like, ‘That cunt looks haaaaard like Elvis Presley.’ He’s 
like, ‘We can go straight to work, if yous wanna finish up early’ 
and we don’t even stop at the depot to sign in or nothing, we’re 
like, ‘Sweet’ ’cause driving’s the best bit of the day.  

So there’s me; there’s this young G who thinks he’s a MC, 
Sparkxzz; there’s this kinda older-30s type dude who kills bitches; 
and this Original Gangsta like almost 60, just the four of us eh. 
Not even half a work crew. I’m butt-hurt me and the boys don’t 
get to see the Girl Gang at the Depot, I looooove them girl 
gangstas, ’cause you’re always guaranteed a sneaky root in the 
handicap toilets while everyone’s waiting to choose a van to go 
out and do their community service.  

Judgin by the road Elvis drives, it’s pretty obvious we’re goin 
to Hill College, that’s this farm school way out in the Boondocks 
that gets the river floodin it every winter.  
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PD Elvis defnitly doesn’t talk as much as the actual Elvis. 
You can always tell how hard a cunt is from their eyes, but this 
cunt-up-the-front’s turned his rearview to the side so we can’t 
eye-spy him. Plus he’s got his shades on. I’m makin smalltalk to 
the young gangsta, Young Sparkxzz. Behind us is that cunt we call 
Ladykiller, or Lady for short. He’s always like droppin hints that 
he killed his missus, and I tell you right now, the cunt’s ugly 
enough to’ve done it, straight up, ugly crime for an ugly cunt. 
Then there’s OG, sitting up front like a innocent dude, he’s solid 
Original Gangsta, bro, wears a suit jacket to PD, honest to God, 
and you should see how black his gumboots is, reckons they’ve 
got Telfon on the coating so you don’t have to wash them as 
hard, and he’s got on these fuckin gloves so he don’t leave 
fingerprints on nothin. He’s a short fulla with black hair that’s 
silver on the edges and his skin’s real dark, like representin his 
soul.  

Van full of stone-cold killers, G. Straight up.  
We rock up at the College and it feels buzzy-as, no cunts 

around, just seagulls and them little birds that look like mouses, 
defnitly no teachers on a Saturday. First thing we notice when we 
hop out to roll some smokes is Elvis’s trailer’s real different, 
green tarp over it insteada blue, and his gear’s new-as, it still gots 
the price stickers on it. OG goes, ‘Purchased today.’ OG’s always 
usin hard-out words like ‘purchased’, and no one’s ever seen him 
take his sunnies off, honestly, even the Super Screws like Dr Irv 
don’t breach him, and bro, you do NOT wanna get breached by 
Dr Irv.  

Far, I could spin some serious yarns about Dr Irv. Could spin 
some serious yarns about all these cold-arse killers.  

Oi, so we’re unloadin the machetes and shears and Sparkxzz 
starts hard-out skiting about how many people he could disappear 
with the log chipper, that’s takin up mosta the room in the trailer. 
I’m like, ‘Buuuulllllllllshiiiit!’ and I’m fully gonna roll the cunt 
until the Lady steps in and he’s like, ‘Both of yous are dummies’ 
and we have a bit of a argument about what it takes to chop 
through people’s bones and shit.  
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We have to park the van outside the gate and wheel the trailer 
through this special trailers-only entrance they’ve got, and Elvis 
keeps looking at the road and he moves us round out backa the 
college by the incinerator. He takes one final glance and then 
chills a bit. I think his manager must be visitin that day, else 
who’d get that paranoid about who’s comin in from the road? 
Maybe it’s ’cause his van don’t have the full proper logo on it, the 
proper vans is sposda say ‘Corrections.’ Respect for that, if he’s, 
like, painted over it. If Elvis hates pigshits as much as us, he’s our 
boy.  

Elvis takes us over to this pile of branches, it’s not that big, 
well, some branches is the size of your leg, spose that’s pretty big, 
these six piles of branches and logs. He goes how pretty much 
that’s all we gots to chop through today, then chill after. Sounds 
choice, ’cause you gots ta stay warm first thing in the morning, 
that’s the secret every cunt forgets, get all sweaty first-up then the 
sun takes over while you kick back at smoko ’round ten.  

Elvis stands there and watches as we feed the sticks into the 
chipper one by one, and  goes to the super, ‘Why don’t you do it, 
oi?’ and Elvis tilts his nose down and rolls another ciggy. He’s 
gonna be in helllllll shit when his boss turns up and sees his van 
don’t got the proper markings on it and he don’t have precisely 
two brooms, two rakes, two leaf rakes, two spades, two forks and 
not enough slaves. That’s regulations, bro: ten boys, ten tools, 
plus lunch.  

‘Oi Super,’ I go to Elvis, ‘Got our lunches?’ 
Elvis snorts and spits toward the back of his van. That’s 

giving directions in, like, Spitinese language. As I’m rootin round 
in the back of the van through all these weird different types of 
uniforms, some of what looks like cops’s uniforms, some of what 
looks like road worker, he slides a box of cold fried chicken at 
me, the box shadowy with grease, and I pop the lid then push it 
back down like ‘Hoooo-leeeee sheeeet.’ There’s a meeean feed in 
there and I stick my pinky fingers in my lips and whistle to the 
boys and pat my belly. We’ve been workin for, like, almost 20 
minutes. We’re not havin no egg samwidges with onions today. 
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Elvis has got us a six pack of Cokes, even. He keeps takin pxts of 
us on his phone. Bit much, bro, bit much, but if you’re a 
supervisor, you’ve gotta have evidence to prove to the bosses 
your crims did the work, else you get in shit.  

We carry on our argument, me and Sparkxzz, about killin 
peeps and gettin rid of tha evidence. We’re ripping and slicing the 
knobbly twigs off of bigger branches, to make sure the chipper 
doesn’t jam and we lose a arm reachin in there to clear the 
blockage. I guess all the cutting and hacking’s what’s got murder 
on our brains. Sparkxzz is all goin on about he could kill someone 
if he wanted, and I’m like, Pfffft.  

Honestly: Sparkxzz is tryina make us think he’s this cold-ass 
mutha facko. He goes, ‘Oi, so I’m at this party on the Island, you 
know the island bro?’  

We can tell we’re in for a funny-as, long-as story so we all 
stab our pruning saws into the dirt and take out our pouches and 
bite filters and put baccy in our papers. OG squats, I kneel and 
Lady sits on his butt and we listen. Elvis is off in his van filling 
out paperwork or whatevs. We can hardly hear him. We’ve left 
the chipper runnin and it’s makin heapsa noise. It didn’t like some 
of the bits of wood me and Sparkxzz chucked in. A couple of ’em 
are as fat as a arm. 

‘So I rock up to this party and it’s these dirrrrrty skanks, bro, 
you only gotta ask them to borrow twenty cents and they’ll root 
ya,’ Sparkxzz is goin. ‘Once all my cousins’d left, I’m gettin the 
helllll eyeballs from these cunts, all showin me the white of their 
eyes, then outta nowhere, straight up, this cunt breaks this 
beauuuuutiful bong over my head, one a them three-footers? So 
I’m like fuuuuuck this and I shimmy up the fence and hoof it 
over the garage roof and I do the meeeeean jump into this bush 
but I fall and I can feel wood under my arse and there’s this 
craaaaaack and my ankle twists like a bowla noodles, bro.’ 

I’m chuckin a machete to Lady and he’s catchin it but we’re 
still listenin. We all roll more smokes. Maybe we should switch 
the chipper off, considerin we’re hardly chippin anything. Elvis is 
doin somethin on his phone, looks like he’s recordin us, anyways  
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the OG is the only one you really wanna know what he thinks 
and he’s noddin and that’s like pressin Continue.  

‘So straight up, they all try and mob me but know what I’ve 
fallen on and cracked open? Fuckin beehive bro. Ever cracked 
yaself open some bees? Didn’t thought so. Oi, if you ever seen 
anyone gets the hay fever real bad, that’s what it was like, bro, 
they’re all holdin their noses and coverin their mouths and all 
hunched up like they’re sneezin real bad, and honest to God, they 
all gap it and I’m lyin in a bush full of broken wood like What the 
faaaaaaa, and that was me learnin the hard way, eh: make it look 
like a accident.’ 

‘The fuck you mean?’ goes Lady.  
‘Make it look like a accident,’ Sparkxzz goes, restin his arms 

on the handle of his rake, starin off into the sun, tryin not to blink 
or let his eyes water. ‘What you do is fight cunts in the street and 
let ’em step in front of a bus, or, like, in a fountain and 
droooooown them cunts. So it just seems like a accident.’ 

‘So did the bees kill someone?’ 
‘Aw, nah.’ 
‘Dyou kill someone?’ 
‘Not allowed to say.’ He quickly rolls a ciggy, tries a few times 

to light it, blows a puff of air out like he’s ex-hailing. ‘Let’s just 
say someone may or may not have died of natural causes.’ 

Natural causes! I look at the OG and the Lady but they’re just 
spittin. I look over to see if Elvis is gettin his chuckle on. Elvis’s 
chin’s pointed at us. That means he’s been listenin and the slight 
wee smile lipsticked on his mouth means he’s found Sparkxzz 
funny as I did. Natural causes! 

‘What you’re describin is one way to do it,’ goes OG as he, 
like, uneffortly ties the four corners of a tarp together, and swings 
this giant blue hanky of kindling into the log splitter. At the far 
end of the trailer the field’s covered with yellow wood shavings 
and blue strips of plastic and purple and white bits. The 
machine’s thrumming and we’re just tossin bits into it even 
though we’re sposda be on smoko. 
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Some of the wood must be soooo wet, it’s spattering 
blackcurrant juice everywhere. Must be the sap. I feed a log in, 
OG chucks a bit in. Even Lady snaps something wet and crackly 
over his knee and biffs it in the chipper. Dark shit splatters over 
the grass and we try to picture people gettin wasted by bees and 
buses.  

I’m about to ask OG if there’s another way of doin it when 
Elvis comes over. He’s got on these maaaassive sunnies. We 
should tip all the reddy-black sludge and slurry and wood chips 
into the river, he goes. I’m waitin for someone to say that’s a 
dumb idea but it isn’t, eh, half the time what makes PD go so 
long every weekend is tidying up our grass mounds and fuckin 
clippings and curls of paint that we’ve grated off the sides of old 
shitty buildings. We just look at each other like ‘Sweet, bro,’ and 
Sparkxzz has a good time scraping all the shit into the drum and 
putting the lid on the drum and rolling it down to the river. 
Rubbish dispooooooosed of, and it’s not even ten.  

‘If I can continue,’ OG’s goin in that cold-start throat-clearin 
voice. See, you know how half of white boys is pussies and half’s 
staunch? This white boy’s made of rocks, bro, honest, he shoulda 
been one of them white boxers that beats the black dudes in 
movies and you’re like, Respect. Say a man was once offered 
eleven large to make a problem disappear. There’s not a man alive 
who wouldn’t accept such a deal.’ 

‘Honest,’ I go, ‘You get three zeroes to disappear someone?’ 
‘Did I say that?’ 
‘Nah…’ 
‘So don’t go putting words in my mouth.’ That’s what’s real 

scary about this cunt: he doesn’t even need swear language. ‘Back 
to the story: if a problematic person needed to be disappeared, 
most of the cash figure should go towards covering one’s rear-
end, if one values one’s freedom.’ 

‘Hard,’ one of us goes.  
‘And yourself?’ OG arks the Sparkxzz.  
‘Straight up I cover my fuckin rear end,’ Sparkxzz goes. 
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‘Then you’d better get the problem-person highly intoxicated 
on free piss, have the problem write something emotional as its 
status update and usher the problem to a very elevated overpass 
under the pretences of a stroll in the fresh air, hadn’t you.’ 

While we all roll fresh ciggies lookin away from one anotha, 
we let OG’s words sink in. Chuckin a bro off the overpass and 
makin it seem like suicide? Shit’s cold as school in June, bro. 

Lady hoiks up some good throatyboogers. From the way he 
uses his throat muscles to rip the shit off the lining of his throat, 
you can picture the colour of it, it’s that thick sticky yellow shit 
that wobbles in some clear gunk, zactly like a cracked egg. So 
anyways, Lady’s not really the type ta command a audience. If 
he’s famous for smashing chicks, that’s not really that gangsta. 
Like, Chris Brown’s not gangsta. I mean defnitly a bitch’s gotta 
get the bash if, like, she lets your cousin finger her in the back 
row at church, but you shouldn’t smash a bitch like a bro. Aren’t 
their bones, like, made of shark cartilage?  

Anyway so Lady spits a egg onto the grass and that gets us 
listening while we’re checkin out his spit.  

‘Darts. A game of skill? Familiar with it? Good.’  
His pouch’s got some tailies mixed into the baccy. He pulls 

out a tailie ’cause it’s the closest he can afford to a cigar. ‘Study 
like me and you’ll go far. Apple seeds: natural reservoir of 
potassium cyanate. Heard of it? Didn’t think so. Take yourself an 
ordinary pub dart, split open an apple, prick the tip of the dart in 
the apple seed, squirt a little superglue inside the apple, glue the 
apple back together, you know, line up the bits of red and yellow 
skin precisely. Now, what you wanna do is prick the bitch 
between her toes while she’s sleeping. If she wakes, tell her she 
stepped on something while she was sleepwalking. We’re talking 
an entirely undetectable spot for injecting poison.’ 

‘Why don’t ya just buy a new apple?’  
‘I beg your pardon?’ Lady takes another tailie out of his 

pouch. I guess he reckons saying ‘beg your pardon’ means he’s 
stepped up in society. 
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‘What’s the point of putting a apple back together? Apples is 
worth, like, ten cents.’ 

Lady hoiks up a crème brûlée. ‘If you want to do a 20-year 
lag, keep thinking the way you’re thinking. Now—’ 

‘Buy yourself a five-pack of work socks and shove ’em all in 
your fat gob,’ OG goes. He snaps a twig over his knee. He looks 
at the broken ends and you can tell he’s imagining it’s someone’s 
thigh bone he’s just split. ‘Don’t speculate: premeditate. 
Understand me?’ 

‘Yes sir,’ I try to go, but a big-arse scuffle erupts, Lady’s all 
butt-hurt his expertise has been dissed, and Sparkxzz is tryin to 
hold Lady away from OG ’cause we know OG’ll have something 
psycho like a Taser hidden in his pants, and we’re all spittin in 
each other’s faces and tryina smoke and yell at the same time and 
Sparkxzz keeps gettin pushed to the back of the fight, and the 
river’s gone, like, beetroot-red from the woodchips we’ve 
dumped in there, and this extra voice comes on top and it makes 
us all stop. 

‘You boys got it all wrong,’ Elvis is goin. He’s leaning out the 
driver window of the van. He’s drove up real close, but his wheels 
are pointed away. The van’s rumblin. He’s about to fuck off outta 
here.  

‘What you wanna do is hollow out a medium-thick tree 
branch, ya amateurs,’ he’s goin. ‘Carve out the centre of the 
wood, chop a sheila up, stuff ya meat in there then feed ’er into a 
ordinary wood chipper. Bob’s your uncle.’ 

‘Eh?’ I go. ‘The pigs’d still getcha. How would you dump it?’ 
Elvis spits out the window and revs the engine. ‘Get some 

wannabes to chop up the body while they discuss various 
methods of killing women, and film the entire thing,’ Elvis goes, 
and winds up his window, and we’re sprintin after the van, but 
he’s gone, bro, gone. 
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The Bigshot 

 
 
      Booyah! I slap the chunky magazine onto the Bigshot’s lap 
and he stops what he’s saying about the renaissance Scottish 
literature mid-sentence.  

‘Want me to find the page for you? With my story on it?’ 
He chews some air and adjusts the blanket on his knees. The 

record player scrapes and mumbles. The leather couch cushions 
creak as I take a seat beside him. It’s a bit faggy, sitting up all 
close, but the other chairs suck. ‘You’re now published,’ he goes. 
He still hasn’t actually opened the country’s finest literary journal. 
‘Did you thank any, how shall I say, influential writers?’ he goes, 
‘In your blurb?’ 

‘Yeah, nah… It’s kinda implied without saying it.’ 
‘There’s a story about a young man.’ His words dart out into 

traffic. His eyelids always close when he busts out important shit 
likes this. ‘In this collection you’re working on. Correct? A young 
man based on yourself who rapes somebody in did-he, didn’t-he 
circumstances. Perhaps it’s 2am at a boozy high school party. 
Yes? Thought so. And the protagonist can't handle the concept of 
being potentially guilty, although his memories of the offence 
have been artificially put inside him by accusers? Correct?’ The 
Bigshot opens his eyes and rips a walnut open with these long 
creamy old man thumbnails. ‘It’s an internal philosophical 
conflict. Ego versus id.’ 

‘Far out. You psychic?’ 
‘And I’ll warrant you’ve drafted a story about a loner in a 

tight-knit sports team—the first eleven footballers, perhaps—
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who’s inclined to destroy the team somehow? Sabotage, is it? Or 
suicide? Perhaps a Salingeresque refusal to perform?’ 

‘Kind of. Except it's not sports, it's the Teen Greens. They 
chain themselves to steamrollers and shit, but he’s a Young Nat 
and... Did you actually read that other one I left you or…?’ 

‘Did I need to? Toss the manuscript. Begin afresh. Ask 
yourself what Hemingway would do. You’re likely to write ONE 
worthy story for every hundred drafts, if you’re serious about this. 
I exaggerate not.’ 

I find something to do with my fingers. Rolling a ciggie, why 
not. All great writers smoke. The Bigshot’s house stinks like 
Savemart clothes. Smoke smells better. 

He pulls the thick chunks of glass down from his eyes. His 
eyes are like, real confrontational and cold and sore-looking. The 
skin’s black around them. ‘You’re not listening. See this?’ He flaps 
his speckled hand at this pale section of his book shelves, two 
rows of yellowy pages and spines behind me. ‘Not less than four 
hundred stories. I exaggerate not.’ 

I’m squished into this tight corner of the couch. I wanna get 
up and move. He closes his eyes, slumps his heavy old head on 
my shoulder and says into my ear, in a voice soundin like that 
Leonard Cohen fool, ‘Try harder, my friend.’ When he doesn’t 
say any more ancient Obi-Wan stuff, I realise he’s asleep. That’s a 
new record, he musta hollered at me for, like, only five mins. Try 
harder, friend? Pretty heavy shit being a FRIEND with the 
Bigshot. He’s, like, got his own entry in the 1988 encyclopedia of 
lit that my mum got given at English Language Partners back in 
the day. And he’s my FRIEND. How buzzy’s that shit? 

I ease out my phone real slow and take a few pxts of him— 
his hand squeezing my wrist, his lips drooling on my shoulder, his 
body pushing me into the corner of the couch, his hand flopping 
over my thigh. His snoring sounds like somebody tearing sheets 
of paper into shreds real slow. His arm flumps off his belly and 
lands between my legs. It could only be The Bigshot’s hand 
because it’s still clutching the story he was goin on about earlier, 
written in that cursive handwriting that no one can read. Up 
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close, you can see how pitted and pocked and red his skin is. It’s, 
like, been sandpapered or something. In some bits it’s the colour 
of those saveloy sausages white people eat. I take a pxt of his 
hand near my junk, then I take a story and a sonnet off the book 
shelf.  

I sit there smoking and thinking about my acceptance speech, 
for when I get the Premier Award, the Laureate, the Palm Door. 
I’ll thank the Bigshot, for sure. I’ll tell people he’s my bro.  

I wonder if he’s dreaming about me. I wonder if he’s jealous, 
now that I got some shit published. 

There’s just the record player for, like, ages. Mostly silence 
otherwise. I can hear his missus snapping twigs and singing 
Sanmin Zhuyi.  

When the record player starts hiccupping, his mouth wakes, 
although his eyes don’t open. He lifts his head off my shoulder. 
‘You don’t want me to predict what the rest of your stories are 
about. I suspect such a thing would break you.’   

‘What’s, like, how do ya, how can you come up with fresh 
material?’ 

‘Don’t be me. There’s already one of those.’ His lips squirm 
up into his cheeks. He pulls his hand out of my dickal region.  

I get up, ease his head down onto a cushion and lift his feet 
up onto the couch. His missus Sarah always reminds me that he 
needs naps every three hours; I push the Bigshot too far every 
time I see him, always sucking his expertise out. I take his slippers 
off. I take, like, three of those four hundred short stories as I 
tiptoe my way out. He won’t even notice. It’s, like, one percent 
I’ve taken. And you’re allowed to copy 3% of works, they told us 
on my writing course.  

Sarah is snapping kindling over a sawhorse by the birdbath 
on the grass. The Bigshot never wanted to get married, it’s just 
that white chicks stopped finding him attractive so he had to 
marry something. Dunno how he scored Sarah, she’s kind of a 
MILF, but he’s got no idea what social class she’s from. There are 
piles of leaves behind her. Probably her home in Guizhou’s made 
out of leaves, feel me? 
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I rev my scooter and ask her if she wants to come with.  
She doesn’t get it. Where am I offering to take her? Aren’t my 

visits solely to learn from the Bigshot?  
‘I have to burn the leaves,’ she says, in English. Her back is 

the only part of her that’ll look at me. Her eyes are on the lawn. 
She thinks everyone’s judging her, ’cause the Bigshot’s always 
trippin on her all the time. She wears no makeup. Her hair is tied 
harshly back like it’s in trouble. She’s a xingbalao anyway, that 
means Reservoir Trash in our language. I shouldn’ta bothered 
even trying. Laters. 

 
* 
 

I am a rocket ship taking off, leaving earth behind.  
I am a tsunami of talent, come to change the literary 

landscape. That’s what the reviews reckon, anyway.  
My publisher gets me an interview on StudTV, that’s the 

student TV station. StudTV’s pretty chill and I can talk about 
Hennessey or Gears of War and I can smoke while they interview 
me and stuff like that.  

The current affairs show’s called TellTales and it’s pretty 
influential, like the big papers will have an editorial in response to 
it sometimes, and even the president’s been interviewed on it 
once, or prime minister or whatever, and surprise surprise, 
Fiona’s become like a regular interviewer. First she forms a 
Yellow Pride feminist splinter group called China Grrlz, then she 
founds her own zine just for womyn, then doesn’t message me 
back, then she puts me on that setting so I can’t post on her 
Facebook, now this, her getting to interrogate me. Fine. Whatevs. 
I’m still selling books. First Chinese male under 25 to make the 
top ten bestsellers, byatch. What’s she sold? Zines?! Pfft. 

I don’t know why I’m biting my fingernails. One of them’s 
bleeding, and I can’t leave the, what do you call it, the cubicle 
alone. I get stuck on words sometimes. Where’s the Bigshot when 
you need his help? 
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Some of the writers and producers, like Erica, are from 
Yellow Pride circles. I know the gaffer and the second unit 
director. I sit on my bleeding finger so they can’t see it. It’s real 
sore, eh. 

The interview chair, well, throne, it’s on a stage in a studio 
that used to be a classroom—you can tell by the whiteboards 
fixed to each end of the room, and by the heinous sunflower-
colour paint on the walls that StudTV’s tried to cover up with 
black bedsheets. Fiona’s 149 centimetres away, I’ve counted every 
centimetre ’cause my OCD’s flaring up. She’s editing her 
interview questions on her iPad, treating me with respect, acting 
like I’m just another random famous person. The first seven 
minutes are a report on CABAL, that's the Critics And 
Booksellers ALliance. CABAL’S been kind of a resistance against 
market forces, like they question my publisher all the time, and I 
think Fiona’s agenda is to support, like, established authors 
against up-and-coming youngsters like me that actually get 
makeup artists backstage asking me to sign books for them. 
Fiona’s such a cock-tease, all immaculate goddess, all help-the-
aged and shit. Fiona’s gonna make it into parliament before she’s 
30, everyone reckons. Tryhard. Xinku much? 

I’ll bet you right now she’s remembering how we put 
together the bio for the Bigshot on the national lit directory 
website, sipping green tea on my bed and eating yam lollies. It 
was like 4am when we got it sewn up. I’ll bet you she’s forgotten 
how she wanted me to sign a pledge sayin I would honour her as 
a lady if we got it on, like this actual contract written on paper 
stopping me from tappin and gappin.  

She looks like no one’s ever been inside her. Those glasses 
with the thick black frames are a barrier, a shield. No pussy for 
you, her face is sayin.  

 We kick off. She reads to the camera the names of critics 
who put me in their Top Ten list at the end of last year. She 
names, like, six people, as if the whole world doesn’t think I’m 
spesh, just half a dozen people do. She says the story that won me 
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THE short story comp, won me the ten Gs, is derivative of the 
Bigshot. ‘Derivative in flagrante delicto,’ she goes.  

The studio is silent. I’m the guy who’s moved 20,000 units 
and all they’ve gotta say to me is silence? 

Maybe I should show the world a pxt of her in the Hwa Hsia 
Society in her cheongsam, show everyone she ain’t a banana and 
she ain’t a boiled egg: bitch is just white all the way through.  

‘What are you doing?’ 
‘Sorry? Wha? I wasn’t listening.’ 
‘You are planning to attempt further writing success with 

Macintosh to, how shall I say, help you find your words?’ 
There are students in the studio audience, and they’re 

chuckling, and glugging from drink bottles, and posting Tweets, I 
can hear the clicks. Fuck they chucklin about? It’s the rumours, 
bet you a million bucks. I saw this blog— 

‘With this book, I’m gonna donate 30% of the proceeds from 
all sales to World Vision so they can get my brothers and sisters 
out of slavery. You know, get them out of sweatshops and 
brothels. In Macau and shit.’ 

‘So you say, but what are you going to do next?’ 
‘I don’t get you?’  
She asks me about the writing residency, about the speech I 

did at Boy’s High, about the spoken word samples I gave MC Jin. 
She asks if I’m still dedicated to Yellow Pride. She’s trying to out-
Asian me. Stick to my published books, let’s talk about them. She 
asks me about The Binding of Isaac. She says it’s nothing like 
anything else in the collection. 

‘Who wrote it?’ 
‘Says right there on the cover.’ 
‘I don’t want you to feel like you’re being attacked…’ 
‘What do you mean, “who wrote it”?’ 
‘So you’ll go on record claiming you yourself wrote The 

Binding of Isaac?’ 
‘I thought you were on my side…’ 
‘It’s just such a distinctive story,’ she goes. ‘Abraham is a man 

powerful enough to engage in conversations with Jehovah, with 
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God himself, but to Isaac, his father Abraham is simply an old 
man who likes the sound of his own voice and who is cruel to 
Sarah, the mother-figure.’ 

‘Totes. That was me. I wrote that one.’ 
‘I don’t doubt for a second that you typed the words.’ 
‘You’re makin us uncomfortable.’ 
‘All I’m asking is if you could explain the Macintoshian 

flourishes.’ 
My teeth are too blunt to pull out the damn bit of skin tucked 

away between my nail and my flesh. ‘Can we take five, Yi-Ling?’ 
‘Fiona.’ 
‘Can I get another chair?’ 
‘Sorry to keep hectoring you, but can you just clear this up 

for me—you did write that story, or you didn’t?’  
There are rows and columns of heads hidden in the black 

benches in the studio. One of the heads goes, ‘Third degree burn.’ 
It was always summer, back then. My lawn was better than 

hers. 
Finally I go, ‘Least I didn’t suck his dick to get ahead.’  
‘OOO!’ these dudes go, in the black audience. 
Fiona gives me this look like I’ve just said there’s a 27th letter 

in the English alphabet she never noticed.  
‘If that’s what this is really about,’ I go, ‘in the handicapped 

toilets, right? At the Governor-General’s pad, at that trippy soiree 
they had? Wro—’ 

‘Can you be adult about this?’ 
‘—Wrong? Either you sucked his dick or he ate you out. 

2012; when he did the launch for Countess of the Kerb. You and him 
in the toilets. Together. Sorry if it hurts or anything…’ 

She flops her head around like a wobbly newborn baby. She 
won’t look at me anymore. ‘ERICA!’  

‘He was a paedo, Fiona. Macintosh fondled me like a, you 
know, like a priest. Don’t, don’t go on his side… don’t.’ 

Folks are hard out crackin up. Now I’ve got their attention.  
‘STOP THIS NOW. I MEAN IT.’ 
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I hold up my phone and waggle it and this gaffer comes over 
and there’s this slot the camera boys can plug a USB into. You 
ever tried to check out how scary a hydroslide is and before you 
know it you’re sliding down? I plug in my phone and the 
producer’s up for it, like fully on live TV and shit, and I show, 
like, the whole country the pxt of the Bigshot’s hand between my 
thighs. Student TV, bro—they need the ratings. It’s hard to see, 
so the second unit camera man gets a longer USB and they plug 
me into the relayer. A 72-inch screen shows us what the country’s 
seeing. Told you I was a big deal, bro.   

 
* 
 

I go round to give flowers to Sarah. Sure Bigshot was mean 
to her, but she’d be havin a sad right now, you’d think. They’re in 
my backpack, the flowers, plus this bottle of sake I want to get 
her wasted on. There are men putting new tiles on the Bigshot’s 
roof, and some scruffy dudes putting up new wallpaper, and a real 
estate douchebag with a tablet in one of those protective black 
folders showing this family around the place and the kids are 
screeching, buy it, Daddy, it’s got goldfish, Daddy. 

I can’t find Sarah anywhere. I hope she didn’t get deported. 
Do they deport you when your husband dies? That’d be fucked 
up. I sort of had, like, a plan for her.  

 
* 
 

I am the youngest writer ever to have had the honour of 
writing a front-page obituary in the paper, y’know, The Paper Of 
Record, they call it. It’s got a circulation of 420,000 and a 
readership three times that. The blurb they writ about me in the 
italic letters above the obit says how long my short story 
collection’s stayed on the top ten. My big-ups take up a third of 
the word count of the obituary that’s supposed to be all about the 
Bigshot. 
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I coulda used a fuckin hand to write the fuckin thing but… 
yeah. As for my dead dawg, he drops off the bestseller list. Weird, 
it feels easy to stay on, far as I’m concerned. The biggest impact, 
though, is the Homes For Books project. See, Bigshot used to get 
funded to put classic literature into low-income households. The 
government hasn’t renewed the charity’s funding. I write 500 
words about it for the Weekly Weaklings column in TIME 
magazine. The editors are in Sydney and they pay a buck a word. 

I get the Glaxo Fellowship. Glaxo’s either a drug or a drug 
company, I forget which, but they send you to this gangsta bach 
on the coast which is all rustic on the outside but it’s got brand 
new marble benches on the inside, taps with stainless steel 
handles, and three sinks, each with an InSinkErator, plus real 
heavy deck furniture and you can’t even see any nails or screws in 
the wood. Wish they’d’ve left a Welcome Basket in the bach filled 
with pharmaceuticals. 

I’m meant to do some writing while I’m usin their bach. 
What if it sucks, though? What if I hurt my reputation by writing 
a flop? I can’t get advice from my fuckin idol anymore, can I. 

I get this sweet late model sedan to use and I keep getting 
speeding tickets driving into town to do interviews on 
RadioNation and MoreTalk. I pass this billboard with an ad for 
my book and a giant photo of me slam-dunking a pencil through 
a hoop-shaped piece of paper. Sometimes I go to a cocktail 
lounge with the radio host after the show. They don’t have 
Cody’s so I gotta get them to mix actual bourbon with Coke that 
comes out of a little glass bottle. The hosts are always about a 
foot taller than me. I have to translate heaps of my normal talk 
for them. They ask how I talk like I do but write such good 
English. I give the bitches on the bar signed copies of my book.  

Glaxo gives me a pretty sweet laptop. It’s one of those Apple 
Macintosh, I mean Macbooks. Wait, did Apple do a computer 
called Macintosh? Sometimes it’s hard to remember who comes 
up with ideas first. 

I tinker with the manuscript for, like, four hours a day. 
Everyone’s gonna say my writing style’s changed back so I have 
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to get this right. A lot of my time I’m just Facebooking. I never 
send messages to any of my boys. This is not Entourage. I don’t 
want them to think I’m the same old banana they grew up with. I 
don’t wanna seem approachable, you know, ordinary, average, 
xingbalao. I’m elite now. Sorry, boys. 

 I take a hit off my pipe and walk along the beach, pulling 
apart fish skeletons bone by bone, building forts out of 
driftwood. Weed’s the only thing that understands me. I walk 

with my shirt off and my $200 Ray-Bans on. I saw Sonny Bill 
wearing them on a magazine. I’ve been doing reps. I don’t wanna 
look like a writer, I wanna have muscles. The fellowship has 
blitzkrieged my student loan, it’s buzzy, nyerrrrrrrn, boom, gone, 
and mum’s credit cards are almost paid off (although I’ve gained 
like ten credit cards myself.) Now I can pick and choose what 
media I do. No more StudTV. I got me two agents and I can 
dispatch one to handle academic appearances, and one to do pop 
culture—like, they have a page on me in Crush magazine and I’m 
all Photoshopped and wearing a white long-sleeved shirt which 
only has the top button done up so my abs are showing. I get all 
these friend requests from bitches you can tell are still in college, 
and even dudes, that’s probably the choicest part. When I was at 
school I used to send fan letters to bigshot writers I really liked. 
Now, principals want me to speak at their schools, like in 
assembly. I literally wish the Bigshot was still here. He’d be proud 
of me if he knew all the bitches who wanted my dick. Were still 
here? Was. Were? It’s the little things like that I need help with. 
Where’s the Bigshot when you need him?  

 
* 
 

 I do a music video. I do a spoken-word bit on that Lorde EP. 
I buy Mum plane tickets to Fujian with one week’s royalty 
payments. She starts crying when I say I’m not coming with her. 
Mosquitoes, fog, corruption, no Google? Hellllllll no. The casinos 
woulda been sweet, though. 
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A chick in long pants and hoodie comes trotting into the 
bach. The sun’s not cutting through the grey roof of the sky; I’ve 
only just got to sleep. The bach is full of salty fog. My skin’s 
tingly. The ranch slider was open all night. The coffee table is 
piled with so many Woodstock cans that some have rolled off 
onto the carpet.  

It’s Fiona. She’s dyed her hair red and it’s in those plaits like 
Pippi Longstocking. She’s some kind of dyke now.  

She pulls plastic and cardboard out of the rubbish bin and 
puts it in a box she finds somewhere. She does the dishes real 
noisy. I can’t pretend I’m asleep anymore so I sit up in my boxers, 
topless, blanket over my lap, touching my face. There’s still league 
on the TV. You get it 24/7 on Sky. I like leaving Sky going, just 
to waste money. I put the bling in xingbalao, byatch.  

I’ve been thinking about your story, she goes. Isaac was a 
speck, Isaac was nothing. But the father? Abraham was an elder 
when he took his son to the hill and offered him. It was Abraham 
testing God, not the other way round. If God wanted him to kill a 
child, Abraham would’ve found another God. He was in control, 
that’s why, and nobody feels sorry for the boy. No one’s even 
heard of Isaac.   

‘Want coffee?’ I go. 
‘God no,’ she goes, crossing her arms. She strokes the 

breakfast bar. She won’t sit down. ‘I’ve got work.’ 
Those stories, she begins. You never hung in Browntown. 

How could you know what it feels like to get divorced? You 
didn’t play hopscotch. You didn’t eat noodles out of a paper cup. 
You didn’t work in a boiler room. You didn’t drink whiskey at 
breakfast-time. Did he give you the stories or did you take them?  

‘Quit raggin, honestly. Siddown and chill. I’ll order a pizza. 
Do they do breakfast pizzas? Bet they do. It takes, like, half an 
hour to get here. Did you want coffee? Can’t remember if I asked. 
You can get a pizza with gaaaangsta cheese on it from Gourmet 
By The Bay. I’m puttin the bling in xing—’ 

She takes my book out of her bag and hands me a pen and 
opens the first page. The paper is loose. I don’t recognise it. The 
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writing’s small and unfamiliar. It’s probably a new edition. She 
wants me not to recognise the words I, myself, carefully chose 
and wrote into cement. I’m still groggy. My tongue is coated in 
scum. I don’t have the…thing…. to come up with immortal 
words, ’specially not for Fiona, so I just scribble my signature. 
She removes the loose leaf of paper and gets up to go. 

‘That was an affidavit you just signed, you illiterate arsehole,’ 
she goes. ‘Say hi to your mum from me. Bet she’s real proud.’ 

She pauses on the doorstep. She scopes the broad bay fringed 
with foam, the greenstone waves clattering as they smash onto 
the beach. She admires everything she sees except me.  

The Bigshot never said what he thought of my stories, that’s 
the annoying part. He kept falling asleep, so I stashed them in his 
bookshelf, what’s the big deal? I thought it’d make him respect 
my stories more, if they were part of his library, just for a week or 
two, even if he didn’t know. My stories could, like, absorb his 
greatness. He didn’t read ’em, I grabbed ’em back, sent ’em to a 
publisher, got published, won some comps, fair’s fair. Least, I 
meant to grab the right ones.  

 
* 
 

      When we were kids, if Fiona got a prickle in her foot, I’d 
gently lay her on her back on the lawn and suck it out, even 
though the prickle wasn’t my fault.  
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The Tooth Fairy 

 
      ‘Sup grrrrrrl! Rich bitch, heard you’re on six figures these 
days. Congrats to thats! Listen: smoke with me.’ 
      ‘Thanks, but yeah, nah, I don’t smoke anymore.’ 

‘Sgot my lipstick on it anyway. Oi, but you actually made that 
joke, last party we were at, ’member? “Emily’s Mama didn’t raise 
no quitter?” You were, like, handing round Marlboros ’n shit, 
Emily Gemily’ 

‘I fully quit. Hate smoking. I got a mean-as story about it, 
actually.’ 

‘Fess up. What story?’ 
‘It just pisses me off they get to slack off, like, all day long 

when, like, I’m tryina work and they go and spit in MY face? I 
mean, like, omigawd you’re serious?’ 

‘Wait, Emily, back it up—who what? Spat in your face?’ 
‘Omigawd, like I know, right?’ 
‘This was at the Red Cross? Someone said you done work 

there?’ 
‘I did some research there. I’m still at FlightRight, though. 

Third from the top, hun.’ 
‘Research? Or volunteer work? Oi—who spat in your face? 

The faaark? Tell the store-ree, Emily Law-rie.’ 
‘Kay. Got a drink? Smoke if you want, I don’t mind. It’s like 

this: 
 
Gimme a smoke, the tramp-woman went. This was near 

work, you know where I am on T Road? The way she was 
swaying was like full-on zombie-styles, like seriously, and she had 
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a can of beer even though it was morning, and she even had to 
swap a foot over to steady herself, and she, like, reached out and 
grabbed the lapel of my blouse and scrunched it. 

Don’t! I went, I don’t have a spare smoke! This is back when 
petrol was like, two bucks fifty a litre, like soooo expensive. And 
it took like 80 minutes each way for work and it was like, what 
else is there to do in the car but smoke and listen to my 
headphones? The radio didn’t work in my Honda, I wasn’t skinny 
enough to hitchhike, I was just a tower of anxiety and blonde 
muff and cream-coloured rolls.   

Fattie, the homeless went to me, cradling her can of 
whatever, Thas not baby fat. Unbelievable, this hag—big giant 
Starter jersey just about coming down to her knees, all baggy, 
puffing out around her arms, big hole around the neck. Massive 
cheekbones made her eyes look like two coins chucked in a well 
of dark brown eye-flesh. Her hair was silver. There was frost on 
her shoulders. Some of her skin looked blue from the cold. 

You wanna die today, Fat Baby? 
Leave me alone. 
I know you got a smoke in there, Baby. 
I stepped back and shivered my shoulder and her hand was 

forced to let me go, and I was headed for the glass doors to go 
back into work—it was only morning tea—but when I raised my 
hand I saw I was only two thirds through my cigarette. I wanted 
to take another tug on it, a deep yellow gulp of bitter spicy air, but 
I couldn’t when I was being watched. The homeless woman just 
stood on one spot, swaying, waiting to get her result. She had 
purple skin under her eyes, and her fringe was brushing her 
eyebrows, but she was bony, and she had a suit jacket on over the 
Starter jersey. The black of the jacket matched her irises, like 
omigawd they were dark. Her pants though—they had little 
insects playing basketball on them. They were, like, joke pants, 
like PJs or something.  

Know the grossest thing? She coulda actually been pretty if 
she’d tried. 
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It all started when the homeless lady’d started bothering me 
as I was texting Jitesh, kay, I didn’t instigate shit. My finger had 
been hovering over the button to send a certain message. If I had 
the credit—baaaabe, if I had any credit. But I didn’t. All I could 
send was psychic texts, willing Tesh to respond. Just had to get 
through the doors into reception, hit the elevator button. 
Smoking’s all about standing out in the cold. I had to wait for the 
elevator’s steel lips to take me in the safe, warm mouth. 

The wind nibbled the edges of my cuffs. I looked up and the 
tramp was blotting out the sun, backing me up against the glass of 
my building. The building felt cold on my back. My body-heat 
was bleeding out through my jacket. My building, right, it’s 
turquoise marble, real pretty but when you touch the stone, it’s 
freezing. All the heat was in inside there, and a daycare centre and 
warm free cups of hot chocolate. I should have been able to see 
the receptionist at her desk in there, where was she? Having a 
ciggy in the underground car park, guaranteed. Every stuff-up in 
my life’s been down to smoking. 

My heels were just about poking through the soles of my 
boots. My boots were held together on the bottom with duct 
tape. I had, like, five layers of tape wadded over the bump where 
my heel was busting through.  

I trod on something slimy, squishy—coff—coffee? Really? 
Instant coffee sachets? Tens of them, spilling out of the 
homele— why would ya need—  

She did something funny, the woman—she took a puff on an 
imaginary smoke, slurped from her can, lurched forward, leaning 
close without falling over, and spat in my face. I pushed my hand 
out like someone had just woken me up with a torch in my eyes, 
blinking. It was hard to see. Something was gluing my eyelashes 
shut.  

 The tramp tripped on this sewer grate that’s not placed 
properly and juts out and always trips me and she tumbled into 
me and got a hold of my chest buttons and gave a big tug, pulling 
me into her. My hands were up and I gave the cow a big shove 
backwards but she was grabbing at my hair. Lucky I had it tied 
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back real fierce, real plain. My smoke was still sizzling in my right 
fingers and I dropped it and finally found the swipe card attached 
to my keys and caressed the sensor with it and reception 
swallowed me.  

I seriously stank of beer. I stank. I stankstank—blech. I had to 
close the eye that had been spat on so the snot didn’t get inside 
my, like, eye membranes. I wanted to wipe my eye on my 
shoulder but my eyelid would’ve probably stuck to the cotton. I 
felt along the wall and ferns and framed awards and licences until 
I was groping the bathroom door, and kneed it open. Before the 
door closed I saw a little bit of her, the homeless—I dunno what 
to call her— moving into the ugly unwashed light of the day, her 
head darting all around, looking for someone else’s life to ruin. I 
hated how good that suit jacket looked on her. Me? My jacket was 
a second hand one that SAP had given away when we did a 
teambuilding workshop. It’d had someone else’s name stitched on 
the chest till I blacked it out with mascara ’cause I couldn’t afford 
a black pen. I wore three shirts a week and washed the armpits as 
soon as I got home and gave them two minutes in the oven, to 
speed up the drying. I had arms that looked like albino pythons, 
thick and fat and boneless. My calves looked like… well, never 
mind. This temp said my glasses were nice, one time. Glasses 
aren’t part of your body, though. Big boobs and a sore back are 
part of my body. Thighs that someone blogged about one time 
are part of my body. No one ever said anything nice about any 
bits of the actual me.   

So yeah I could see through the reception doors the tramp 
was now asking a random for a smoke, and the man was digging 
in his pockets, treading on those sachets of instant coffee the 
tramp kept dropping.  

She spat in my FACE.  
She SPAT in my face. 
Oh my God: she actually spat in MY face.  
I used up an entire toilet roll. I wiped the unspeakable sticky 

brown OHMYGODWHYWASITBROWN spi-saliva out of my 
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eyelashes. I used some TP to line the bowl as I peed. I kept 
checking the lock on the door.  

I’d deserved it. Deserved to be spat on. There was something 
hate-able about me. More than just my calves. I hadn’t been to 
church since I was six. I’d had an inkling God hated me for that. 

What really sucked was that to calm down, I needed to go out 
front and enjoy a cigarette. I opened up my handbag. I had 19 
cigarettes in the box of 20 I’d bought quarter of an hour ago. 19 
fucking cigarettes I coulda shared if I’d wanted. 19 gold and white 
ciggies I was too scared to go outside to smoke.  

 
* 
 

FlightRight had these employee dinners every quarter, they 
were the bomb, and they didn’t give you too much hassle if you 
needed to take a sick day. There was tonnes of cool shit about my 
job. I liked the exotic teas you could choose from in the break 
room. I liked the interns, they were always silly and if they were 
boys, they always had real cute throats, you know how the 
Adam’s apple sticks out when a boy’s, like, 19? I love that. I love 
their smell, too. Boys don’t shower enough, and they run and rip 
their pants. I love that. And the fuzz they get on their cheeks. 
FlightRight was a good place to be indoors. Outside was the 
jungle, outside was unprotected. I suppose people would get fired 
if they called me Fat Baby at work. I started staying ten hours a 
day. I wrote this, like, timetable of when the Spit Drifter might 
come back. Was she always out there at the same time? I needed 
to know.   

I couldn’t tell anyone at work what happened. 
Like, I didn’t have a man and my apartment was fucking gay 

so yah, it was like, Dry Your Eyes, Thunder Thighs, Live For 
Your Job, Emily Slob (that was a little rhyme I remembered when 
I was crying in the elevator). I chucked all my anti-depressants, 
started saving 50 cent coins, you know, spare change. It was like 
my whole life I’d been dozing and I’d been woken up and I 
would now be in a grump forever if I didn’t stop being a chubby 
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loser. I started eating concentration camp food at work, you 
know, white bread and noodles, food that makes your body know 
something desperate’s happening. That stuff doesn’t go bad for 
several days, either, you can keep it in your drawers. When it got 
too boring and sad to eat, my body let me stop almost everything. 
No breakfast, no dinner. 

Did I keep buying smokes? Don’t even joke about that.  
I stopped hoping anyone would bother fucking me, just kinda 

grinded my clit against the ironing board a couple of times a week 
while I ironed my jacket-with-someone-else’s-name-on-it, after 
work, on my own, chewing a piece of nicotine gum for forty 
minutes, sipping as much caffeine as I could take. Ironing was 
alright, I discovered all these little tricks and techniques. My shirts 
would end up looking pretty crisp, way nicer than my soul 
probably looked, lol. My skin used to be soft and squishy. I let it 
go tense, scaly on the outside. I saw bones under the blubber. 

Carpooling was the dopest way to save money. This same 
group of surfers would pick me up from the bus stop like four 
mornings out of five. I didn’t want Joe Public to see me with my 
thumb out; lucky for me, they just pulled over and offered to rape 
and kill me, I can’t remember how they said it, it was funny, the 
doofuses wearing no shirts, their nipples like little hard buttons, 
goose pimples on their arms. There’s no point in living anyway, I 
said, Get your rape in now, and they started howling and high-
fiving each other. They were roofers when they weren’t surfing. 
They could fall off a roof and die any day of the week. They’d 
never let a lowlife diss them. They made me lol. I got these rides 
through most of Spaghetti Junction and they dropped me pretty 
close to work. I’d get out of the car stinking of ciggies, but when 
the boys rolled smokes for me I’d look at the smoke like they 
were offering me a dictionary writ in another language. I wanted 
to smoke, but I didn’t want my eyelashes to get stuck to my 
shoulder pad with some stranger’s snot. That’s what smoking had 
become, to me. Stench and snot. 

So each week, my fingers would seem like sticks a bit more, 
and I could see more and more of my vag and less and less of my 
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stretched belly button when I looked down when I was peeing, 
and my skin went a bit browner as it got summery, you know 
how it’s bright at like 7am. I’d get 1% tanner and 1% skinnier 
every morning before work. In the yearbooks at high school and 
shit, I used to suck in my cheeks to look skinnier. Now I didn’t 
have to. Spring began and my skin started to look like smoked 
chicken as I waited at those bus stops, caramel with nipples of 
white hair (I’m like so blonde I’m almost translucent. It’s the 
Dutch in me.) I would get to work early and get a head start on 
everything so I didn’t feel like a fat anchor dragging the seniors 
down. My breath started stinking ’cause I was always hungry. I 
saved a buck a day by not buying breath mints. My breath smelled 
but my tummy shrank till I didn’t even have to hold it in.  

Each time I saw a pretty girl walking through the square with 
a dude holding her hand, and I felt like buying a pack of 
Marlboros, I’d transfer 20 bucks into this account I had going.  

I cried while my fat melted and leaked down my cheeks and I 
sopped it up in napkins and chucked it in waste paper baskets. 
The shower’s a good place to cry, if you ever need to. When 
you’re swimming, that works, too. Crying with the TV volume 
turned right up is alright, crying with your headphones on. I 
would sometimes bang my hip on the corner of the breakfast bar, 
unused to the new bone jutting out. I’d make faces in the mirror 
and try to remember what prom night was like, when I went in 
the Fat Girls’ Limo and we rented these pet poodles as if we 
didn’t need a man. I cried until I carried out a garbage bag full of 
bras so oversized I could slip my finger into them while wearing 
them and feel all this extra space. I sucked hard on Chupa Chups 
so I didn’t have to have a meal. I drank shakes and smoothies 
when I had to eat. When I pissed, I thought about how much the 
liquid weighed. 50 millilitres off here, 40 milligrams there. I read 
testimonials by anorexic girls on Reddit. The wind began finding 
my flat chest and pushing me around. My wrists became skinny 
enough for a boy to wrap his hand around, if any boy wanted to.   

At parties, I let people draw on my saggy boobs, I sucked 
something smelling like burnt oven cleaner out of a bong made 
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from a bottle of mineral water, I let a guy put a tab on my tongue 
with his tongue. My legs could be picked up by guys and moved 
around, opened and closed like scissors. My tits were freer, 
lighter. My lips hung off my teeth, hoping to get sucked. I was 
always hungry, but I didn’t want ciggies and I didn’t want food. 

The last bits of cellulite evaporated from my calves and 
forearms. I’d imagine the fat drying up like a puddle on concrete 
as I waited at the bus stop, rubbing my elbows. It felt so dry and 
warm in the surferoofers’ car that stank of salt, in the warm 
smoke, a surf board bumping my head. Everything the 
dickjockeys said over the radio was funny; everyone in the car 
pissed themselves laughing. AC/DC was the anthem of 
liberation; Bohemian Rhapsody was our constitution. I got into 
Queen, I got into UB40, I got into AC/DC. Chant music. 
Breakfast banter, prank calls. Dumb laughs. 

I missed a doctor’s appointment and didn’t get any more 
Prozac. I smoked weed at quarter past seven, stuck in a traffic 
jam on the motorway. I blew smoke at a speed camera. The boys 
poured whiskey into my trim McCafe cappuccino, and when I got 
out of the car outside work, buzzing, and stumbled over the 
sewer grate, I was like, You know what? Fuck it, and I kicked it, 
and when I took off my shoes at lunch, my toes were blue and I 
lolled. I was, like, so badly injured I should’ve been in A&E. Silly 
Emily, ha. Partying at 7am. Breaking toes on sewer grate. 

 I had a stolen ream of paper and a calculator in my handbag 
worth $15, I’d dyed my hair red and I had contact lenses and I’d 
fucked three guys at work and I just had like zero time to worry 
about anything anymore and God knew it. I think God was, like, 
scared how far I’d go to show him I’d lost all faith in the 
goodness of the world since the trusting, naïve me got spat on.  

 When my pay rose by four bucks an hour and I got a new 
title—seriously, four bucks, in one whack—for the first time in 
forever, I strutted up to the counter of the service station and 
went, I filled the whole tank. How much is that? 

The woman just went, Eftpos or credit card, ma’am?  
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I wanted to tell the service station stranger that I almost 
didn’t make it. I wanted to tell her I’d stopped driving for two 
months and starved myself to punish myself for getting spat on. I 
wanted to tell her last month I took two dollars out of the charity 
snack box on top of the first aid cabinet at work and used it to 
buy a sewing kit from a discount barn up towards the good, white 
part of the road, away from T-Road, so I could fix a loose cuff. I 
wanted to tell her that if I was driving again, I was saying goodbye 
to the surferoofers. I only knew their nicknames. I couldn’t find 
them online. They were unreal, imaginary, I think: something 
invented by God to make me feel loved. Some kind of trick, a set-
up for the knock-down to come. 

I definitely wanted to tell people that renovations had only 
taken place within me when I had been entirely gutted. I wanted 
to announce at work meetings on Tuesdays that I didn’t eat 
avocado, hardly anything green, nothing sticky anymore, no 
mayo, no shrimp because I could still taste the tentacle of that 
brown snotty spit stretching down and tickling my lips.  

How can you begin announcing something like that? You 
can’t, can you.  

 
* 
 

I’d been taking a few practice snaps of the wildlife in the 
street outside. My phone could store, like, 500 pics at a time. The 
disabled toilet at work was a good place to sit down and label the 
photos without an intern leaning over me and going, Sthatcha 
boyfriend? No one interrupted me on the disabled loo, plus I’d 
got in the habit of using it because of my big tits and hips, and 
calves and, ech, I suppose, my arms, no avoiding them, I’d always 
had arms like dog roll. Disabled toilets are six feet by seven. Ever 
counted the width? I have.  

Toilets became offices to me, wherever I was—offices and 
parlours. At parties, without smokes, the clock would crawl, so 
I’d go into the toilet, take a seat on the plastic lid and work on 
naming and cataloguing my photos. A good phone with a face-
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finder built in’s what you need if you’re gonna take photos of all 
the homeless people in the CBD. I needed to get good at 
snapping somebody with a single click then going to 
GuessWho.com and getting the search engine to work out their 
name within, like, ten seconds. Heaps of homeless have Facebook 
accounts, or they’ve had a new story done on them about how 
they ended up on the streets. These people are on the social 
network. You’d be surprised. They have way more pride than 
they should. 

I practised taking photos of stoners at parties who didn’t care 
what the fuck. I practised in conversation pits, lines for the toilet, 
in arched doorways in the hills waiting to be let into mansions so 
we could trash them while the host’s parents were away at 
Angkor Wat. I took a thousand photos. They went into the same 
folder as the pics I actually wanted—pics of every homeless 
person on T Road and West Link. My phone let me type in little 
nicknames for every vagrant and kerb-crawler and cockroach I 
catalogued. I had to be brave and get to know these people. God 
had a plan, a little tingling told me, and he would send a fairy 
godmother to assist. I got into a conversation about getting 
homeless people off the street with this honey-haired Christian 
guy with blue eyes waiting to suck on a tree of weed stuffed inside 
a cigar shell. We were playing Spin The Bottle on his phone. He 
said I should walk into the Red Cross and see what it’s like. Only 
then could I judge the homeless as something other than icky and 
rude. Spread chow-chow on some sandwiches, push in a slice of 
luncheon meat, put it in a bag for a Person Experiencing 
Homelessness who wouldn’t say thanks. The Christian laughed at 
that last bit. He said I didn’t have to be politically correct, though 
it didn’t hurt. It’s not like the clientele are gonna notice. Call them 
rough sleepers, perhaps. PEH is a mouthful, he said. Don’t 
expect human beings with a preponderance toward mental illness, 
head injuries and substance abuse to remember their Ps and Qs, 
he said, and winked. Fear not. This will change your life. 

 
* 
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I was making first contact with a brand new airline for $53.20 
every billable hour when I saw her. I’d said goodbye to my 
manager in reception, ’cause we’d just come back from coffee and 
Mindy was going to get her car. She was chuffed about the first 
contact. They’d come out of Myanmar, the airline, except they 
called it Burma, even though this gay intern said it was definitely, 
definitely, no mistake, called only Myanmar—anyway, there were 
like ten things to do, initially, like tax assessment, passports, 
disease screening for pilots and crew, THEN advertising 
contracts, THEN book the simulations for our staff, THEN the 
test holidays for Nina and Rohilal, THEN work out contract for 
flight deals, THEN safety checks on the Boeings they’d ordered, 
735s, I think, I’d have to check.  

But yeah, I was thinking about work, looking out from my 
glass castle in reception and there she was, outside again, walking 
around like she had a soul and reasons to have pride. I was almost 
sure it was her. My fingers found my phone and switched on the 
camera. I had to positively identify her. Take a pic; match the 
byatch. 

She’d—she’d—BLEACHED? Bleached her hair? Now she 
looked like the old mummy from those Tales From The Crypt 
movies.  

I told the receptionist I had to run after my manager and 
looked for a taxi to fall into. I was like seven steps up the career 
ladder from the receptionist. I had 34 extra bucks an hour than 
her. I was skinnier, too.  

Outside there was no taxi, just wind and the drifting pages of 
a Korean newspaper and the woman. THE woman. I took a spot 
behind a pillar, hidden in chilly black shadow, and snapped a 
photo of her face. The tramp looked right toward my pillar, then 
reached a hand deep down inside her crotch, scratched her 
vagina. I’ll bet it had silver hairs like a steel brush. I’ll bet it 
smelled like an old refrigerator which hasn’t been plugged in for 
two seasons.  
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She stared at my pillar and scratched, her in that suit jacket, 
her with those beautiful strong eyebrows that didn’t need 
plucking. Her, with no purpose on this planet but hating and 
spitting. 

Her, licking her lips, readying spit.  
My heart became a rock, heavy and dead in my chest, and 

then she moved on, down the street, swearing at a letter or 
document she was unfurling. The wind had come back and it was 
hard for her to move far.  

My heart began pumping warm blood, and I pulled my coat 
firmly across me. I looked down at my phone and GuessWho’d 
her. HER, I wrote, HER, and as I wrote, I walked, and kept my 
head down, labelling photos for like ten minutes, and entered the 
Red Cross Mission For Man, and signed up to spread chow-chow 
on white bread. There was this voice telling me to never take my 
eye off her, not if I wanted to make the world right and just. 

  
* 
 

I finished volunteering work around 6. D helped me lift the 
heavy sewer grate into the boot of my car. I’d bought a BMW 
hatchback, black, only three years old, though there was 
spiderweb on the headlights and wing mirrors ’cause I refused to 
get it car washed. I was still in the habit of saving money 
constantly. Punishing myself made me feel pure. When D 
plonked down the sewer grate and it tumbled onto the spare tyre 

in the little boot, the whole car bounced. The grate was worth $30 
at the scrap yard, D said.    

I gave D a sack of frozen peas that I’d nabbed from the Red 
Cross freezer. Being a volunteer, I had these privileges. Then we 
walked back round the front of the Mission. Clients aren’t 
allowed around the staff car parks. D was nibbling peas with one 
hand while trying to find a photo of The Tooth Fairy on 
Facebook on my phone. D said The Tooth Fairy takes people’s 
teeth out so the cops can’t identify the bodies. D wouldn’t give 
the Tooth Fairy’s real name. 
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Takes their teeth out with pliers?   
Nah. Hammer or something. Something heavy. Brick or 

somethin. 
 I asked how someone could be homeless but have, like, web 

access. Everyone got a phone, D went. Don’t question The 
Tooth Fairy, D advised. D was gonna put me onto The Tooth 
Fairy, I was gonna give D $20, and I was gonna make the world a 
better place when I tracked her down. Her. Her and that suit 
jacket and silver hair. Her and those shackles of hurt and sorrow 
she dragged up and down the cold tiles of T Road.   

The Tooth Fairy was shot by police something like eight 
years ago for stabbing somebody following this car crash, in the 
middle of the road, with a screwdriver, while the man’s bonnet 
was crushed. D told me everything else he knew about this Tooth 
Fairy while I stacked alternate bits of white and brown bread and 
spread each layer with margarine and cheap jam. D called it his 
Pancake Stack. He pretended his stack was filled with hot, runny 
maple syrup mixing with melted butter. D has lots of funny little 
methods for making life on the streets seem like a lifestyle choice 
rather than a hole he’d been dumped into.  

Get The Tooth Fairy to find her. You’ve gotta. 
Make me another short stack. And gimme your phone. I’ll get 

the Fairy up in here to meetcha.  
 

* 
 

I pressed the red button that lets you out the doors after-
hours and stood half-inside work, half-out, letting cold air breathe 
on my warm world. The sky was black when I made a joke to the 
receptionist about me finishing up her work, ha-ha, since I was 
the last in the building and the receptionist had shut down her 
computer 20 minutes ago. The streetlights were clicking on. The 
air had little sprinkles of rain in it.    

Oi. Hey! Wake up! The man was wrapped in a picnic blanket 
on a bed of nice, thick real estate magazines. You couldn’t see 
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him, under his lip of concrete, unless someone told you he was 
there. I toed him with the sneakers I’d put on.  

I’m after the Tooth Fairy, please. 
Bullshit. 
Please just tell me if you’re The Tooth Fairy or not. 
Lemme go back to sleep. 
But you’re the one. D got you to wait here for me. 
Fuggov. 
Here’s the stack. PLEASE. There’s 25 twenties in there. I’ve 

been saving, that’s 25 packs of smokes I didn’t… couldn’t… 
listen, second half of the money after you’ve done the thing, kay? 
I’m begging you: just do me this one thing.  

When he yanked the notes out of my fingers, the Tooth Fairy 
pulled his knees up to this chin and whipped his head around to 
see who was about to rob him. YOU GET THE FUCK BACK, 
BONY. He rolled into a crouch, squatting, preparing, still 
clutching his blanket against his shoulders. He made his cash 
disappear somewhere. I could see a different-coloured pair of 
pants under his outer track pants, and jeans under both of those. 

Bony. 
The Tooth Fairy backed me up against the glass. I put my 

hand over my eyes, pulled out my mobile and flipped the lid 
open. He pulled my wrist to his face and studied my phone’s 
screen. 

BONY. 
So you know the picture? You know how to find her? 
The Tooth Fairy brought a pouch of tobacco up to his face 

and started rolling. She’s easy. You gonna watch? 
God, um… no, hell no, I’ve gotta be 5000 miles away from 

here, I just—I just wanted to kind of, you know, since, if I’m 
paying you a thousand—   

Brick on the head’s quickest. Gotta smash them teef up good. 
Dental records’ll getcha if you don’t. 

I won’t give you a brick. 
Got somefin plenty heavy? 
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I have a grate. One of those ones that’s in the gutter? It’s in 
my car, I can bring it round?  

Sewer grate’ll do nicely. Take it to where she slee—  
SHUT UP! SHUT UP! DON’T TELL— 
—sleeps with her mocca poona. ’Sall good, chill. She won’t 

feel nuffin. Give us ya keys, I’ll fetch it. 
I took a deep lungful of air and almost reached out for his 

pouch of tobacco, almost begged for a wormy, twisted scrap of 
paper with sticky, stinking shredded brown tobacco leaf in it. But 
I didn’t. I would start work again in ten hours. My day would be 
Microsoft Outlook, hunger pangs and green tea.  

I gave the Tooth Fairy my car keys and he sprinted away 
along West Link, to dash into the Red Cross staff car park and 
unlock the trunk of my car and lift the sewer grate and practise 
raising it above his head and slamming it down into an old 
woman’s face until the face shattered into dust and blew far away, 
and when he was done practising, he’d go and find the real thing, 
and maybe if he took a pxt and I was impressed with his work I’d 
pay him the second thousand bucks.  

Maybe you’ll even use me again, he said. I’m usually about.  
I opened Google on my phone and went to 

MaoriDictionary.co.nz. I tried to read the Net; traffic was a 
distraction. It was hard to spell mocca poona, there were no 
results on the website, I tried variations on the spelling like 
mokopuna and that spelling meant grandchildren, like this tramp 
had grandchildren maybe, but it was cold and so I gave up 
searching, let Tooth do his thing, drove home, fell into my 
apartment, went to sleep knowing I’d changed a life. 

 
‘… So yah. True story. How did we even… Oh yeah. 

Smoking. That’s why I don’t smoke any more. Crazy, huh.’ 
‘She had grandkids, Emily?’ 
‘Your guess is good as mine.’ 
‘Omigosh. I don’t know what to say… I’d hate to be you.’ 
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‘Ha-ha, cheers, sister. Wild story, huh. Hey, have you ever 
been to Burma? They have beaches on the RIVER. We should 
totally go, I get the BEST deals.’ 

‘God, I just… I’d seriously hate to be you.’ 
‘You jinxed yourself, ha-ha. That story, like, fully shagged me 

out. You seen my keys? One for the road then I’m up to 
Skyheights for that guy’s 40th, like paaaar-tayyy.’
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Sorry 
For telling my wife I’ll be back by ten, ten thirty at the latest, 

for paying for your smokes at Caltex and lighting yours for you, 
for drinking from the same bottle of vodka. 

For lighting that fire on conservation land so you’d know I’m 
a bad boy, for pulling all the liquor out of my bag and saying I 
had no room to bring a tent, for setting up your tent just the way 
I like it.  

For throwing my promise ring into that rock pool, for saying 
You oughta dive in and get it, for saying Wet T-shirt contest! and 
cackling and standing above, kicking water on you.   

For cooking your sausages, for asking you to dish out the 
coleslaw and buttered white bread, for saying I shoulda married 
you instead.   

For laughing at your weekly dates that never turn into 
relationships, for saying there’s no good men out there, ’less 
there’s something wrong with you, for guffawing.  

For storming into the pines, for letting you cheer me up, for 
making you put down your ciggies and smoke something else. 

For making a bonfire, for my knee touching yours, for 
stroking a twig out of your curls. 

For saying I should’ve brought something warmer than a 
singlet, for flexing my biceps as I rubbed my goose flesh, for 
asking Who’s gonna cuddle me? in a baby voice. 

For spinning the bottle, for letting the bottle point at you, for 
saying You don’t have a boyfriend, you got no excuse, you hafta 
spin.  

For letting the last witnesses stumble into their tents, for 
saying Let’s play Truth Dare or Promise, I’ll go first, for pressing 
your shoulders into the sand.  

For saying you’re beautiful. 
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This Is God’s House 

 
       
      Space and wasps: ’swhat I think of when I think of Grace 
Noddey: Old, white… I’m trying to think of a word that 
doesn’t… witch. That’ll do it: Old White Witch. She had an epic 
place. Well over an acre of space with nothing on it, not a leaf for 
metres, hardly any dandelions. No prickles. Big chunks of metres 
kids could run in if they wanted, play tag till the parents have to 
drive home. Wasps and wasted space. See, without little ones, Ms 
Grace Noddey (no husband) had had wasps settle in her yard.  

That’s half the reason she got me round to her house to do 
yard work. Big space; growing wasp problem; rich byatch with no 
muscle to do her own work. 

As a Christian man, I don’t dwell on hatred, resentment, 
failure, blame. Having said that: blame the wasps on Grace 
Noddey. Blame my blisters, my sunburn, the dust that stuck to 
my earwax.  

The name always bothered me, eh. Noddey. Smirking. Now, 
I’ve had me 15 years of thinkin mean stuff about people 24/7. I 
don’t do nothin mean anymore, but I couldn’t stop, like, picturing 
this Queen Noddey sitting in a English hall, all alone on a throne, 
surrounded by portraits of her ancestors, wishing it were the Dark 
Ages again.  

On the first Monday I worked for her, wasps orbited her 
head as we both stood on her driveway. How did they know to 
go in that nuclear orbit pattern they call a probability cloud? Was 
she the Devil? Lord of the flies? Lord of the wasps? I saw one 
land on her glasses. She took them off, glared at the wasp, and it 
flew the heck away.  
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Ms Noddey pointed at some spiky clippings; I lugged them to 
the compost bin. When I say bin, I’m talking a plastic sack with a 
collar. Ms Noddey should have paid for a decent bin. You just 
ring 0800 GORILLA for a gorilla bin. I mentioned that, as I was 
sucking the blood from my palms where my gloves had a hole. 

‘Those bins are upwards of $60 a day,’ she went.  
‘Yep,’ I went. ‘So… You gonna order one?’ 
‘I’ve had a gutsful of being robbed. I’ve a court date coming 

up, did I mention?’ 
‘Aw, nah.’ 
‘Fencer. Said he’d do the job for under 3,000.’ She flung her 

wrinkly fingers at her unpainted fence. Fresh, rough yellow pine 
boards. Not even treated for borer. They go pink when they’ve 
got borer treatment on them. ‘Does this look like a $3,000 job to 
you?’ 

She talked for ages about Fair Go and Small Claims Court 
and her lawyer and stuff. I was thirstier than Job and I kept 
staring at the hose but I didn’t want her to know I was a slob. I 
woulda drunk from the cat’s dish, I was that thirsty. She went on 
and on about how everyone’s ripping her off and how the Indian 
man the AA sent to change her tyre only put on a space saver and 
not a proper tyre and, I dunno how to say this in a Christian way: 
she was like a cheap Jew or something? 

After I’d cut my hands up lugging spiky palm branches and 
snipping them until they fit into the cheapwad compost bin, I 
spent the morning on my knees picking glass out of some soil. 
Some clowns had smashed a bottle on her fence. The shards had 
gone into a patch of soil she’d had some Vietnamese student clear 
(she used mostly students; she found ‘coloured’ workers the most 
reliable workers, ’specially Tongans, hence yours truly). My job 
was to pick the shards out of the soil. Straight forward enough—
’cept I wasn’t allowed to stop picking until I’d filled a bucket with 
the shards then sellotaped them back together. She said I 
wouldn’t know I’d found 100% of the glass unless I could put the 
bottle together. Puzzling the broken bottle back together was 
difficult enough, and I was stoked with myself when I’d got 80% 
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of the bottle back together, amen, but there were two big empty 
chunks in my patchwork bottle where the glass should’ve been 
and, I guess Ms Noddey didn’t say it in a cruel way, but she went, 
‘Oh dear. Keep trying’—as if I’d failed and it was reasonable to 
get me down on my knees again.  

Know where 5% of the missing shards went? Into my 
kneecaps. No more mixed netball on Wednesdays for me. 

So that took up 2.5 hours of the morning. Taking off my 
gloves to pick glass splinters out of my cartilage made up some of 
that time. I know precisely how long it took to put that broken 
bottle back together ’cause I went through three Chronics. I heart 
The Chronic, best album Dre ever did, including NWA. Problem 
was I was rappin along, like ‘Keep they heads ringin / ring a ding ding 
ding dong/ Yo I’m strong like a mothereffing’ Donkey Kong / got the Chron 
/ white byatches on ma lawn’ and I’d glance up at the cloud that’d 
come over the sun and it’d be Ms Noddey standing over me, 
checking to see if I was being exploited still, eyes like broken 
lightbulbs, crumpled shoulders, elbows over her chest, mouthing 
something, and it’d take like 30 seconds to pause my iPhone, like 
1) scrape dirt off gloves 2) pull gloves off with teeth 3) spit out 
the salty minerally glassy crunchy dirt, 4) take headphones off and 
5) ONLY THEN actually pause my music. (Gotta pause it, yo. I 
may be be a Organiser with two services on a Sunday, but I’ll 
move heaven and earth not to miss a line of The Chronic. Can’t 
smoke the stuff, I’ll get recalled if I test positive, but I looove me 
the music, praise God.)  

‘And your thoughts?’ Ms Noddey went. 
‘I gotta be honest,’ I went, blinking and swallowing, ‘I didn’t 

catch a word of what you said.’ 
Ms Noddey let this disappointed look break her face, like a 

spreading hairline windscreen crack. It was disappointing enough 
that 15% of the Speights glass remained in her soil. Now I’d 
rudely blasted Compton rhymes while she was trying to express 
herself. What a jerk I was.  

‘Yick…I think I’ll phone my son.’  
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‘Aw… I can do… what’s it you need done? What d’you need 
him for?’ 

‘I really must phone Phillip.’ 
‘Along the back fence. You want me to get rid of all them 

broken pots and bricks, right? And the wasp nest?’ 
‘If you so desire.’ 
Ridiculous, man, that she didn’t have a butler. Seriously, 

we’re talking a half hectare section in the middle of town, this is 
Mt Eden, bro. ’Bout as close to the city as you get. The crème de 
la crème of bus stops within a few metres’ walk. And her house 
was in the middle of the section, surrounded by a section large 
enough that it actually had geography, like one of them streams 
bordering it on one side, and a couple of small hills, and a 
goldfish pond, birdbath, long-as driveway… cha-ching! Me? I 
lived in a terraced flat run by Black Powers. It was only three 
storeys tall but these kids with blue belts and blue shoes rode the 
elevator up and down all day for fun. This is out west, way way 
west. I’d spent honestly 17 bucks on buses to get here today to do 
this labour, and made a dick of myself, carryin them embarrassing 
tools in a PAK'nSAVE bag. Minimum wage is $14.75. Know 
what Ms Noddey was offering in her ad? $14.80, yo.  

‘I’ll work right through till seven if you like, if you got the 
funds. Ma’am.’ 

‘Won’t you be missing a lecture?’ 
‘Course doesn’t start till March. Could use the cash.’ 
‘You shouldn’t miss your lectures.’ 
‘I’m tellin ya, I’m, like, I’m a student but course hasn’t 

actually—’ 
‘I really think I’d better call Phillip.’ 
She went into a room of her house and took a old cordless 

phone, that had used to be white plastic and was now grey plastic, 
and she held it against a chest with breasts so small they almost 
pointed inward, but she didn’t phone Phillip. What do the sons of 
old rich miserly mean ladies even look like? Do they look like Mr 
Burns? Scrooge McDuck? I tried to picture him. It was 
impossible to picture a old lady looking like a young man. Where 
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was the husband/dad? Had he hung himself ’cause he couldn’t 
take his wife anymore?  

I crouched, heard my knees click, and thought: that’s my 
knees buggered for the season. I picked shards of broken beer 
bottle as small and crescent-shaped as fingernail clippings out of 
the soil until I got a real bad one which broke off in my kneecap 
and I went over to Ms Noddey and rattled the bucket of broken 
glass and I was like, ‘This enough? I got most of the bottle.’ 

She said I could rake over the soil. The whole morning had 
been about saving how many dollars of dirt?  

Come to think of it: dirt is free. FREE. Far, bro, Book of 
Mormon Verse 15 Gospel 44: ‘He who clutched at mushrooms 
felt them shrivel into dust within a day, while he who clutched at 
nothing had fruit bloom in his hand.’ 

If I didn’t have that verse on me… honest. I mighta hurt her.  
I’d been begging her to let me waste those wasps. I got up 

and my knees clicked and I was like, No way am I crouching 
down again for 200 minutes, you gotta let me waste them wasps, 
for the exercise alone, you gotta. I got my can of Lynx Caramel. 
Its smell was nicer than any cologne, honest to God, I always 
saved it for Promise Keepers, ’cause there were some honeys 
working the kitchenette at Promise Keepers… Anyway, these 
wasps seriously had to go. Ms Noddey had been ragging all 
morning making me wanna send something to H-E-
doublehockeysticks. Take it out on the wasps, I thought. I’d 
caught one of the wasps drinking the sweat off my shoulder. I 
made eye contact with the wasp. This was personal. And no way 
was I gonna smack a person over just ’cause I was having a rough 
day. We Don’t Smash Places. We Don’t Smash Faces.   

We Don’t Smash Places. We Don’t Smash Faces.   
I’ll never forget the chant, never ever, praise the J-Man. 

Counsellor taught me, what, eight simple words, and bro: turned 
my life around. D’you know I can get recalled if someone squeals 
to my parole officer that I even shouted at them? Swhy I don’t 
smash places and I don’t smash faces.  
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I carried my lighter and Lynx over to the dirt patch along the 
fence, where it intersects with the stream full of fruit, fruit that 
Ms Noddey doesn’t even bother to bag and give away. Ms 
Noddey called it her back garden; I just called it a back dirt patch. 
Big enough to build a couple homes for down-to-earth families. 
All that was growing around the base of the peach and apples 
trees was dandelions, honestly, and they weren’t exactly lush and 
tropical. She trailed after me. Wanna know how epic her property 
is? Took me a good 15 or 16 seconds to strut over to the fence. 
That’s XXL for a city house, bro. That’s a section for the Cuzzies. 
Try step onto your lawn and see how much distance you can 
cover in 16 seconds. Feel me?  

I fired up my lighter, didn’t even do a test blast, just squirted 
the canister of compressed deodorant into the tiny lighter flame 
and that pushed this wall of purple air towards the wasps orbiting 
where a fence post met some boards. I’d spotted a tiny nest; 
made me feel good to see the nest catch fire and smoke into 
nothing. The wasps fell out of the sky real quick, and I hardly 
even scorched Ms Noddey’s fence, just melted a spiderweb. It’s 
not generally okay to smash any living creature, even bugs, but if 
they’re harming a old lady? Bro: bugs gots ta go.  

‘Simple trick,’ I shrugged, and walked away from her for 16 
seconds, still expecting her to stop me with some thanks, but she 
was just inspecting the fence for damage. ‘I’ma grab lunch now, if 
that’s all G...’  

‘Oh,’ she said. She made it sound like I’d dropped a vase 
handed down five generations. She thought she had herself a 
slave to work unceaser—what’s the word—unceaslessly, 
sunscreen dribbling in my eyes, kneecaps clicking and bleeding, 
working for minimum wage to protect 40 cents of dirt.  

‘Ohhhhh.’ 
Sorry to disappoint.  
Know what I did at the end of the day? Took the cheque out 

of her knobbly fingers and went home and played League of 
Legends on Xbox, lying on the couch in my Holden boxers. 
Every time I annihilated someone, I thought of Ms Noddey.  
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The missus was putting on some good earrings for church, 
nice dangly ones. She’d found my bestest Broncos trousers and 
shirt. I was always late for Promise Keepers, and that made my 
missus late for Soul Sisters, but we both always stayed late after. 
Our church is in a warehouse that used to be a car park, bro. 
There’s always maintenance needs doing.  

‘How was work?’ the missus went, crouching over me with 
soft eyes like I’s a baby.  

I kissed my fingers and pointed them up at the big man in the 
sky. ‘Just thankful today was a one-off.’ 
 

* 
 

I was sprinting past Ms Noddey’s place ’cause I had to catch 
a bus from Mt Eden Road for this interview near the CBD and I 
slowed down outside her terrace, went down, and thought, ‘To 
heaven with it.’ I stood outside her place and looked at her patch 
of dirt. Bare dirt, sure—but all the glass had been taken out of it. 
So at least it was pure. I’d done some hard-out work on that. I’d 
suffered. That dirt was MY dirt. 

I looked around for the patterns wasps make. I couldn’t see 
any wasps. So eliminating the wasps was my work, too. Bro: I had 
me a stake in this place.  

I saw some dock leaves on her lawn. Know what I thought? I 
thought, A Smart Guy. A gosh darn smart guy, popping up on my 
woman’s house. Guys who get smart get their smart faces 
smashed. I wanted to reach over the fence and rip those weed 
into shreds. I wanted Ms Noddey to praise me for saving her 
from decadence and sloth. I wanted her to beg me to carry her 
like a newlywed down the moist steps she slipped on just about 
every morning.  

Look: a big part of me just wanted to be on that section. You 
got no idea what it’s like in Aucks. There’s not much land 
available. You can’t just go up to the government and buy a 
chunk of forest and chop the trees down and build a log cabin. 
It’s a desert, the whole city’s a mirage, I swear.  
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Look, I’m kind of bummed to admit this—and don’t tell 
Leilani, promise?—okay, well I had this job interview sewed up, 
but I didn’t go. I rang the BP station on my mobile while I leaned 
on Ms Noddey’s tall, spiky gate, and I was like, ‘Sorry, nother 
job’s come up’ and I hung up real quick, then unlatched the gate.  

I was her bitch; she was my pimp. The harder I worked for 
Ms Noddey, the less I got thanked. It was obvious she believed 
praise would make me soft. You get white people on buses that 
don’t wanna sit beside me ’cause I’ve got, like, real thick arms 
with doggies and triple-M tats and massive quads. I always have 
to prove that I’m a good dude and a dude that works hard 
enough to be the first one to break a sweat. I sorta, I dunno, sorta 
sweat out all the evil I done in the past.   

I went onto her property. I took a big whiff of the thick, 
luscious lawn with its daisies and teency flies and I was like, You’ll 
only ever have this one chance. You need you some work. Screw 
BP. Things could get a lot more humble than this, praise Jesus.  

I gave her door a knock, and I had me some prickles in my 
knees and blisters on my ankles real soon.  

Got my $14.80 an hour, though.  
 

* 
 
That Phillip dude came round this one time while I was up 

on the roof. Hard morning, that one, workin out this pulley 
system of ropes to hoist up the roof tiles ’cause they weighed like 
20kgs each. This patch on the back of my neck was all bloody 
’cause it’d got sunburned like three weeks ago and went all 
blistery and I couldn’t stop itching the blisters and they got 
infested and leaked this real thin, watery blood that smelled bad 
and went brown under my fingernails.  

I was up on the roof when this crusty old Nissan stopped 
outside Ms Noddey’s gate. It was pretty obvious it was Phillip 
getting out of the car from the way he held his hands in front of 
his chest, like T-rex hands, small and clutched and fearful, and I 
watched him fumbling with the gate latch, like bro: Phillip finally 
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shows his face, and I was thinkin, Someone’s been bodyguardin 
your old lady, cuz, and it ain’t you. 

But I didn’t say that—I watched from the roof and poured 
water on the back of my neck.    

I’m not too sure how the argument started. Phillip rattled the 
gate, his mum wouldn’t open it, just stood on the forecourt 
playing with her rings, and Phillip fully climbed over the fence. 
He was wearing a white shirt and tie. Pretty obvious he’d just 
come from work. Maybe he worked just round the corner. Pretty 
messed-up if you live right by your mum but don’t visit her.  

So this Phillip dude was, like, circling his mum and shouting 
at her and she was standing in one spot but stomping up and 
down, like a horse or something and Phillip busted out a tape 
measure and that made Ms Noddey weep into her hands. Phillip 
kept pointing at the garage and the fence and the house but I 
don’t think he saw me watching from the roof. This one thing I 
heard Ms Noddey say was unmistakable, bro: 

‘I’LL BET THE DARKIE WOULDN’T COMPLAIN IF 
HE WERE GIVEN THE HOUSE!’  

It wasn’t long before Phillip pulled the gate open, bending 
the lock a little bit, and got back in his car and his music came on 
real loud. It was gay music, bro. I was mainly thinking about what 
gay-arse music taste Phillip had, and when he’d driven off I went 
back to gluing down the roof tiles with that ReadyMortar mix and 
it was, like, lunchtime before I clicked. The darkie Ms Noddey 
was talking about giving the house to? That was me, cuz. 

   
* 

 
I told the missus, after like a whole month of working for Ms 

Noddey, that that’s where I was goin each day, and she was like, 
Don’t get your hopes up of inheriting the joint, and that was fair 
enough. Ms Noddey was about 75 or 76, I reckoned, and she was 
mean enough to live till she was 90. So I’d have to be on my best 
behaviour for, like, 15 years. Bit too much of a mission. Lani was 
right.  
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A bit of fence was loose so I dug down, ripped it out from 
the bottom, rented a jackhammer for half a day, chipped out the 
old concrete, poured some fresh concrete in, put the new fence 
posts in and got them perfect on the spirit level without anyone 
to help me ’cept the big fella in the sky.  

Phillip would come round and hand over envelopes and Ms 
Noddey would read them at the gate and she would cry and I 
would hold her. Just wrapped my pythons around her and 
squeezed her a little bit, and she tipped her head into my 
shoulder, and she fit pretty well.  

I gulped like three 1.5 litre bottles of Mountain Dew a day 
and got me some Country Fried Chicken for morning tea and had 
iced coffees for afternoon tea and mowed the lawn and 
unclogged her roof gutter and chopped out all the thistles and 
picked MORE glass outta the lily bed and the rose bed and 
painted the garage and peeked through the black cloudy 
spiderwebby window at the $2000 worth of paint cans and classic 
vintage car under a shroud I was never allowed to pull back and 
you know what? I never ever went into that garage.  

Usual routine was I’d get the 5.30 bus and rock up at 7am 
before the sun got real intense, fetch the tools she’d laid out for 
me under the car port, seeing as I wasn’t allowed in the garage. 
She’d come out in her dressing gown with them curler things and 
a sleep mask in her hair, tell me what to do then go back inside. 
Writing letters was all she did all day. I think there was, like, a 
paper war goin on between her and her son. Phillip was, like, my 
age, but I would never’ve had a beer with the dude (not that 
probation lets me drink, anyway.) He seemed to be trying to take 
our house away from us and I thought, bro: if Ms Noddey’s 
letters don’t make you back the fudge away, maybe I’ll make you 
back the fudge away.  

There was this funny thing one morning. I got there at 6.45 
’cause I was real motivated, I was enjoyin the routine and my 
probation officer didn’t give me shit for withdrawin from 
polytech (though I couldn’t tell Ms Noddey I’d withdrawed, she 
wanted me to get a certificate real bad.) I was early and I was just 
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excited for, like, no reason, makin my spade dance on the floor of 
the bus, listening to my bag of gardening tools jangle and clatter, 
feelin warmed-up, muscles ready to flex, and I got off the bus a 
whole stop early and sprinted to our house, and walked up the 
lane and there she was, in her nightie, pouring a bucket of broken 
glass into the soil, and I was like Eh?  

I was almost gonna say somethin, but it was like, what do you 
say? I made the sign of the cross on my pecs and just hid behind 
a bush till 6.59, then unlatched the gate, and it was a ordinary day 
hacking out stumps after that.   

 
* 
 

So it was like a Friday when this dude called Regan Rogers 
rocked up, bout 10.15 when I was havin smoko. I recognised him 
off TV, plus he had this big ad printed on his car. Regan Rogers 
does them conveyancing infomercials at like 1.15am when you 
can’t sleep ’cause you’re thinkin about how you will never get a 
house deposit on $14.80 but you’re too bummed to pray to JC 
’cause you’re sposda suffer a bit before miracles make you rich.  

Anyway Regan Rogers stands at the gate, like implying that I 
should let him in, and I do, and before I can go, ‘Bro, you’re like 
famous, can I getcha autograph,’ Regan Rogers is like ‘You the 
guy? The inheritor?’ 

I stroked my arm, hoping to find a sleeve to pull down over 
my tats. ‘Inheritor?’  

‘Grace’s asked me to make it official.’ 
‘What official?’ 
‘The deed. To the property. We need to sit down, preferably 

my office at some point. Have I got the right address?’ Regan 
Rogers looked over his shoulder and started checkin the address 
on his phone and I was like, Bro: Sometimes if you pray hard 
enough, good things come your way. 

After he’d, like, assessed the property and got all my details 
and I’d run down to WINZ on my lunch break and got a copy of 
my birth cert and bank account number and all that shit, I felt like 
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duct tape had suddenly been unwrapped from around my ankles 
and I could move about the place real free.  

Ms Noddey always spent most of the day upstairs, inside, 
partly ’cause she was scared of the outside steps ’cause she always 
slips on them when they’re wet. It got to the point where I’d just 
warn her, you know, yell up at the house that it’s not safe for her 
to come up till the deck’s dry or steps are dry. Heapsa hazards.  

Had me a nosy in the garage, too, finally. It’d been long 
enough. I’d earned it, ’specially seeing as I got all that cement out 
of the drain finally.  

Under the shroud: a 1971 Jaguar. That’s the E-type, with 12 
cylinders.  

Not a single scratch on it, cuz. 
 

* 
 
I waterblasted her steps and Grace Noddey passed away, not 

necessarily in that order. Obviously I was sad, ’course I was sad, 
but you can’t let up on the maintenance. That’s just lazy. Gotta 
blast that moss off, cuz. 

I suited up three days later and stood in the front row at her 
funeral and sang my guts out. Amazing Grace was the song. 
Amazing blimmin Grace, bro. I knotted my hands into fists and 
shook them up at the sky and I just couldn’t thank the Lord 
enough, bro. I’d had an excellent week, I’d done some haaard 
hours at Promise Keepers and God had gifted me the house and 
we had the moving truck all packed with my weights and pool 
table and ready to go in there soon as Ms Noddey’s paintings was 
taken off the walls.  

I couldn’t eat, I couldn't root Leilani, couldn’t benchpress, I 
was so excited about the house God had sent me. Hardly slept, 
either. 

Phillip Noddey was at the wake, of course, and we both 
reached for a sausage roll at the same time and it was like soooo 
awkward.  
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‘Sorry about your loss, bro,’ I went. I looked at his tie ’cause 
it was too hard to look him in the eyes.  

‘Can we not…’ 
‘She’s just, y’know, she’s worth so much…’ 
‘Was my mother really worth that much to you?’   
‘Eh? Moth—nah I mean the house, bro, the house. Church, I 

should say.’ 
‘Did you just say church?’ 
‘Bro, this is a house of God, bro. She’s worth, like, one point 

two mil. I just wanted to say Shot for being a good dude about it 
all, not like challenging the will. We’re movin, like, 50 pews into 
the bottom floor, bro. Got a wall to knock out.’  

‘As I am preparing a private prosecution, you may very well 
regret the next words you utter.’ 

Phillip Noddey spitted on my chest, God bless him. I took a 
step forward. I didn’t even know I had a heavy glass jug in my 
hand. It was full of orange juice, but I still would’ve used it, 
except I Don’t Smash Places And I Don’t Smash Faces.  

I put the jug down. Dude was gone, anyway, striding back to 
the whole clan of Noddey mourners with nervous fingers and 
short fiddly t-rex arms. Can’t expect everyone to understand. So 
what if Ms Noddey broke glass into the soil to give me a reason 
to come back ’cause she was lonely? Fair’s fair, can’t complain, I 
mean, I poured cement into her drain pipe and stuffed her roof 
gutter with sticks, and planted dock leaves for the same reason, 
didn’t I. God helps those that help themselves, cuz.
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DVD Day 
C’mon, sweetheart. We’ll stay home, put our Snuggies on, 

make it a DVD Day. Movies are safe, movies are warm. We’ll get 
two DVDs for $6 from the store, bag of microwavable popcorn, 
Coke, peanut M&Ms. I’ll phone school, tell ’em you won’t be in. 
We’ll order Domino’s for lunch. I’ll check the time on my phone. 
My thighs will be cold metal, tingling, clanging. We’ll see there’s 
only a text reminding you of your dental clinic appointment. We’ll 
delete it. We’ll wonder how the fuck they got my new number. 
We’ll phone from a different number, tell them to delete your 
records. We’ll put the popcorn bag in a microwave that’s got no 
circular dish. We’ll stop the microwave every minute and rotate it 
ourselves. We’ll curse the $20 Pall Malls as I suck an orange 
ember, exhaling out the window. We’ll keep the curtains closed. 
We’ll feel my bladder contract as a Sky TV aerial guy parks 
outside our flat. We’ll watch him cross the road. We’ll wonder if 
he’s setting up a monitoring device. 

Put your gumboots on, little man. We’ll need to leave out the 
back if we hear his V8 rumble into the driveway, or his mates on 
their Harleys. We’ll wanna call 111 so badly, but we’ll remember 
the times all the cops had to say was Ma’am—this line is for 
emergencies, ma’am.  

 
We’ll wonder how he found us. Instagram, we’ll reckon. 

Never shoulda put those photos of us at Chipmunks online. We’ll 
leave photo albums as we flee, but we’ll rip the restraining order 
off the noticeboard before closing the door, ’cause half the time 
the cops don’t believe me unless they see it in writing. 

 
C’mon, you don’t need your school bag. It’s a DVD Day, 

remember? Gotta have some laughs while we’re alive.
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Princess Pristina 

 
 
I told my li’l lady we’d have to rescue the princess later, 

switched off Super Mario, put on a shirt with a collar, gave the 
wife a fifty to get some pizzas delivered and unplugged myself 
from the fams. The sky’d turned orange and all the shadows were 
stretching. The black shapes on the ground started to pool into 
night as I headed west in my work truck, chasing the last hour of 
sun.  

The farm had a RD number and a milk jug for a mailbox. 
There was a good half a kay of gravel before a farmhouse popped 
out atcha. I bounced up and down. My windscreen turned brown. 
I could taste the dust. I stopped on some clean concrete on the 
edge of the forecourt, where someone was obviously pouring a 
bit of new driveway.   

I was lookin for a big white fella with pythons for arms; I’d 
had a bit of a stare at his Facebook pics on my phone on the way 
over. A bloke lookin just like Pristina’s boyfriend was squirting 
Spray & Walk Away on the concrete and moving it around with a 
broom, yeah, that had to be him, ’specially them python-arms. He 
started doing somethin to the gate as I idled, there was a 
combination lock and a chain and he was chipping stray flecks of 
concrete off it. His hand clenched a spade. He stared at my 
vehicle. Sweat dribbled into his eye and he didn’t even blink. I 
slowed as I went over these planks of wood protecting the 
forecourt’s new concrete. His concrete pouring was not too 
shabby, I mean his fresh stuff wasn’t the same colour as the old 
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concrete but there weren’t sticks and pinecones and feathers and 
shit sticking out of the ground like when I poured it myself that 
one time to save two hundred bucks.  

Damn the bugger and damn his python-arms. Superior 
concreting skills, eh? Time would tell.  

Their view was pretty choice, down the bottom of the hill 
was a sandy beach where the river went deep and green as it 
slowed to turn a corner. Me, hey, I'm not even a farmer, I deliver 
pipes for a living—tubing, tanks, joins, solids, you name it—but 
I’d’ve lived here if I could. Take my Princess back, put some 
babies up her, explain it to my wife and kids somehow. But yeah, 
they’d scored one of those deals where you live on the place, 
manage the stock and it saves you a shitload in rent. The farm 
was like if you took an ocean, froze it, and painted all the waves 
the colour of mud. Dark brown, almost black, and pitted and 
pocked from trampling hoofs. The grass’d obviously been 
chewed much too low; the cows wouldn’t be givin much milk. 
Stressful shit. Blake-arms Snake-arms would probly be in a dark 
mood. He’d be getting the sack soon if he didn’t keep his cows 
under control. You can be tall, and you can play league, but if you 
can’t curb ya cattle… Mate.  

I’d been reading tonnes about Blake—too much, to be 
honest. Never met the guy, but I’d made this fake Facebook 
profile and friended him, you know how it goes, memorised all 
his Likes and Groups. I’d scoped his photos, too. Punching bag 
in the background: noted. When he killed a pig, he sharpened his 
own knives with butcher’s tools he keeps in the back of the ute: 
noted.  

Pristina lookin unimpressed: noted.  
I got outta my truck and Pristina came to the door. Pristina 

the princess, that’s her. She eyed me up, which was fair enough 
since I was eyeing the shit up out of her. Every ripply purple-
black hair on her scalp had been pulled severely away from her 
face, like one of those smoked, dried mummified heads you see in 
old books about Ripley’s Believe it or Not. It made her blue eyes 
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bulge and forced her face right out towards me, hard, fierce, 
confrontational—and fucking hot. Wood-coloured skin and blue 
eyes, my friend: a special breed.  

She had painted her thick, sausagey lips this bubblegum pink. 
She’d developed cracks alongside her eyes, but the cracks just 
made her look crafted, developed, not in her prime, but fuckable. 
Still a little girl, though, don’t get me wrong—Princess Pristina’s 
short and when we used to fuck, I always felt like I was with 
someone I shouldn’t be. She was always five years younger, or I 
was five years older. She was in the back of this Hilux I wrote off, 
one time, trying to do a diagonal across a river. I wondered if her 
hands were still soft and cold, soft and cold, I’ll never forget that. 

I titty-fucked her once, y’know.  
‘Sup?’ I went to the woman holding the door frame. 
‘Sup with you?’ 
I chuckled and spat, then stepped on my spit and mashed it 

into the forecourt. Bit rude, doin that, I spose.  
‘Want the tour?’ Blake went, lickin sweat off his top lip. He 

still wouldn’t wipe the shit dribbling into his eyes. So salt didn’t 
sting him, eh?  

‘Blake. Good to meetcha.’ We crushed each other’s hands. A 
little noise squeaked out of my mouth. I shoulda worn a singlet, 
like Blake. He needed to see my triceps. I’ve got mean triceps.  

‘Does The Famous Fraser want the tour or no?’ 
‘Infamous.’ I laughed. Blake snorted. He switched his folded 

arms, bottom to top.  
Pristina scratched her back—an excuse to fold her own arms. 

She’d wrapped the shadow of the porch around herself like a 
cardigan. She disappeared back inside. Blake scraped his 
gumboots off on the doorstep and stepped into some jandals.  

‘Chicken for tea,’ he went. ‘That was funny, by the way, sayin 
you’re infamous. She said you were funny. Yous were an item 
back in the day, she reckons.’ 

‘Four months,’ I went. Four years, more like—the no-strings-
attached bangs, the times I sucked her neck in the taxi when our 
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group was dispersing after a night on the piss. The time I got her 
to hold the frame of the shower so I could raise her waist high 
enough to push my dick so far into her I could almost feel her 
spine.  

‘Four months, you reckon?’ He was working out how many 
times I’d banged Pristina. I could tell by this little flicker of his 
eyes.  

‘Maybe three months.’ 
He showed me his New Holland Maestro—not a bad tractor, 

not bad at all—and where I could light a ciggie outside so the 
wind wouldn’t get me. He told me how many cows him and 
Princess had to milk every morning. 

That’s what he called her: Princess. Just like I used to.  
‘She’s pulling tits? Princess? I’da thought she’d be too 

worried about breakin a nail.’ 
A joke about pulling tits came into my mind, but I had to let 

it go till I figured out how staunch Blake was. I’d put, like, 40 
bucks of gas in the tank to get here. If we were gonna have us a 
smackdown, I needed some hint of what to expect, a preview, a 
premonition. I’d taken ages to get here ’cause I’d turned the truck 
around to change into my league shorts so Blake could see my 
quadrilaterals, which are wide and square with thick yellow hairs. 
They’re my muscliest part. At jiu jitsu, I’d been picturing crushing 
Blake’s head inside my thighs.  

‘So: you a Heineken man or a faggot?’ 
‘I brought a keg, actually, well, mini-keg, one of them ten litre 

ones, want me to grab it?’ 
‘I’ll do it,’ Blake went. ‘Yous catch up. Give us ya keys.’  
He smacked across the forecourt in his jandals, flip-flop, flip-

flop. I could see him reach into the back of my truck and get the 
mini-keg with one hand and heft it like a rugby ball, like he 
couldn’t even feel the 10kg weight, and gaze around the cab of 
my truck. 

I found Princess in the kitchen. She shook some smokes out 
of a pack and pointed one at me. I shrugged and put it in my 
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mouth. She tried to light it for me, her tits almost touching my 
chest, her short body not far from my dick. I turned away and lit 
it myself.   

‘Well, well, well. Princess Cairns: all domesticated, eh.’ 
‘Princess Tudor now.' 
‘I knew that… nah, I didn’t know that, to be honest. Damn. 

Blake Tudor… of course. Where’s ya ring?’ 
She showed me a photo on her phone. No ring on her finger, 

only in the photo. 
The orange lino and beige curtains belonged in the 1970s. 

The couches were old. The kitchen was modern. It didn’t look 
like they were in control of the place.  

‘So you guys are renting.’ 
‘We’ll never buy a house, probably. That’s us, broke for life.’ 
‘Broke together, though. Least you’re married.’ 
‘Wasn’t my idea.’ 
Princess did some sort of tour of the kitchen, pointing out 

tiles and serving trays and the spot without tiles where Blake’d 
buried the last male visitor, har-har. She didn’t look at me much 
and she kept her arms folded even as she drank and smoked. I 
could tell she was taking unnecessary steps to bring the marge and 
the onion dip out. She still had that sexy pout, that magnet field 
emanating from her pussy, and those tits were still there, it’s just 
that the tits were bigger and flatter. Somethin about her hips too. 
Wider, with a bit of flesh on them. 

Four months I was with her, then we were booty-calling for a 
while, then I made sure I found my future/present wife, just to 
stick it to Princess Pristina, then we were friends for three years, 
and I only fucked her at that wedding, then we didn’t talk, then 
Facebook came along, now here we were: catching up for dinner 
at seven on a spring Saturday with the sun going down and a bit 
of smoky cloud climbing the hill and the valleys turning purple.  

I should never’ve come. This was retarded. 
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Blake came in, pulled Princess's ciggy out of her mouth and 
took a drag, eyeballing me. His skin had gone goose-pimply and 
he stank of burnt meat.  

‘Got the barbie going. Chicken drumsticks, ribs, nibbles, 
steaks. Just ten minutes and we’ll be eating. So, Mr Pristina’s ex: 
you got kids?' 

‘I do indeed. Twice-cursed.’ 
‘They lookin for farm work? I could use a hand.’ 
‘Ha. They payin you enough to take on labourers?’ 
‘Pay’s—’ 
Princess biffed her cigarette into the InSinkErator and 

switched it on. A chainsaw cut through the conversation. 'PAY'S 
NOT THAT BAD,' Princess said over the rattling, chopping 
InSinkErator, and turned and bent down and opened the oven 
and pulled out a tinfoil-covered tray. 

‘That thing running properly?’ I went, ‘Sounds like a rusty 
chainsaw.’ 

‘Sit down. Blake hates talking bullshit. You seem nervous. 
Show me some photos.’ 

‘Of what?’ 
‘Your family and stuff. You got a dog? You used to love 

dogs.’ 
‘Fraser IS a dog, sniffin round here,’ Blake went, stepping 

back into his gummies and shutting the front door. I pretended I 
was reading a text and hadn’t heard him. 

I took a chair at the dining table. The whole table was 
between me and Princess. I had to lean right across it to show her 
the pics on my phone. ‘Back in the day, we used to have actual 
photos eh, d’you remember? Like, paper photos. Or plastic. I 
dunno what they were made of…’ 

‘I like this one. Your baby. She looks cute, there. Looks heaps 
like you.’  

‘That’s Janine. That li’l fella there, he’s Toby. Big muscles eh? 
Gets that from his old man.’ 
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‘So who’s his old man?’ Princess tapped out another smoke 
and licked the golden tip.  

‘Still a smartarse, I see. He’ll be playing league next year. This 
here’s my wi—’  

‘Julietta. You went Brazilian.’ 
‘Ha ha, yeah, I got a Brazilian, the boys always go on about 

that. I do jiu jitsu, y’know. It’s real big in Brazil.’  
‘The boys, you say. Mmm.’ Princess sipped some strong, 

stinky Coke out of her Holden glass. I could smell the alcohol 
from across the table. ‘Who you hanging with these days? 

‘Aw… same old dudes from school, Glen and that. Play 
poker on Wednesdays. Hard to catch up ’cause of the kids.’ 

‘They thought you were a sad cunt for hanging out with your 
missus too much. That was when me and you were… you know.’ 
She looked away.  

‘Just say it, if you want, Pristina.’ 
‘Ooooh, using real names now are we?’   
I pushed back from the table, got up and scoped the view. 

The sky had squeezed all the daylight into a thin strip of caramel 
light dribblin down the hills.  

‘Gets dark a bit slower these days. What’s Blake doing?’ 
‘Little barbecuing, little herd-moving. Takes him ages to 

move some of the juveniles. He’ll be out there for another five to 
ten. Not sure if he’ll eat with us. I think he’ll give the food 
another blast on his way back in. Sometimes the barbie doesn’t 
cook right. I’ve just gotta rip open a coleslaw. Bread’s sorted.’ 

Bzzzzzzzz brun brun brun, said the hills outside. Brun brun brun 
brun…  

‘What’s Blake doin?’ 
‘Testing his chainsaw, probly. Sharpening his chainsaw links, 

I dunno. Tightening it? He loves that bloody chainsaw more than 
me.’ 

‘Zit a Echo or a Husqvarna? Or a Stihl? Or a InSinkErator, 
ha.’ 

‘What difference does it make?’ 
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‘Epic difference,’ I went. ‘Anywho: what should we do till 
dinner?’ 

‘I’ll show you the master bedroom.’ She waggled a finger at 
me. I felt a little tingly pinch on the head of my dick. ‘C’mon.’ 

She led me down the hall. I watched her little shorts. There 
were pictures of kids and stuff on the wall but I hardly noticed. 
They musta been only a few inches, them shorts. Her arse cheeks 
were all squeezing out of the fabric like sausage meat squeezing 
out of a nice big sausage roll.  

‘This here’s the master bedroom.’ 
The bed had one corner peeled back. It was inviting me and 

her into it.  
In the half-lit hallway, Princess turned around to face me. She 

still only came up to my chin. All these ice crystals rose from my 
lungs and crowded my throat. My dick felt like it was someone 
else’s, all pins and needles. 

‘I need you,’ she went, and tried to grab my hand.  
I stepped back and turned to one side. I couldn’t crack a 

woody in front of her, didn’t matter if she’d seen my wang a 
million times. I was here to be a gentleman. ‘Where’s your 
bathroom? I gotta piss.’ 

‘FRASER. WE DON’T HAVE LONG. ARE YOU 
LISTENING TO—OI! FRASE!’ 

I chose a door and popped inside what turned out to be a 
bathroom, thank fuck. As I locked the door, I heard her tutting 
and the click-and-suck sound of her lighting up. I hoped it was 
only weed, not crack or crystal. I stuck my nose near the door 
frame. Smelled like burnt oven cleaner. ‘I need to tell you 
something,’ she went. It sounded like her foot was tapping the 
carpet.  

I splashed cold water on my face then turned the red tap on 
full blast and moved a child’s toothbrush outta the way. I dipped 
my fingers and got a shock. The pain helped steady me. I 
punished my face with cold water, and when my hands were 
frozen, I unbuckled my jeans, tugged my boxers down, spread my 
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legs and grabbed my wang. It was like controlling a bucking 
bronco, but I won the battle within seconds. My wang spasmed, 
then shrivelled up like a balloon with a hole in it as I doused it. 

I could feel the power seeping out of my shaft and back into 
my bloodstream and it was mostly gone by the time I flushed the 
toilet and unlocked the door. Princess wasn’t in the hallway 
smokin rocks any more.  

I found everyone back in the dining room. Blake was at the 
table. There was a pile of steaming meat in front of him, some 
grey, some brown, some pink pieces, and a three litre bottle of 
barbecue sauce.  

Blake pushed a Thomas the Tank Engine toy out of the way 
and reached for a glistening chicken nibble, crushed it in his jaws 
and spat bits of broken bone out. ‘What’ve yous been up to?’ 

I squeezed the ragged edge of a big hunk of meat and studied 
the juices. ‘These steaks are pretty big, man. Where’d you get ‘em 
from.’ 

‘He kills his own,’ Princess said, and took a slurp of booze. 
She didn’t look at her man, didn’t stroke his hand or rub his back. 
We were a triangle around the table, equally spaced.  

‘Yeah what I do mate is I just rip right through with the 
Husqy. Loads more quicker than knives.’ 

‘A Husqy eh? Quality saw. You use a chainsaw on a carcass?’ 
‘Nothin beats homekill. Beef, pork, anything’s good. Just 

feels awesome to cut shit up. Maybe I’ll cut you up.’ 
‘Eh?’ 
Blake slurped his bourbon and coke. ‘I said Maybe I’ll cut 

you up, try to take my woman.’ 
‘EAT.’ Princess jabbed her knife at the meat. I took a chop 

and pulled the meat off the bone so I wouldn’t have to talk much. 
I kept my eyes down as much as poss. 

Blake talked about food, mostly, like what’s the best pizza. 
There was almost a argument about Hot ‘n Spicy KFC versus 
Original Recipe. Turned out he was a Doggies fan and he trash-
talked the Storm. Blake was also a Xbox man. He said I was a 
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dumbarse for talkin about Playstation. I said Xbox was all good, 
same diff, and he snorted and put his sausage down and asked me 
if I wanted to settle it like a man.  

‘Blake gets very serious about these things,’ Princess went, 
and poured more Jim Beam into her glass. First thing she’d said 
in ages. Dinner had been hella awkward, but one thing I 
appreciated was snatching glances at Princess while she ate. Guess 
that’s what I came for, to see a woman that sexy in the flesh, like 
y’know how Nigella Lawson’s like 70 but still a ten out of ten? 
Princess had this habit of tidying up her food before she ate it. 
She wouldn’t just cut the bone out of her chop, she’d cut a piece 
of meat off the bone then chop it into perfect squares. She 
chewed about twenty times before she swallowed. Any bits of 
meat that were irregular shapes, she pushed to the edge of her 
plate. She drank lots of bourb with each swallow. She dabbed her 
bright pink lips with a bit of newspaper. She kept spinning her 
box of ciggies.  

‘GROUND CONTROL TO FRASER. YOU WITH US?’ 
‘Sorry, what?’ 
‘Think you can take me?’ 
My body went cold as my flesh hardened into concrete. I 

pushed my chair back. 
‘Think you can take me, cunt?’ 
‘Scuse me?’ 
‘Call Of Duty. You said you played.’ 
‘Oh. Shit. Yeah, I mean… for real. Let’s go.’ 
He pointed at his dirty plate and I stacked it on mine (stupid, 

stupid) while Blake wiped his hands on his singlet. I watched his 
trics and biceps and pecs twitch as he did these small things. I 
scraped everyone’s offcuts and bones into the InSinkErator and 
squirted dishwashing liquid onto the plates and scrubbing them. 
The InSinkErator was loud and it made me jump, like Blake was 
behind me with his saw. 

‘Chops real well, that thing does,’ Blake went. ‘Not as good as 
the Husqy, though.’ Blake walked lazily into the lounge, back to 
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me, picking up a couple of remotes. ‘Hurry up, Homewrecker.’ 
He’d obviously spent most of the household budget on his 
entertainment system. The TV was one of the biggest I’d seen 
outside of a store. We stood in front of it. He went into a saved 
game. ‘Click Red then Down. You’re onto it. See that guy there, 
with the armour-piercing rounds? You’re him.’ 

The screen split in two for us. Blake got way ahead of me 
within seconds.  

‘You do much else, when you’re not farming or whatever? 
Play for Colts or anything?’ 

Blake tipped the controller and lunged towards the TV and 
swore a few times. I noticed his eyes wincing and squinting. I 
noticed his knuckles going white. The controller was gonna break 
if he squeezed it any harder. He whooped my arse pretty good. 
We played Marvel Arcade and none of the characters did what I 
wanted them to. It was like I had oversized gloves on and I had 
to press the buttons about ten times to get a single result. 

‘Don’t feel bad,’ Blake went. 
‘I don’t,’ I lied.  
He laughed so hard he had to take his smoke out of his 

mouth.  
‘You’re being an asshole, Blake,’ Princess went. She’d been 

watching from the kitchen, and I’d been checking her out in the 
reflection of a painting of dolphins leaping under a full moon. 
Princess had the same body language as always: thighs crossed, 
left foot where the right foot should’ve been. Hands braced 
across her torso, touching her far armpit. Protected. 

‘Play a girly game if you want,’ Blake said, and shrugged. ‘I 
got, let’s see… How bout FIFA World Cup 2008? That’s a faggy 
fuckin game.’ 

‘Funny.’ 
‘Wanna play tag? You run and I’ll tag ya.’ 
It was completely black outside, hardly even a moon. I 

wanted to be at home in bed, snuggled up in my Grand Theft 
Auto hoodie watching The Crowd Goes Wild.  
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‘I should probly cruise…’ 
‘Slow down, Usain Bolt. Don’t you have a marriage to wreck 

first?’ 
‘Come again?’ 
‘Thought you came over to try to steal my missus.’ His eyes 

never left the screen as he grabbed an enemy ’round the neck and 
twisted the person’s head off.  

He paused the game and dropped the controller on the 
carpet. ‘We’re going for a ride. C’mon.’  

‘What sorta ride?’ 
‘You’ll see when you get there. Been on a quad bike before?’ 
‘Sure I have. ’Cept it’s called an ATV, technically.’ 
‘What’s it stand for then, brainbox? What’s ATV stand for?’ 
‘I hope you’re joking, mate, it’s dark-as out here, and getting 

darker.’ 
Blake shrugged. ‘Join the other girl indoors, then.’ 
I followed him, even so, trying not to touch his waist as I sat 

on the cargo rack of the quad bike in pretty-much-blackness.   
The quaddy revved just like a chainsaw—it was a Husqvarna 

quad bike, actually. Indistinguishable engine noise from a 
Husqvarna chainsaw, actually (or a rusty InSinkErator.) Fucking 
scary, me being all amped up, edgy, drugged, drunk off half a 
minikeg. Bzzzzzzzz brun brun brun…  

The cows had all kneeled down snugly under some trees 
together and here was us, going out into the cold. Blake was still 
in his singlet. I was positive he could hear my teeth 
jackhammering. I tried to keep my arms folded, but it was too 
wobbly. I had to cling to Blake’s warm stomach.  

We only drove about 20 metres before Blake pulled up 
alongside a gate. It sucked major balls, having to sit behind him 
with my legs practically touching him. My hands were so near his 
arse. He leaned back, pressing them damn big wide shoulders 
against me. I smelled his neck. I could’ve given him hickies if I’d 
wanted to. He fished in his pocket and dug out a pipe. Still 
leaning back, he reached into his other pocket and pulled out a 
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hunk of weed. He pushed it into his pipe and produced this fancy 
Zippo and sparked up while the engine grumbled.  

Brun brun brun. Run run run. 
I was just about to lean over his shoulder and desperately 

suck a toke when he laughed and went ‘Whatcha waitin for?!’ and 
sped off. I tumbled off the back of the bike. While he circled 
around a water trough, I noticed a calm, warm light inside the 
cow shed down the hill. I saw a couple cows crowding it, actually 
warm together. Amongst the cows, there were no guys trying to 
out-man each other.  

Blake came back and picked me up. I still had to clutch his 
seat pad with muddy fingers.  

‘No harm done,’ Blake went, ‘I’ll drop ya back if you’re not 
strong enough to hold on. Maybe it’s past your bedtime anyway.’ 

I didn’t wanna hug Blake again so I trudged down the hill. 
What the fuck was I doing slipping in mud at dusk on a freezing-
arse night?  

After ten seconds, I couldn’t hear Blake anymore. Sure was a 
massive farm. He musta been chasing a stray in some dark little 
gully somewhere.  

I was about to scrape my shoes clean when I noticed the 
glow of Princess’ ciggie.  

From the front door, where I could see lots of moths and 
hardly any Princess, she said something really out-of-it: ‘How 
much you bench these days?’ 

‘Two hundy,’ I lied.  
‘Over your shoulders then, fireman’s lift, attaboy. Inside.’ 
Any excuse to grab her sounded good to me. A free root was 

what I’d come for. I hadn’t even hugged her the whole night. I 
grabbed her around the waist, took a sneaky sniff around her belt 
buckle. How much had I drunk? Eight bourbons and three litres 
of piss?  

Her body fit into mine real nice. It was meant to be. Still, I 
tried to lower her. Where was I supposed to carry her? Blake’d be 
back any moment.   
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‘Bedroom’s down the hall,’ she went. ‘Hurry.’ I put her down 
but she wouldn’t let go. ‘How far’s your car? I packed a bag.’ 

‘It’s just in the—hey hey hey whoooa, hang on a tick: what’s 
all this? 

‘Let’s go. I’ll grab Tina.’ 
All night— 
‘Tryina tell me you didn’t come here to rescue me? 
—thinkin bout pluckin her— 
‘Why else did you come here?’ 
All night thinkin about plucking her and wrapping my arms around 

her waist and— 
‘To sit down with Blake and, y’know, decide— 
‘What, decide whose property I am?’ 
‘Who the fuck’s Tina?!’ 
‘Yeah, like I fully wanted you to trip down memory lane with 

our lovely tour guide Blake.’ She stormed down the hallway 
toward her bedroom. 

‘We missed each other’s wedding, I just thought...’ 
‘FYI, I’m not allowed out. Compute that.’ She tossed a 

backpack at me. A yellow cuff was spilling out of it, with a 
Banana in Pyjamas patch sewn onto it. I think I saw a nappy, too, 
with Peppa Pig on it. 

She said she just had to sort Tina. She told me about the 
videos she’d been doing, to make a few extra bucks. I stood in the 
hall, watching the black mouth of the front door, praying Blake 
didn’t come back. 

‘He makes you do pornos? For real? And you’ve got a little 
kid?’ 

‘If you and your perfect missus in your perfect family don’t 
make the odd experimental movie then yay for you guys. Where’s 
your keys? Do I look like I’m fucking joking? Where’s your keys? 
TINA! Time to go, sweetheart.’ 

‘This is buzzy. I need a smoke… I need to sit down.’ 
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‘GRR.’ She tossed me my keys and a drink bottle with 
Spongebob on it. ‘You’re lucky you’re not in hospital right now. 
Move your arse.’ 

A door opened and a little trike squeaked into the hallway. A 
little alien swayed on the tricyle seat, rubbing its eyes: Tina.  

A daughter. A little toddling baby girly-girl. 
‘Teen, c’mon Teeny, we’re outta here. I’ll change you later. I 

got you a snack.’ 
Princess scooped the little girl up and kicked the trike away. 

I’d thought Princess fit perfectly into me, but nah: it was Tina 
that fit into Princess. Just the two of them. Perfect pieces 
combined. Tina’s legs squeezed Princess around the waist. The 
little girl was the piece missing from Princess. 

Miniature heels fell off Tina’s feet, clunking as they hit the 
floorboards. Tina squinted and rubbed her face. 

Blake got parole not that long ago, Princess was saying. He’s 
been trying really hard, she was saying, Some boys, you know, it’s 
just easier for them inside, you know he gets so mad about fixing 
the fences sometimes, she was saying, she was saying, I was 
checking my shoelaces, fiddling with my keys, she was saying, she 
was saying, Tina wa— 

Tiny Tina was muttering things only her mum was 
understanding. They scurried across the black forecourt and put 
themselves in my car without even asking. They left the front 
door of the house wide open. I switched off lights as I scampered 
about. It was like a plug had been pulled out of the bath, and all 
the black water of the night was pouring into the house. A 
balaclava was pulled over the landscape. 

I switched all lights in my truck off, even the door light. The 
moon had lit up a cloud. That was all the light I had to go on. It 
wasn’t right, Tina sitting on her mum’s lap without a seatbelt, but 
I had fat, scared fingers and my heart had gotten heavy and we 
had to move, we just had to.  

The truck started on the first try.  
‘Who’s gonna open the gate? Is that him?’ 
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I could see this flickering little orange spark glowing and 
fading, glowing and fading. I couldn’t tell how far away it was.  

We drove up to the gate. I went slowly, trying not to make 
any stones crunch.  

‘What about daddy?’ said the little girl’s little mouth. Just a 
pale grey face in my black vehicle, no headlights, no interior. Each 
crunch under the tyres sounded like breaking bones. I looked in 
the rearview mirror. The yawning front door of the house was 
sucking me back. I thought of home. I needed my La-Z-Boy, 
needed my mini-fridge. Had I paused Super Mario 3000 or 
abandoned the game? Would my kids wake when I kissed their 
eyelashes? 

We rolled up to the gate. Brrrrrn brun brun brun.  
I counted the seconds as I hopped out of the car and fiddled 

with the gate. Six, seven, eight… 
Combination lock. 
Fuck.  
‘COMBINATION! GIMME THE COMBINATION, 

PRISTINA!’ 
‘I don’t know! I’m sorry! I don’t know!’ 
I heard the revving, Brrrrrn brun brun brun. It sounded heaps 

like a chainsaw. 
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Zero The Hero 

 
 
When it was quiet enough that she could hear cats treading 

on the roof, it was time to get up.  
Zara put the wig that Mum had left over her head. If Popsicle 

burst in, he wouldn’t know that it was her, up late, being pernicious. 
Pernicious was why he held her wrists when she was trying to get 
away from him. That was why she had squeezed the broken 
turtle, to stop it walking around being pernicious. He wouldn’t tell 
her how to spell the word, ’cause that was cheating. He wouldn’t 
tell her how to spell nonsensical neither. Her tears were completely 
nonsensical. 

She switched on her computer monitor. It glowed like a 
fridge opened at midnight. It sounded like some real old man had 
writ the short story rules, he used real stupid old people words, 
plus his name was Mr Gruer, which made her think of a bowlful 
of wet gravel. It might’ve just been a competition for old people. 

She listened for Popsicle getting up to pee. Nothing.  
She went to Facebook and read this thing Jasmeena Hahdi 

had posted about a short story writing competition. 1500 words, 
you had to write. In class on the whiteboard Miss sometimes 
wrote 10 Mins Silent Writing. She worked it out on her fingers… 
1500 words was like a short book, like the Golden Books she 
loved that Popsicle chucked out. She liked short books better 
anyway; she wasn’t allowed to touch the big heavy books. She 
counted up all the things she’d said out loud in the day and there 
was only eighteen. Most of those were from her whispering a 
wish into a jar and sealing it and sliding the jar under her bed.  
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Zara typed W-O-R-D onto a white page, copied the word, 
pasted it, and then she had two WORDs. She copied them, 
pasted them, and grew four WORDs, then eight, sixteen. Soon 
she had over a hundred words on the page. It was funny, being 
able to grow words like that. She copied and pasted until she 
reached over two thousand WORDs, so that was cool. 2048 
words it was, altogether. Smiley face. She had bloomed the story in 
eleven steps, grown this whole amazing thing from nothing and it 
was the very first, like one of the First Editions that Popsicle 
loved.  

No one was still talking to her on Chat, so she squeezed her 
eyes like she was trying to force a poo out and then a story came 
to her.  

‘Zero the Turtle’ by Z.O., age 36. 
She started writing how Zero lived in a African swamp, but 

she used up all the Africa words she knew—hippo, cheater, 
swingbok—and she got the spelling of Zambezi from a Zambezi 
clothing store bag deep under her bed. She hadn’t bought nothing 
from Zambezi (Sophisticated garb dresses the unsophisticated, 
Popsicle’d said), she’d just found the bag in a alleyway, to wrap 
her samwidges in, ’cause she never had lunch money.  

Zero was a girl orphan turtle and she didn’t know why her 
parents didn’t love her. She was nicer than any gecko or toad. She 
was always nice to this one cheater even though it always tried to 
eat her but it couldn’t ’cause her shell was hard. One day when it 
was real hot, Zero fell asleep when she shouldn’t of sposed to, on 
her back with her belly up and the cheater ate her from the belly, 
but that was just the beginning of a whole adventure inside the 
cheater’s belly.  

 Zara snuck a raisin into her mouth from her secret box. She 
had 90 words so far. 90!!! She put her fingers over her lips in case 
Popsicle heard her smiling. 

When she really, really couldn’t sleep, and the numbers on 
the alarm clock got real small, she stroked her wig and crept 
through the ink and added one last teency weency bit to the story: 
After the cheater ate the turtle, he was full and he needed a nap, 
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but his belly started talking to him and then every time he tried to 
eat or do anything, his belly would give him advice. 

Then, to make it more valuable, she wrote FIRST EDITION 
on the front page, and dived under the delicious marshmallowy 
duvet, wriggling her toes. 

 
* 
 

The sky was like dirty pale curtains. A yellow tree drizzled 
leaves like a handful of cornflakes on the court. Her friends didn’t 
ask about the story competition. Even when she got one of the 
cool girls out in handball, there was something wrong about it 
that she didn’t know, that she felt dumb for learning after 
everyone else. She got to the first square, but a girl whose shirt 
was the right size went, ‘I’m zero. Zero’s better than first.’ 

‘Nah…’ 
‘Zero the hero, first the worst, second the best, third the 

nerd.’ 
One of the other girls said ‘I’m second!’ 
‘I wanna be zero,’ Zara said, ‘I shoulda been.’ 
Then some boys came and told her her face was stink, so she 

spent the second half of lunch in the toilets, chewing her jam 
samwidge. She liked how the toilets were silent and empty. The 
secret rivers inside the cold iron pipes whispered that she didn’t 
watch cool TV shows, had big shoes, they whispered about the 
snapped elastic which didn’t hold her socks up, how grey her 
white shirt was. She liked how the cool kids saved up their 
number ones and twos for during class time and all met up in 
here. Their wees was like pocket money that got you out of class. 
She liked how a fly landed on her and spent a few minutes 
stroking her hands.  

Later, in class, when the late boys had come in and their wet 
leather shoes drying on the heater steamed the windows white, 
and the room stank of deodorant, the teacher got them all to 
write stories for the competition, and the teacher asked who 
wanted to be first to read theirs, and no one put their hand up, 
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and Zara smiled sneakretly. The teacher handed round permission 
slips. A class trip to the War Museum was coming up, and they 
might even get a tour from a real war hero.  

She walked home, dragging her bag along the ground. In her 
head she heard what Popsicle would say about scraping the 
buckles. Then she tried to do mum’s voice, but she couldn’t 
remember what it sounded like. 

 
* 
 

Popsicle said his bicycle was really trying his patience today 
so she’d best not do anything to wind him up, like as if he was 
just saying what the weather was, Bit angry outside, don’t go out. 
He rid real far every day and it made him go real quiet when he 
got thorns from the hedge in his tyres. Cars are for indolent 
people, Popsicle said. He used to drive to this job doing books 
for the university, after the merchant navy didn’t need him. Then 
Mum had gone and the car had gone and the curtains got dusty 
and he didn’t know how to iron her skirts and he always went off 
to poetry readings and book groups now.  

Popsicle crushed his boiled potato with his fork and kept 
looking around and sniffing. Zara kept quiet in case he said 
something. You’re not sposda talk over your elders.  

After tea, he wrote a letter to the editor, and closed his eyes 
and thought about his novel, then he read her the Tripe that was 
on at the pictures. Films, he said, were nothing, they lacked 
backbone.  

‘Is that why books have got spines?’ 
‘Har-har. Taking credit for others’ jokes now, are we? May I 

continue uninterrupted? Attagirl.’ Books were better because in 
books, there were endings to break the cycles. Zara pictured 
Popsicle’s cycle wheels being broken. She made him a cup of tea. 
When his head tilted back, his snoring sounded like the vacuum 
cleaner when it got blocked. His gloved hands were squeezing 
Great Expectations harder than ever.  
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Heaps of people weren’t Chatting to her, so she whispered a 
wish that she would win the competition into a jar, twisted the jar 
lid real tight, rolled it under her bed then added more stuff to her 
story.  

Zara wrote how Zero the Turtle’s friends all couldn’t live 
without her, especially Zero’s mother, and how Zero was the 
hero of all the turtles but you couldn’t see it on the outside, all 
you saw was a shell. And Zero the turtle told the cheater to go 
and drink from this one pond where Zero grew up, and it turned 
out it was a wishing well. And the turtle told the cheater to eat the 
gold coins what people wished with and he’d end up full of 
wishes but he drowned ’cause he was too heavy with gold and 
Zero the turtle swam out of his mouth as he drifted perniciously 
to the bottom and— 

Popsicle donged her on the head with a first edition he was 
carrying then wiped the book off real careful. ‘Go to bed,’ he said, 
with his words all flat and small letters, sipping tea from a saucer, 
‘Remember who loves you.’ 

Zara had 505 words now! She posted on her profile, ‘I writ 
505 words for the short story compertition! Kewl ;o$’  

She couldn’t sleep straight away, so she had to be pernicious 
and sneak out of bed and put Mum’s wig on and finish the story. 
It probly wouldn’t be gooder than Popsicle’s novel but she’d do 
her bestest. It took infinity years that night ’cause she wasn’t sure 
if the cheater should live or not, like ’cause Zero the turtle swam 
down after the cheater as it headed for the bottom and told the 
cheater it would have to grant one wish for every coin, and that 
was the only thing what saved the cheater, ’cept Zero’s wish 
inside the cheater’s belly had been I Wish The Mean Cheater 
Would Go And Die.  

She got rid of that bit. Then she put it back in. Then she 
printed her story and put it in a envelope. There was money in 
them old birthday cards that used to come from Mummy, that 
she’d always been too nonsensical to open, just enough for the 
entry fee. :o) 
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* 
 

Felix Eric Roy Gruer’s family had left him because they were 
selfish and more concerned with his library than with his welfare, 
and he was better off without them. Wheelchairs these days were 
easier to operate than ever. They’d interfered with the museum 
trust, and now they were to suffer ostracism. Most galling was 
their suggestion that he was passing himself off has having had 
his legs shot up. C’est la vie. He had Mr Wolf, now, Mr Wolf 
could be trusted, and there was also his helper-man, the factotum, 
the gopher.  

In spite of their past together, due to his employ, Mr Gruer 
had ruled that a helper could no longer be a mate; ‘mates’ were 
the most likely to rip you off. The helper had to wheel Gruer 
around the network of ramps and planks lain through the 
property. The not insignificant matter of an outstanding loan kept 
the helper bonded to him. To be an ower oneself is to lower 
oneself, Mr Gruer had to remind the man. Mr Gruer actually 
rather appreciated having a moving target to practise his airgun 
on. It made Mr Gruer’s days that much spicier, when the helper 
would pedal across the lawn, wiping midges from his glasses, and 
Gruer would pop a shot off and chuckle until the medals would 
rattle on his blazer and he’d have to have a nip of oxygen from 
his mask. Yes, life had its rewards, especially the arrival of new 
things to kill each season: bees, hedgehogs, borer, cabbage moths, 
what have you. He grew a boxthorn hedge which popped the 
neighbours’ brats’ balloons. Once, like an early birthday present, 
Mr Gruer had witnessed the neighbours’ Jack Russell trapped in 
the hedge. He’d telephoned the Police to report a theft. The dog 
had his fish hook in its lips.  

Mr Gruer had resolved to dedicate himself to the promotion 
and philanthropy of fine fiction, resourced with a library of first 
editions almost unrivalled within the province. Almost. He would 
enlighten his community with his inaugural short story 
competition and a generous prize. He was an exceedingly talented 
writer, but he wouldn’t even enter this competition himself, to 
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give others a fighting chance. The prize money was nothing—it 
was the prestige of having Mr Gruer digest your work which 
would bring admirers to him. He sent advertisements around the 
local schools, for their benefit.  

 
* 
 

Popsicle left for the book fair. He said it would be three days 
in a row and Zara needed to brush her teeth twice a day as he’d 
hardly see her, due to getting back late. She did brush her teeth, 
and she did try and pace her reading and not to over-indulge, but 
by Sunday she’d read everything she’d borrowed from the library 
and finished the dishes and sat under the kitchen table and cried.  

Popsicle’s mobile phone number was written with the 
emergency numbers. The buttons on the phone were real hard to 
press ’cause the phone was hardly ever used.  

He found her on the kitchen floor with her head between her 
knees. She told him about the competition and he snorted and 
got out his hanky, but he didn’t blow his nose, he wiped her eyes 
instead and she didn’t even care if there were bogies on the 
hanky. His sleeves were wet and stinky. She said she’d writ almost 
1000 words all by herself. He squeezed her head and she listened 
to his belly purr, like the car window rumbling against her skull as 
Popsicle read and mum drove them humming towards the 
holidays, away from the clinic.  

You would’ve had a little sister to play with, Popsicle told her 
from out of nowhere, But her skull was too soft.  

‘Like a turtle egg?’ 
‘I haven’t seen a turtle’s egg so I’m afraid I can’t answer that 

in truth.’ 
‘We got one in Science.’ 
‘Listen, you were my first,’ he said, ‘And that makes you 

unique.’ With his eyes closed, he took a long, deep sniff of her 
hair, licked his moustache then told her to finish her story. She 
was even allowed to print it from his colour printer. There was 
one last thing she had to change—she made the author Zara 
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O’Shaughnessy, her real actual name, ’cause she didn’t want to go 
around being sneaky. She wasn’t gonna win the five hundred 
anyway.  

He gave her a stamp to put on the envelope, and said he 
wouldn’t charge her for the printing. She noticed weird paint on 
his fingernails. She didn’t know they done painting at book 
thingies. He said he did some work while he was away at the book 
fair—well, mostly he worked. All three days, actually. He told her 
his boss loved books, too, and that was the only thing which was 
keeping him from being sacked. He’d even begun helping read 
some short stories for his boss’s competition. :o) 

 
* 
 

Gruer was absolutely disgusted that the neighbours hadn’t 
invited him to their barbecue. Its insidious charcoal tang seethed 
under the door of his study and irritated his nostrils. They were 
deliberately aiming the smell at him, presumably by employing a 
large fan and a series of extension cords. He’d have the helper 
take photographs and be in touch with his barrister once the 
short story competition was out of the way.  

It seemed that a classful of children had entered his 
competition. He delegated those entries to the helper, who 
seemed perpetually to have them tucked in his backpack. Nobody 
thanked Ol’ Felix Gruer for his time, but nevertheless, he 
surrendered himself to the task of trying to narrow down a 
winner. Had Alfred Nobel dillied or dallied when bequeathing the 
Nobel Prize? Had Jesus complained about the march to 
Golgotha?  

He opened the top drawer of his desk and pulled out the 
tablet on which he recorded Owesies. This “winner” would 
certainly owe him. He reviewed the debt owed by his helper, too, 
and compounded this month’s interest, while he hacked into a 
couple of kippers. They used to say the protein could strengthen 
his wasted legs, they did.  
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Mr Gruer regretted having offered five hundred as prize 
money. His finances were a dying star hardening into a black 
hole. He was racing against time to renovate this mansion and up 
its value, plum and ready for Mr Wolf to take ownership when 
Mr Gruer passed on.  

 Usually he didn’t pay the helper, and instead would 
generously let the man choose a valuable book to take home as 
recompense. Mr Gruer often wondered what the helper told his 
family. Such deceit! Could the man really be trusted to help with 
the National Short Story Competition? 

 He was compiling the entries into a book, which he would 
print and sell to each entrant to redeem his expenses—entrants 
couldn’t discover if they’d been included without purchasing a 
copy, see. In the foreword of the book, Mr Gruer pointed out 
how many times he’d been jabbed by staples as he compiled it. 
The entry fees barely covered the prize money, he wrote, But ho hum, I do 
what I do for love and I shall suffer for the sake of art. Perhaps he’d 
throw his hands up and allow the helper to choose a winner.  

Mr Gruer kept his piss saved in jam jars, so that the 
sanitation department wouldn’t steal his DNA, and it was the 
helper’s job to transfer the waste from his stomach bag to the 
jars. He drew up a template letter for each entrant. From an open 
jar, Mr Gruer flecked droplets onto each letter. Being deprived of 
five hundred in prize money was going to make things mightily 
hard come Christmas, but don’t worry ______ , the template letter 
said, Think not of less advantaged people than yourself. Vouchsafe your 
generation and the cult of the individual.  

Enjoy it while it lasts, 
F.E.R. Gruer.  
As he bullied his wheels across the wide wooden floor of the 

study, he smashed his elbow against the door frame. He wheeled 
backwards too hard, kicked his feet and the ceiling tipped. Now 
there was a wall in front of him and the floor cold against his 
cheek. 

He yelled for aid, and heard his own voice unsettling the 
dust. He noticed through his wet eyes that the skirting board 
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needed varnishing. His war shells, precious, precious, resting on 
the bottom shelf, gleamed at him. Mr Wolf waddled over to him, 
gold tags rattling, and licked his tears. The ceiling was far away. 
He watched the piss-puddle creep across the floor. He had to 
angle his face upward so that the piss wouldn’t go up his nose. 
His white nostrils flickered and his eyes watered.  

The helper found his boss lying on his side, pinning his own 
arm. Once righted, Fraser Gruer demanded to be wheeled outside 
so that his sticky legs could dry in the sun. 

‘Now bugger off home,’ he growled. 
‘The exterior though, we can’t stuff about with applying the 

second coat and—’ 
The helper’s bicycle was parked on the porch. Mr Gruer 

rammed the bike’s rear wheel, breaking a spoke. 
‘Buzz off!’ Mr Gruer’s chin was wet with spittle. ‘And choose 

a bloody winner for the short story comp! Any damned story!’  
Mr Gruer proffered to his helper the envelope containing prize 
money and letter and bill for the printing of the story 
compilation. He held onto the envelope a little too long, and then 
released it.  

 
* 
 

Popsicle crossed the floor in one stride and swatted her ear 
with an envelope. He was chewing toast and thinking so hard 
he’d forgotten to take the bicycle clips around his ankles off. The 
letter was signed by the Competition Man himself. The news 
knocked on her brain door for ages before she let it enter. 

‘Well?’ Popsicle said. 
It said Zara had constructed a chilling tale told from the 

point of view of a little girl with domestic malaise, escaping to a 
fantasy world—clearly an homage to Alice In Wonderland, mixed 
with Dickensian references, a little Dahl, McEwan and Sendak. 
All in all, the letter of congratulations listed 26 authors whom 
Zara’s writing was der—deri— 

‘Popsicle, what does deri-vative mean?’ 
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‘Cheating. Copying. Or mere unoriginality. Please tell me you 
didn’t cheat.’ 

 ‘It goes how I won the National Short Story Competition. It 
says I got five hundred bob! What’s bob? Who’s the person on 
this note? Can I keep it?’ 

Popsicle wiped his glasses clean and read the letter like it was 
a zero edition. ‘Well.’ He handed the letter back and tickled her 
cheek with his moustache with a kiss hidden under it. 

 
* 
 

At school the next day, she bought crisps and bottles of Coke 
for all the girls.  

You owned that competition, they kept saying, You go girl! 
Between morning play and lunch, they became BFFs. They 
weaved friendship bracelets with flax and strands of her hair. She 
would buy them stuff forever! The tuck shop change came in 
gold coins and it made her skirt heavy. It was the best day of her 
whole entire life, even better than the day she got the turtle. That 
had been her First Bestest Day, but this one was her Zero Bestest 
day. 

And the next days kept getting better. The more money she 
gave out, the better everything got. She kept wondering if it was a 
dream, how Popsicle had come into her room when only the stars 
were awake and given her a tickle-kiss and whispered in her ear 
how she should make the most of the five hundred. It was probly 
just a dream. 

 
* 

 
Mr Gruer drafted a letter in his brain while the helper drove 

him back from the Small Claims Court. The neighbours arrived 
home at the same time. Mr Gruer would need some extra dosh 
for the dispute regarding the thorny hedge, as his legal aid grant 
was running shallow. He needed his prize money back. Without 
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the prize money, he couldn’t afford to keep the helper on to sign 
the affidavit that— 

Where had the blighter got to? Probably fondling first 
editions which he had no right to. Some helper, he was. 

He wheeled excitedly into his study, blood full of urine, head 
full of caustic words, pausing briefly to stroke the spines of his 
first editions. He drew up a letter to that Zara woman, politely 
requesting the urgent return of his prize money.  

Then he screwed up that letter and wrote a more deserving 
one. He called the woman a Nothing, a Nobody, a Nadir.  

He then drew up another letter, more civil, more likely to 
yield the return of his money. In his restrained letter, he reminded 
the prize-thief that her use of the voice of a ten-year-old girl had 
been done by Twain, Harper Lee, not to mention O. Henry; 
essentially it had been a mistake to make her feel worthy of 
recognition. He was hereby giving her notice that he was 
considering litigation to recover the prize money.  

He took a gulp of gin, grimaced, sealed the envelope, pushed 
the letter away and closed his eyes to calm himself in the pond of 
history. He was under the nosy sun, which baked his skin to 
leather, as he approached Singapore on the bow of a frigate 
scabbed with guano. He was tossing rare books into the sea, to 
drown with the jellyfish, rather than have Customs confiscate 
them. Those ingrates should have appreciated that it had been 
generous of him to enlist, considering his Condition. He could 
have lived off of his estate if he’d had the inclination, but he was 
made of stronger stuff. It was essential that he thanklessly serve 
his country. 

He felt the books condense in the pressurised depths, their 
value compressed infinitesimally, into priceless nothingness. If 
two copies of a text are worth a lot, and just one copy is worth 
more than that, then zero copies can only be worth— 

Then, eyes open, feeling redeemed, Mr Gruer fetched the 
telephone. Excitedly, he informed his helper that the man wasn’t 
needed any more, now that a fresh five hundred was coming his 
way, but before the helper could leave his employ, he required 
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another few hundred empty jam jars, and there was a letter 
needing posted. 

 
* 

 
When Popsicle biked up the driveway, midges spattering on 

his glasses, Zara was on the porch holding a letter in her hands, 
glowing white. It looked like bees had stung her eyelids. Popsicle 
wheeled his bike to the garage and took a deep suck on his 
inhaler. He adjusted his glasses then read the letter standing up 
real straight, shaking the letter like it was biting him. 

‘He goes how I don’t deserve it. He wants me to send him 
back the money. But I don’t haaaave iiiit.’ 

Popsicle put his hand on the back of his neck and stared 
upwards. He licked his thumb, pulled a coin bag from his pocket 
and handed it to Zara.  

‘The fee for your field trip to the War Memorial Museum. 
I’ve signed the requisite form.’ 

Zara sniffed and nodded and clutched the money. 
‘You didn’t lie on your entry form, I trust? Zara? You didn’t 

mislead the judges?’ Zara pulled her jersey up over her face, 
burying her head. She snorted runny bogies back up her nose. ‘I 
suppose I’d best talk to the man. There anything else I need to 
know before I ring, hmm?’ He shook her shoulders. ‘Anything?’ 

 
Zara hid behind a curtain as her Popsicle rang Mr Gruer. The 

curtain was a shell. From the way Popsicle held the phone away 
from his ear and squinted, it sounded more like the man had rung 
Popsicle, instead of Popsicle ringing the man. Popsicle said, ‘Yes, 
I see… I’ll let her know… I do apologise,’ and ‘I suppose I can 
get it in the post by six, presumably a cheque will suffice,’ and 
then there was a loud ringing in Zara’s ears, but she still heard 
him go, ‘I understand that’s contingent upon the recovery of the 
prize money, absolutely, not a problem. Thank you for your time, 
sir.’ 
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* 
 

Before first period, the girls crowded her and hit her sides 
like bumper cars. They asked what she got up to after school 
yesterday afternoon—True, girlfriend? They plaited her hair.  

At morning play, the stream of girls gushed towards the tuck 
shop. They flanked her to the window.  

‘What can I get for $2.30?’ 
Jasmeena Hahdi said, ‘WTF?’ 
 ‘I almost run out of money. I had to send it back to the 

Competition Guy.’ 
 ‘But I’m starving.’ Some of the other girls said, ‘Mm, she is.’ 
At lunch time, they moved too fast for her, and she had to 

run to catch them up. One of them tore a poster off the 
noticeboard, crumpled it and biffed it at her. They told her to go 
and drown.  

They sat down in a circle and took shots of an energy drink. 
It was hard to break into the circle, like scraping through a hedge. 
All that was left was the money for the field trip. The money was 
inside two coin bags with the openings sealed all the way up, and 
the permission slip, signed and stamped with Popsicle’s family 
crest and seal.  

The money bought three giant cookies, a Coke and five bags 
of lollies. Zara had one coin left at the end. 

They wrote her notes in last period. She tucked the notes into 
the itchy bra she was supposed to wear. The notes warmed and 
softened. She made a wish that the notes would say nice stuff. 
Miss read the winning short story from the competition and Zara 
felt like a hot air balloon was lifting her up. Miss read the story. 
Her voice was rough by the time she got to the part where Zero’s 
legs were wrecked and Zero got revenge by tricking all the 
animals into putting their legs in the crocodile’s mouth so their 
legs got bitten off so everyone was even and Zero outsmarted 
them all.  

Jasmeena Hahdi whispered. Zara thought she heard derivative 
and pernicious.   
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Miss came around and collected all the money bags and 
permission slips for the field trip. Zara pulled her head inside the 
collar of her shirt and held out the empty coin bags. 

She dawdled home without a appetite, squeezing her last 
dollar. As she walked, she made one buck worth of wishes. 

 
* 

 
If he was going to sell his First Editions, he needed to know 

how eBay worked, so Zara pulled the towel off his computer and 
blew the dust out of his keyboard and plugged the mouse in and 
showed him. He kept chewing ulcer tablets and looking out the 
window to check on his bicycle. He parked his novel manuscript 
in the recycling tray. She showed how you could check the 
normal price of First Editions and use that as a first point, a zero 
point. 

Popsicle stared at her mouth when she spoke, like he didn’t 
know who owned her lips. He didn’t call her any big words when 
she set up his account. 

Later, Popsicle came into her bedroom with the books in a 
treasure chest, puffed his cheeks and laid the chest real gentle on 
Zara’s bed. His backpack rattled. He picked up the wig from 
under Zara’s desk and stuffed it into his backpack, and the 
rattling stopped. His back was very straight. He took one book 
and put it apart from the others. 

‘See what you can raise,’ Popsicle sighed. ‘I may be some 
time.’ He would talk to the ol’ Man O’War and make things right. 
Zara closed her eyes and waited for what else. 

‘You’re a good’un, Zara, love of my life,’ he went, walking to 
his bike, something tinkling in his backpack that sounded like lots 
of jars. ‘I must drop this off,’ he yelled, disappearing, patting his 
backpack. ‘He’s not all bad, you know. D’you how many survived 
because of just one man?’ 

As soon as Popsicle wheeled away, Zara leaped off the bed. 
She had a upset tummy, but she was super-excited too!!! She set 
the Reserve price real low so the first editions would all be sold 
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by the time Popsicle got home. Popsicle could sell the dumb 
crusty books and buy new shiny copies from the book shop 
instead. They were real expensive at the book shop. She 
auctioned old copies of that one about London, by that old man, 
and first editions of Mine Camp by Hitla and stuff like that. They 
had no scratches or loose threads and the spines had gold sewing, 
but apart from that they were like yawwwwnnnn. She took them out 
of their plastic sleeves and ripped off the bits inside the cover 
saying first edition or no edition. Zero edition was better than 
first edition, Zero the Hero. She sprinted down to school and 
threw the ripped paper in the Dumpster Dump, behind the 
Down Syndrome block. 
     By the time she got home, the books had all sold and she 
packed the books into courier bags. Zara got a whole twenty 
dollars, and for only twelve books! And they were gonna pay for 
the shipping too! She could pay back the field trip money, plus 
buy snacks for her BFFs! She put the chest of books on her 
scooter and wobbled it down to the post shop before it closed. 
Dawdling back, she thought about how Popsicle was taking ages, 
but she remembered he’d said as he went down the driveway that 
he had to drop the wig back to Mum. 
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Urban Legend 

 
Sarmila’s gone and called Josh a couch potato and she 

really shouldn’t have done that ’cause it’s encouraged him to lie 
there envisioning THE couch potato. Like, the character. Josh 
Paniora presents: The Couch Potato. Like what if an actual 
Marvel character had the properties of a potato? Like getting 
blasted with fire only makes him stronger. And he can, like, go 
into a mashed form and slide under doors. 

Or maybe it’d be more of a DC character. Yeah, DC comics 
would give him $2m for the rights to the Couch Potato, 
definitely. Crazy characters can sell. Just look at Guardians of the 
Galaxy.  

‘Tell me,’ Sarmila says, shifting the li’l baby from right arm to 
left. ‘Tell me what you’re thinking.’ 

Josh opens up a fresh Angry Birds. He knocks a pig out of a 
pond, firing a banana at it. ‘Nah. It’s stupid.’ 

‘Your case manager signed off a letter. Says you have to apply 
for that air force thing or it gets cut off.’ 

‘It?’ 
‘Your benefit. Our benefit. You have to do this air force 

test… I think they’ve got a place they need to fill. You have to do 
this.’ 

‘I don’t hafta do nothin.’ 
‘You’ll do awesome, baby,’ Sarmila says. Sarmila has a boy up 

to her knees and has a boy in the crook of her arm, playing with 
her earrings. Her third boy is drawing on the—fridge? The 
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little— 
‘DREDD!’ Josh barks from the couch. ‘Cut that out right this 

instant, ya bloody…’ Josh mumbles ‘fucker.’ 
Dredd glares at him. Who’da thought a six-year-old could 

hate a grown-up. Dredd doesn’t really enjoy doing much else in 
life except for drawing on stuff. Big fat Crayola markers are his 
favourite. They come in about 60 different shades and he knows 
all the names and Josh texts him occasionally, when he feels like 
playing stepdad. Josh knows Dredd pretty well for a kid he 
doesn’t have to know that well, seeing as the kid’s not even his. 

Sarmila’s sisters, they’re all in education, and they’ve always 
judged Sarmila’s boyfs like they’re on American Idol. Josh has 
never rated well. Meh. He could ankle this family shit if he 
wanted, any time. They’re lucky he’s here at all. 

Josh doesn’t want to sit up. It’s easier to lurk in a bath of 
sleepiness. His arms have got a good heat goin on, under the pile 
of community newspapers and Countdown mailers. The mailers 
make good blankets. There might be an invention in that. Sarmila 
never should have woken him. He would’ve dreamt up more 
aspects of the Couch Potato if she hadn’t woken him. 

‘Aren’t you going out? Shouldn’t you put them in the car 
and… you know.’ 

‘You said YOU’D take them, Jacob.’ 
The teeny little boy is eating the big hoop earring now and 

it’s bothering Sarmila, Sarmila winces and says ‘Ow.’ Why’s 
Sarmila bother getting all prettied up around the house? What’s 
the point? It’s just a dumbarse flat. No one cares how she looks at 
home. He oughta sit her down and tell her the realities of life. 

‘If you can’t be ‘‘fucked’’, as you say, then I’ll do it.’ Sarmila 
tugs Rocky’s Disney backpack off its hook, fills three bottles with 
juice, puts the juice in with three bags of chips. 

‘Sweet. Love ya, Mila. Bye-zee-bye.’ 
He is Macauley Culkin. He is Ferris Bueller. This is his day 

off. There is no more titillating sensation than being left home 
alone, nothing in the world feels more exciting—except getting 
smoked.   
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He shakes off the newspapers and circulars and kicks them 
under the couch. He turns the best ring on the stovetop on, the 
one he always scrubs with steel wool to keep it in perfect 
condition. 

Next: Josh fetches his spottle. He keeps his spottle in that li’l 
cupboard that’s too high for Sarmila or Dredderick or Rocky or 
Jonn or anyone to reach. He pulls it down, carefully unwraps it 
from its towel. 

He takes his packet of Kronic from the cupboard, careful to 
pull out the precious little cake of happiness without spilling any 
powder. He inserts his two favourite bone-handled flat non-
serrated butter knives into the element rings. The knives turn 
orange in 30 seconds. He bites the mouth piece of the spotting-
bottle. You get a perfect spottle when you heat the base of a V 
energy drink bottle then chip off the base, leaving a glass pipe 
with two open ends, one suckable. He thinks, briefly, of his bud 
Oscar Grofsky who used to use V bottles exclusively to break 
peoples’ noses at parties. Come to think of it, Grofsky wasn’t that 
much of a friend, just someone Josh was always generous to so 
Grofsky wouldn’t kick his arse. He thinks of hovering outside 
Grofsky’s prison before doing a U-turn. He thinks of how the 
Corrections department did nothing when he snitched about 
Grofsky Facebooking from a mobile phone in his cell. He thinks 
of how he could’ve been a gangster, once, if he’d tried hard 
enough. He never saw the point in doing sit-ups or pulling gay-
ass 20kg barbells towards his chest. 

Every rep, every step of exercise feels like your muscles are 
windscreens being smashed with a hammer, and besides: all the 
people Josh knows who exercise are dickheads. Like Sarmila’s 
sisters, with their rock climbing and their tryhard surf lifesaving. 

The knives are losing their glow, turning black again. He’d 
better get sucking quickly. He presses the little cake of Kronic 
between the knives, bent over the stovetop elements, holding his 
head steady. His neck gets more powerful every time he tokes up, 
he thinks. That must count as exercise. 

He sucks burning, sticky, noxious smoke inside him. His 
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throat glows. The high travels out his bronchioles and spreads 
through his arteries. Even his toes get high. 

He trudges into his study, lifts the Air Force application form 
off his laptop, opens up RedTube. He types in ‘Real teeny lovers 
real feet.’ He watches a Czech guy pick up a Russian girl at a bus 
stop. The girl is wearing jandals; her toenails are painted lime 
green. The video cuts and lurches more than he likes. It takes him 
a few seconds longer than usual to squeeze his dick until it 
becomes a semi. The video races through a stairwell seduction to 
passionate kissing in the bathroom to the girl running the shower 
snake over her legs. She’s soaking wet and has kicked her jandals 
off. Josh has to throttle and tickle his dick extra-quickly to keep 
up and come at the same time Mr Czech Guy comes on the girl’s 
nipples. 

Then he goes back to the kitchen and has another powerful 
toke with his powerful neck before flopping onto the couch and 
opening the Top Gun video file with the Xbox 360 remote. 

Yeah, fuck Sarmila’s sisters. Josh is not a write-off. He could 
be something if he wanted. He could be a jet pilot. Pilots need 
strong necks, don’t they, to hold up their 20/20 vision. 

He falls asleep watching Top Gun, dipping into a bag of 
Signature Range toast. Toast bread is the deluxe version of 
sandwich bread. Toast bread is thick, creamy, white and sweet. 
You don’t even need marge on it. 

He wakes up briefly when Sarmila comes back in with the 
kids wearing Burger King cardboard hats. Dredd almost clambers 
on him, then toddles away. Rocky and Jonn cry about something. 
They hardly ever try play with Josh. He pulls a bit of weekend 
newspaper over his head. He notices Sarmila’s brought a Subway 
platter home. Subway platters are $29.90. Yeah, Subway’s the only 
way Josh will eat his veges, but that’s pretty much all the grocery 
money gone, till next Thursday. 

 
* 
 

Regal Recruitment has shitloads of cars on its flat roof. Josh 
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works out that the car yard two lots down the street has a ramp to 
drive the cars up onto the roof. How does he work this out? 
Same paint scheme on the rooftop and on the car yard, 
motherfucker: so they’re thematically linked. 

Thematically linked—phrase Maverick used in Top Gun, aiiiiit. 
Spotting shit that’s thematically linked is the sign of a good pilot. 
He’s noticing more and more amazing qualities about himself. 
God damn, Sarmila’s sisters are gonna be pissed when he walks 
into their parents’ place and announces the air force have 
recruited him for basic pilot training. Sure, there’s a fitness test, 
but his neck will ace that. 

Josh sits down at reception and shakes his head at the Regal 
Recruitment pencil—PENCIL!—he’s been given, and looks 
around. Josh doesn’t quite look like any of the dudes waiting with 
him to do their induction. One dude’s got a Lakers cap on, and 
Josh hates Jeremy Lin and haaaaaates Kobe Bryant. Josh should 
walk out right now, just on principle, to defend the Celtics, but 
Sarmila would sit in the kitchen crying if he walked out and they 
cancelled his Jobseeker’s Allowance. And her sisters… 

One of the bros asks him what some of the words on the 
application form mean, pointing at his clipboard. 

‘That’s Conviction,’ Josh says. ‘You gotta write down all your 
criminal convictions. Con-vic-tion. Like that movie? With Sam 
Rockwell?’ 

‘Who? Raquel?’ 
‘It had Hilary Swank in it. Bout the dude who got locked up 

for killing someone but he never did.’ 
‘Don’t I know you from The Rock?’ 
‘Now that’s a badass movie.’ 
‘The Rock, bro. Mt Eden.’ 
Josh shakes his head. ‘Never been locked up, bro.’ 
‘You watch a lotta movies, eh.’ 
‘JOSH PANIORA?’ 
Josh stands up and takes his application form over to the 

receptionist. She’s got little fluffy hairs all over her skin, sticking 
straight up, and her fingers are pink ’cause all the skin’s been 
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nibbled away from her fingernails. That all means she’s an 
anorexic. He learned that on Investigator on the Crime Channel. 
Pilots are a type of investigator. Pilots investigate weather patterns 
to identify jet streams. 

He’s imagining pushing aviator goggles onto his face and 
strutting toward a runway as the anorexic receptionist motions 
him through to an ugly room he’s pretty sure doubles as a 
kitchen, ’cause it’s got a jug and a microwave in the corner and 
bread crumbs on the desk. He zones out during the health and 
safety video (not a DVD—a actual video, bro) and the boot-
fitting, and the urine test they make him do in the cleaning closet. 
He’s thinking about that flick where Christian Bale passes the piss 
test by squirting clean piss up his dickhole with a turkey 
baster, Harsh Times it was called, siiiiiick movie. 

He’s wondering what his fighter pilot movie can be called. 
He should Tweet John Travolta. Travolta’s an actor and a pilot. 
It’s about a kid from the streets who soars like an eagle. It’ll start 
with Urban. Urban’s an edgy word. And it needs to rhyme so it’s 
catchy. Urban Suburban… nah. Urban… bourbon? Damn, 
motherfucker: Josh needs a drink. 

He gets off the bus one street over from WINZ on his way 
home, waits 40 minutes in reception, reading AintItCoolNews on 
his phone, then hands a slip over to his case manager. The slip 
from Regal Recruitment is proof he’s signed up to look for work. 
They won’t stop his dole after all. Aiiiiiit. Now Sarmila’s evil 
sisters got nothin on him. 

’Cause he’s not getting hanged today, Josh blows some dole 
dollars on Burger King. For eleven minutes, somebody else is 
serving him, he’s wearing a crown, even if it is a floppy cardboard 
crown, and he’s had a smoke of his pipe in the toilets, so nothing 
depressing can hurt him. 

Urban King. He texts those two words to himself. Follow it up 
later. See on IMDB if it’s taken as a movie title. Jet King. Jet Legend. 
Jet Li is: The Legend. 

BK at Sylvia Park’s the best in Auckland. There’s this 
passageway from BK through the mall to the Feathered Goose 
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pub, and since it’s all dark no one tells him off for taking his 
chicken tenders into the pokie room. Chicken tenders are gangsta, 
and the protein’s good for your brain. You need a healthy brain if 
you’re gonna go from the streets to the sky. 

He’s got six two dollar coins and a one left. He starts getting 
only dynamites on the pokie machine, shouts, kicks the machine, 
goes into the disabled toilet to suck some Pineapple Express 
down into his toes. Smoking’s not as good without Spottle. He 
misses Spotty. She’s his girl. She never makes him feel like a 
dropkick. 

He comes back out, thinking of Daniel Craig in Casino Royale. 
James Motherfuckin Bond. James Bond was losing high stakes 
poker and had a heart attack ’cause some gangstas tried to kill 
him, almost died, then came back and carved shit up against that 
bad guy who plays Hannibal Lecter. 

He wonders if Grofsky could take James Bond in a fight. 
Grofsky started doing mixed martial arts when he was, like, six, so 
he’s pretty tough. His sister was tough, too, sorta this weird body, 
real flat and lean, only A Cups, zero tits, and a mean pointy 
mouth, but she would hold her body in these real staunch poses 
when she was smashing other chicks, and that’d turn him on so 
bad he had to bust a nut in the toilet stalls one time. 

Why is he thinking about Oscar and Jaimee Grofsky after five 
years out of school? He must be epically smoked. He chuckles 
and puts two bucks in the slot. 

Josh dips a chicken tender in the sweet ’n sour sauce, resumes 
his stool, gulps his brain food down, fingers tingling, head 
floating just above his neck, and puts his last two bucks in the 
machine. 

He started with nothing. He wore the ultimate poker face. With one 
bold pull, he won back everything. Starring Tom Hardy as Josh Paniora. 
Written and directed by Joshua W. Paniora. 

 
* 
 

Sarmila must’ve put his application in the post, because the 
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Air Force has come back, sent a bulky envelope. She also musta 
filled out the application for him. He’s hurt that she faked his 
signature. Josh Paniora’s a creative genius. She’s not allowed to 
fuck with his trademarks. Them signatures will be in demand one 
day. 

Opening the Air Force package is an all-day mish. He 
pretends to sleep till Sarmila’s aunty’s picked up Rocky and Jonn, 
and Sarmila’s taken Dredd to school, then gets his smokey ’n 
masty out of the way, has another nap, and prepares some food. 
He makes breadballs. Breadballs are where you crush pieces 
sandwich bread into little balls and pop them into your mouth. 
You pretend they’re popcorn chicken. 

He eats 20 breadballs with tomato sauce, takes a shit then 
does five push-ups. The push-ups shatter his arms. He thinks 
about going to WebMD to check the symptoms of a broken arm. 
Instead, he opens the heavy Air force pack. 

How many trees died to print all this shit, honestly? Blue 
form to get stamped when he gets his eye test done, green form 
for the diabetes test, yellow form to write his CV on, white form 
for criminal convictions check, pink form to attach written 
references from past employers… 

The piece of paper that trips his brain up most is one that 
says an appointment has been booked for him to do a running 
assessment. A fitness test. Running: when your body is a cold car 
you’ve got to push uphill, and you look like a fool, and you trip 
over your own track pants and your hoodie gets too hot after two 
minutes. That’s what running is. Something you should only do if 
Oscar Grofsky’s chasing your arse. 

He badly wants to hold out his phone with a selfie stick, 
make a video of him burning the form, and post it on YouTube 
so it goes viral, but WINZ will rape him up the arse if he misses 
this interview. 

You never see Maverick filling out forms for three hours in 
Top Gun, he thinks. Urban Urchin wouldn’t tolerate paperwork. 
No, wait—Urban Urchin’s a shit name. Urban… Urge. Urge For 
The Skies. SkyUrge.com. 
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He slides the forms off his lap and finds Spotty and gives her 
a passionate kiss on her mouth and sticks the knives into the rings 
on the stovetop. 

He lies on the couch until that scene comes on in Top Gun 
where Maverick seduces whatsherface and you see Maverick’s 
abs. 

That’s not a six pack. That’s an eight pack. How’d Tom 
Cruise even get a body like that? 

Josh rolls off the couch and gets into a push-up stance. 
His face turns red, but he does ten push-ups, all in one go. 

God pays attention. God whispers Good shit, Josh.  
 

* 
 

His eyes open. Sparrows mynah birds are screaming. How 
can anyone sleep through this shit? The outside light is purple.  

Josh takes a piss and stands in front of the mirror, pinching 
his belly. He wants egg sandwiches for breakfast so fuckin bad, 
with a little salt and pepper, maybe some of that periperi sauce 
you get at Nando’s. You get that sometimes—go to bed smoked, 
wake up smoked, wanting food so bad it’s like a sexual thing. 

He puts his feet on the floor but doesn’t take the bedsheet 
off him. He’s never been up at six, has he? It’s hard to remember. 
Do they still have that one image that stays on screen all night? 
Or infomercials? There’s gotta be infomercials. Shit, he’d phone 
up and order a coupla Ab Circle Pros right now if his credit cards 
weren’t all maxed out. 

He looks at Sarmila in bed and mutters ‘Lazybones’ just loud 
enough for her to hear. 

He walks into the lounge, drops into a push-up position, then 
gets on his knees.  

Someone’s there. 
Seated in front of the TV, hypnotised like Poltergeist starring 

Craig T. Nelson—the voice of the big dude in The Incredibles—is 
Dredd. 

‘Morning li’l cuz. Almost didn’t see you there.’ Dredd doesn’t 
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look behind him and doesn’t say anything. Dredd is holding a 
plate of uncut toast, no spread, no marge. Dredd lifts the remote 
control and turns the volume of his cartoon up a notch. Fairly 
Odd Parents is the cartoon. Josh likes that one. He likes all the 
work of producer TZ Ibrahim. Dredd and Josh should hang out 
more. ‘When’d you learn how to make your own breakfast?’ 

‘Sssh,’ Dredd says, not even looking at Josh this time. ‘Can’t 
hear.’ 

Josh can’t smoke Kronic while the boy’s here. Josh knows 
he’s a failure and he ought to pop 100 Panadol and die this week, 
but he’ll still never ever encourage the kids to smoke herbal highs. 
Doesn’t matter if he’s their idol or not. 

He takes some chicken tenders out of the fridge, admires 
them, puts them back. Dredd watches TV, his back to Josh. Josh 
shakes the bark chips out of his running shoes. How’d bark chips 
get in there? One of the kids been fucking with his shoes? Maybe 
he shouldn’t’ve left them untouched for two years. He tightens 
the draw cords on his hood and pants, softly shuts the front door 
on Dredd and his dawn cartoons. Running to keep his dole is as 
good a reason as any. Maybe Rocky Balboa was on the dole. He 
plunges into the blue and white mist, blinks as orange light pricks 
his eyes. He’d forgotten what happens to shadows in the 
morning.  

    Two minutes: he remembered right. Two minutes is how 
long it takes to get a regular stride going. Two minutes is how 
long it takes before what he’s doing is agony on the legs, and his 
back feels stiff, and he’s almost definitely got a hairline crack 
running through his metatarsal, why else would it feel so sharp? It 
feels like Sarmila’s sisters blogging about him. It feels like what 
they said to his face at Christmas just because the presents he got 
the kids weren’t exactly brand new. 

Every metre he treads is one less letter from his case 
manager. One less critical Instagram comment. One less Hindi 
joke from Sarmila’s dad that everyone cracks up about except 
Josh. Snot his fault Hindi’s, like, impossible to learn. 

He gets up to the big green power box, pauses, sits on it, 
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checks the time on his phone, makes a playlist on his phone. 
Then he gets off, turns back down the hill, heads for home, 
except when he stops outside his house, his legs are asking for 
more. They’re warm, supple, they’re flexible, they’re bouncing 
rubber. Like how Jaimee used to run on athletics day, even 
though she stank of cigarette smoke, she’d annihilate the hurdles. 
Her whole family destroyed anything they wanted to. They were 
Urban Commandos. 

Jake can be an Urban Commando if he wants. A warm fire is 
burning inside him as he jogs. It spreads some kind of hot, happy 
chemicals deep into his hamstrings. He even squats with one knee 
on the ground and stretches. Rocky bests Apollo Creed. Tommy 
Gunn skips through alleyways. Joel Edgerton fights Tom Hardy 
to become the ultimate Warrior. 

Josh opens his front door, and Dredd looks up from the TV 
for a good few seconds. Sarmila walks into the lounge, brushing 
her hair. Josh tells her he’s figured out a way to fail the air force 
entrance test without flunking out of WINZ. He waits for her to 
say she’s impressed. 

  
* 

 
This is buzzy, he thinks as she sits down in Wendy’s. Epic-

buzzy. 
Jaimee’s got herself a Baconator Mushroom Melt. ‘Protein,’ 

she goes, ‘Heapsa protein in Baconators.’ 
She’s got Grofsky’s sunken-back cheekbones that say it’d be 

pointless punchin him, or her, ’cause he/she wouldn’t even feel it. 
See, Grofsky was in Rize 2 Tha Skyz, this hip hop dance crew, 
and he went to, like, Geneva and shit—but then Grofsky would 
waste people at parties with a V bottle. He even hit a paramedic, 
at this one party. Them Grofskys is energetic people. 

‘You said in your message you wanted to get abs,’ she goes, 
destroying her burger, glaring at Josh real harsh. He notices she 
doesn’t have a tray and she hasn’t taken advantage of the little 
packets of Heinz ketchup. You can get ten if you ask the right 
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person. 
‘No fries, Jaim? No drink?’ 
Jaimee shakes her head and swallows. Her tight bun of hair 

wobbles only a little bit. It’s a severe bun, it’s pulling her eyes 
slanty. Her eyelids have something sparkly on them. When she’s 
swallowed her mouthful, she goes, ‘Gotta keep a lid on the carbs.’ 
She pulls Josh’s tray away from him and rummages through his 
chips, tipping them out, and opens the lid of his drink and frowns 
at what she sees inside. 

‘See these chicken tenders? You’re allowed them. Plenty of 
protein in chicken.’ 

No one’s ever pulled Josh’s chips away from him before, let 
alone his L&P. 

‘Josh—’ 
‘Call me Joshua. Joshua’s my screen name.’ 
‘Screen name?’ 
‘For movies and stuff. I’m an actor. And a screenwriter.’ 
‘This is all energy. This food here, even your ketchup: pure 

energy. When I was Inside, our food didn’t hardly have no—’ 
‘You were inside? In prison? I knew it!’ 
Jaimee picks the meat patty out of her burger, chomps it and 

biffs her bun and pickle across the table at Josh. ‘Got shorts on, 
like I told ya? Stand up.’ She looks at him like a car she’s thinking 
of buying. ‘Good enough for now. Let’s roll.’ 

The fire returns to his legs. He hears comments from the 
radios of passing cars. He’s pretty sure they’re mocking him. 

‘What’s the food like in jail?’ Josh goes as they cross a park. 
Jaimee is behind him, but her voice travels. 

‘Shut up,’ she goes. ‘Tell me about these movies you write. 
Or was it direct? You a director, sthat it?’ 

‘Nah… it’s dumb.’ 
‘Want some more chin-ups? Didn’t think so. Tell me. I’ll 

make you tell me.’ 
Josh stops as they come out of the park, and leans on a 

recycling bin on someone’s berm. Jaimee kicks him in the knee 
and he hobbles and starts jogging again. Sweat is dribbling into 
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his eye and he can hardly see. 
‘There’s, like, this one that’s sorta inspired by Top Gun. It’s 

like Top Gun meets Lion King.’ Josh takes a huge swallow of air, 
tries to stop, and she kicks him again. ‘It’s about a ace, oof, pilot 
who fights his uncle ’cause his uncle, uck, killed his best bud pilot 
in a training accident ’cause he pushed him—’ 

‘OHMYGOD he pushed him off a cliff!’ 
‘—cause he pushed him too hard. Can I stop for a sec?’ 
‘How long you got till your air force test?’ 
‘Two weeks.’ 
‘Then the answer is no.’ Jaimee moves ahead ten metres, 

spins around and jogs backwards, glaring at Josh. 
‘I’ll stop if I wanna. It’s a free country.’ Josh tiptoes his way 

through dry dog shit and finds a good berm to hover on. Bending 
over, putting his weight through his hands onto his knees, Josh 
pictures the flames cooking his skin settling until they’re low, and 
then his flesh heals and the charring fades and his skin turns 
caramel again.   

‘Stop, then—’ 
‘Uck. Cheers.’ 
‘—if you want me to tell Oz.’ 
Oz… file not found… wait. Josh remembers who her brother is 

and starts moving again. 
 

* 
 

Up here in the hills, Josh can see his place. Well, not quite his 
own place. He can see the block of flats. There’s 20 flats. One’s 
his. Well—Sarmila’s. There are advantages to not having your 
name on the place or the kids. You can ankle the place at any 
time.  

Jaimee comes from high up; Josh lives low down. That’s 
clear. Grofsky will find a way to hurt Josh if he fucks up and 
disappoints Jaimee. That’s clear too. 

The driveway is as near as he goes to the Grofsky clan’s 
mansion, with its boxing gym and two garages. The parents own a 
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lot of motorbikes, and there are always uncles. Uncles used to 
pick the Grofsky twins up from school. Their bikes were epic-
loud. Their leather vests had winged skulls on them. 

Jaimee blows the whistle swinging from her neck, spits out 
her cigarette, descends the hill for 50 metres, stops and lets Josh 
go ahead. She can plunge into any exercise at any time. She is 
always warmed up. Her muscles are bigger than Josh’s. 

They loop cul-de-sacs, they go through a playground and haul 
themselves up the brightly painted structures, they drop and do 
crunches and get up and do jumping jacks. This is $50 per 
session. Each session is two hours. To get the money, Josh did 
something he hadn’t done in three years: rolled a drunk person at 
the pokies. A chick, even, well, chick’d be the word for it if she 
were younger, but she was like 60. Pushed her into the door 
frame of her car as she was getting into it. This was in the 
underground parking lot. He tugged her handbag till it came loose 
then sprinted. 

He was impressed with his own sprinting. Real impressed. 
He scored about 40 two-dollar coins. That almost paid for 

two sessions with Jaimee, two sessions of her Lycra chest and her 
tight hair and fierce eyes with the sparkling eyelids. Jaimee, who 
gets a frosting of sweat but doesn’t suffer the big rolling droplets 
of saltwater than make Josh blink too much. 

Jaimee whose lipstick stays intact throughout the workout. 
Jaimee with the eyebrows perfectly plucked. 

Jaimee makes a big stink when he hands her a shoe box of 
coins. It’s a real decent Adidas shoebox. She leaves it in the 
postbox as they jog past. 

A nice, cooling breeze comes from the city, drying his shiny 
shoulders. It’s a secret up here, it’s elite. Josh has been allowed 
above the lower people. Jaimee makes him do push-ups every 50 
metres. Stop, drop and shup, she calls the micropunishments. 
This is her way of hurting him. Her brother smashes V bottles on 
the foreheads of university kids who have never been in a fight 
before; Jaimee makes people’s joints weep lactic acid. 

That’s another word ace pilots should know: lactic acid. 
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Pilots should know where the burning in their biceps comes 
from. 

Three weeks ago, Sarmila stopped asking Josh what he got up 
to in the middle of the day. She’s been taking the wee ones, 
spending the day buying up GrabOne deals and onselling them 
from her sisters’ houses. He asked Sarmila one time why she had 
to leave to do computer stuff (obviously she wasn’t allowed on 
his laptop.) She said home was an unproductive place. 

‘But I’m home,’ Josh said. 
‘SHE’S A DISTRACTION,’ Jaimee rules as they stretch 

against big thick oak trunks in a park. ‘Listening?’ Josh is staring 
at the tattoo of a scorpion on Jaimee’s flat tummy. It’s bluey-
green and it’s massive. Today is the first day she’s exposed her 
midriff. She’s pretty much as hot as Megan Fox. 

‘Listening,’ Josh mutters. 
‘The wife. The kids. They’re not trying get into the air force. 

Know who is? YOU. YOU, Joshua Paniora, are trying to make 
the grade. Pressure makes diamonds. Stop letting yourself get 
soft.’ 

She’s a cheerleader. She’s a promoter at car shows, giving 
away USBs and lanyards. She’s comfortable around biker guys 
and league guys and UFC guys and Muay Thai guys. She can seize 
anything in the world she wants.   

‘Got you this, by the way.’ She lobs a t-shirt at him. On the 
front: Snitches Get Stitches, and beneath it: Support Your Local Hells 
Angels. On the back, in Gothic letters along the top: URBAN 
LEGEND. 

‘Five days left,’ Josh says sadly. 
‘Don’t think I’m gonna go easy on you,’ Jaimee goes. 
When they jog past Josh’s, halfway through the sesh, Josh 

needs a drink of that Coke with his name on it real bad, and dips 
inside the flat, but when he raises the bottle to his lips, Jaimee 
pulls the bottle away and stands in front of him. 

She’s gonna knock him out. She tugs the bottle out of his 
hand. 

‘Anybody home?’ 
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‘Nah… just us.’ 
She squeezes his moustache with her lips, and her tongue 

scrapes his gums, and they knock magnets off the door of the 
fridge, and her hips press into his stomach. 

 
* 
 

It’s noisy at the air base, not from planes, though, it's heaps 
of cars and trucks muttering at five kays as they go over the 
judder bars, and tonnes of cicadas chirping in the trees, reminding 
Josh how hot it is. Sarmila’s not there and Dredd’s not there and 
Rocky’s not there and Jonn’s not there and his aunties and uncles 
from the lake aren’t there and the bros he grew up with aren’t 
there and the goldfish he had when he was ten isn’t there. Just 
Jaimee.  

He supposes he doesn’t mind paying her that much but the 
thing is she's becoming a bit fixated on him. And she's way more 
into sex than gaming. She said she had a good luck charm for him 
when they were warming up at 4.30am, and she got down on her 
knees while Josh stood up, this was at the end of her driveway 
where anyone coulda driven past, and she used this nodding 
motion as she sucked his dick, like she was bobbing for apples, 
perfect consistent rhythm, and when he came in her mouth he 
was receiving the gold statue for Best Picture at the Oscars 
for Urban Legend, the story of how one unlikely coach found the potential in 
the world’s most humble underdog. 

He’s thinking about how this sorta coachy, instructor-y 
looking chick with no earrings and the same tightly-pulled hair as 
Jaimee comes over, hugging her clipboard. She's got real 
interesting patches sewed onto her left tit and one of those 
French hats. She’s all in camo gear. She doesn’t smile as she goes 
Good Morning and checks his driver licence and ticks his name 
off the list on her clipboard.  

There will be two whistles, she explains. Then you may run.  
They warm up. Josh's dick kinda hurts from the aggressive 

blowjob. Sarmila never hurts it like that. Josh's stomach 
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complains. Jaimee goes over to the shaded spectator box, 
standing beside the tightbody instructor. Two hard, 
uncompromising, dangerous muscular women. 

There are eight other dudes, seven Islanders and one white. 
They do 16 chin-ups. They do 40 push-ups, in lots of 20. They do 
99 sit-ups, in lots of 33. The instructor shouts at them.  

On his back, grunting, he’s trying to picture whether 
Sarmila’s bitchy sisters could do this many exercises, and then 
he’s trying to squeeze in a quick fantasy about Urban Legend again, 
when that second whistle stings his eardrums and everyone 
launches. 

The first lap is about hanging off the shoulder of the race 
leader. Just stay precisely to his side, so you’re not over-pressured, 
and you’re motivated to be, for the first lap at least, unbeaten. 

It’s when he’s got the first lap sewn up that the agony creeps 
up from his feet, and there is no let-up. It’s Mark Wahlberg in The 
Fighter. It’s Louis Zamperini in Unbroken. It’s Demi Moore in GI 
Jane. It’s a rising dread, it’s a conveyor belt he can’t get off. Jaimee 
has told him to use his bulk and gravity to run slightly towards his 
opponents to encourage them to sit back. 

Jaimee has trained him to think of the worst thing that’s ever 
happened to him as the path. Every step he takes on the path 
erases a bit of that hurt. It’s a hurt 3.6 kilometres long, two miles 
long, 10560 feet. 

10,000 feet is 2500 steps, and then the bulldyke with abs and 
no tits and no makeup will let him into the airforce and he’ll have 
a regular salary, free feeds and free dental care, plus he’ll get to fly 
planes and compose the Urban Legend screenplay as he goes. 

He doesn’t finish first. That white dude is pretty epic. He 
does this funny motion with his arms to pump more air into his 
lungs. Sorta like a bellows; sorta like the bellows in Hugo. 

Josh, though, is ahead of six dudes, and that’s pretty epic. 
Jaimee is shaking her head with approval. No, her head is 
saying, no way you could have done better. She might even be crying, or 
is that sparkling dried sweat?  

Josh jumps across the finish line and goes ‘THIS IS 
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SPARTA!’ and stomps under a lemon tree and lies down in the 
shade.  

‘I am never doing that again,’ Josh pants. 
‘I think you'll find we have a session on Tuesday,' Jaimee 

tuts.  
Jaimee toes the dirt. Josh is blatantly violating the rule about 

not relaxing too hard after a workout. Makes you soft.  
The other dudes are sitting down. Couple of them have even 

cracked open cans of Woodstock.  
The hardass tighbody instructor tours the men. They’re all 

sitting or lying in the shade under the trees. She doesn’t squat to 
speak to them, just stands. Like Jaimee.  

‘Recruit, you may have just made it to the final phase of your 
application,’ the instructor says, handing down a form which Josh 
signs. Run Time: 14.33. Not bad.  

‘I’ll give you a bell next week,’ she says. ‘Getcha signed up.’ 
‘I don’t got a phone,’ Josh goes.  
‘He doesn’t know what he’s saying,’ Jaimee growls. ‘Give her 

your email, Joshy.’ 
Jaimee hands him a bottle of mineral water. When his sweat 

starts to dry and he can’t be fucked sitting in red dirt under a tree 
getting nibbled by ants, he gets up and heads for his car. He fights 
to pull open the door. It's rusted and crumpled and paint flecks 
fall off each time he tries to open it.  

Jaimee goes round to the passenger side. Josh slides in, 
doesn't unlock Jaimee’s door. He starts the engine, tries to reverse 
over her toes. 

She comes back round to the driver window, frowning.   
‘Are you gonna let me in?’ 
He winds the window most of the way up. He’s hoping to 

crush her head, but she pulls it out of the way.   
‘I don’t wanna join no gay-arse air force. Just had to do all 

this shit to keep my benefit. Ain’t you seen Cruel Intentions?’
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Kidney Thief 

 
Mitchell takes his glove off. Sweat breaks free of his hair and 

sprints down his cheek. He holds his fist in front of Ski’s pointy, 
girly chin and fat lips. 

‘You won’t enjoy it, when one of these lands.’ 
‘Hold up a sec. Then you can gimme a hiding. Or not. We’ll 

see. I’ll try not to kill ya. I’d hate to leave my boy without Uncle 
Mitchie.’ Ski is blinking like he’s got something in his eye, and 
touching his armpits like a chimp, and wincing. His knees are 
touching. He’s embarrassing the old pale Irish boxers on the 
posters around the gym, men who didn’t need muscle for their 
power, just desperation. Ski’s pinging the ropes and spreading 
sweat across his face, trying to scratch an itch with his gloves on. 
He’s looking anywhere but into Mitchell’s eyes. ‘What was I… aw 
yeah,’ he goes, ‘You got girly wrists, old m-m-man.’ 

There’s a sparrow fluttering on his tongue. He’s trying to rest 
his top half on his knees, bent over, steaming like a hot bonnet. 

‘You’d better not be horsing around, mate. Oi, and 
remember, I’m, what, two months older than you? Watch who 
you’re calling an old man.’ 

‘And ya never let us forget it. Ready to die now? Good-o.’ 
Mitchell shrugs, reaches out of the ring and presses play on 

the iPod dock, delicately, using the thumb of his shiny black 
gloves. Mitchell hates it when things get dirty, or break, or fail. 
Some spastic Bob Marley/Shaggy mashup resumes playing. Music 
for idiots, by idiots: Ski’s music. Mitchell’s feet dance in and out 
of Ski’s range. Ski holds his mitts in front of his chin for two 
seconds, then sits down on his arse, shaking his head. Softcock.  
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‘Think I got that Asian bird flu,’ Ski goes, showing his teeth, 
rolling his head. ‘Musta been that Asian bird I rooted.’ 

Mitchell picks up a bucket, lowers his face and gently 
deposits some saliva into it. Mitchell Michael Warne does not 
spit. He’s obviously wasted his time sparring with this clown. The 
doctors ain’t specifically diagnosed what’s up with Drawski, 
fuckin Bangladeshi fuckin quacks. Mitchell knows Ski ain’t been 
faithful about goin to every appointment, refusin to have any 
fingers inserted into his lungs or tight butthole (well, not so tight, 
considerin the shenanigans Ski used to get up to on his OE, 
trying to sell his organs in Cairo and all that silliness.) Ski, whose 
name ain’t hewn out of sensible English stone. Ski, who’s always 
moved too fast for the Grim Reaper to catch up. Till now, that is. 
Ski’s caught himself some wicked flu.  

‘Bro. You on the pipe? You’re boxing even shitter than 
normal.’ 

Ski used to hold his own in their rubber-dust-moustache 
playfights, using pieces of wire and handfuls of dust and 
hairpulling and scratching, while Mitchell used only orthodox 
Greco-Roman (freestyle is cheating) wrestling holds and clean 
jabs to the face, plus a hook from time to time. Mitchell 
confronts things head-on, refuses to budge. It’s Ski that finds 
ways to slither under and around things.  

There’s no fight in Ski. They leave the ring without saying 
nothin. Mitchell has to lift up the ropes because Ski’s struggling to 
get through. It’s been, what, 20 minutes? Far as Mitchell is 
concerned, 20 minutes is just the warm up zone. It’s only when 
you feel the burn that you know you’re smashing carbs and cals. 
Mitchell’s always stuck to footie and boxing while Ski’s tinkered 
with about ten different sports, never stuck to nothing much. 
Funny, then, that a good woman stuck to Ski but not to Mitchell. 
How fair is that? Is God humouring Ski like Mitchell humours 
the joker? 

In the changing room, Mitchell shakes his head at the 
colours on Ski’s singlet and undies—they’re hi-vis yellow, poncy 
poofter colours Ski’s convinced give him an edge, ’cause bright 
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colours travel faster or something. This is a bloke who believes in 
balance bracelets, remember. His gloves are signed by 
Muhammad Ali. The autograph’s probably smudged off by now. 
It is ridiculous that Ski fights in them, that he stays up late nights 
puffing on that pipe of his, eyeballing auctions, hardly blinking, 
giddy as a little kid, while Leisha reads 50 Shades of Grey in her 
nightie. 

They sauna for twenty mins in silence, except for Ski’s 
waterproof bloody phone vibrating. It’s that missus of his. Leisha 
the Preacher. Leisha the Creature. They rub their love in 
everyone’s face. Show-offs. 

Leisha the Leash.  
Mitchell gets out of the sauna first—he’s the oldest, after all. 

Can’t be seen as indulgent. He checks a body-length mirror 
(stomach’s lookin good; quads are nice and square) to see if Ski’s 
gonna come up behind and kinghit him, but Ski’s still lurching 
around wincing, faking the sickness. It’s a buncha Hollywood, 
honestly. Ski probably just smoked too many rocks and his guts 
ache. Seriously, there’s gotta be a golden throne in heaven for 
Mitchell. God’ll come up to Mitchell and say Sorry I put you 
through everything. Thanks for being his mate. It was all a test. 
You knew all along nobody as hopeless as Ski deserved a best 
bud, but you sacrificed yourself. You’re not JC, but you’re not far 
off, Mitchell Warne.  

They shower in two neighbouring stalls. Ski keeps his gelled 
hair and piercings out of the water. He plays with his bowling ball 
belly. Silently reaching over the stall walls, they share a bottle of 
Mitchell’s shower gel. Tip-toeing over the wet tiles in his towel, 
Mitchell clocks a big bruise like spilled ink above Ski’s bumcrack. 
It covers pretty much the whole area from Ski’s shoulderblades to 
his bumcheeks, and the watery colour gets deep and intense 
around his ribs. It might be some silly new tattoo. The guy’s got 
Popeye tatted on his forearms, for Christ’s sake, and Kick and Me 
written into the flesh of each bumcheek. It was a dare. It was 
Ski’s 18th.  
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‘Y’know you shouldn’t be training in the first place,’ 
Mitchell says. He’s packed his bag, emptied everything out, 
packed it again, flattening the air out of each towel with his 
forearm before rolling it up tightly, but he can’t leave the change 
room, so he leans against the wall, arms folded, talking into the 
shower. ‘Sick’s sick; sick’s not half-sick. If you’re on the pipe 
again, it’s same as bein sick. For Pete’s sake, bro, if you can’t—’  

‘Back in the ring, then, Big Mitch?’ 
‘I’m not doin this, mate. I’m not playin ya little games.’  
‘Fraid a sickie’ll beat ya?’ 
Ski gets up off the bench, hissing and squinting and touching 

his lower back. His towel falls away. Mitchell can see the purple 
stain better now, in the light. It’s creeping from his back around 
under his bulging belly, like a tap is leaking.  

 ‘C’mon. We’ll fight skins. Getcha shirt off. Pants too.’ 
‘If your kid could see you this wild… Mate.’  
Mitchell sighs. He picks up his bag again and hoists it over 

his shoulder. He’s tried to have a conversation with the cunt, it 
hasn’t worked, so fuck it. Laters. Outta here.   

‘Yeah, punch a invalid then gap it, ya pussy. Leisha always 
said you were dickless. Said she was gonna go lesbo after you 
porked her, you were that bad, ya—’ 

Mitchell sees himself walloping Ski before he’s even sure he’s 
done it. His fist decides to land right under Ski’s tits. The sound is 
like dropping a heavy bag of flour on a benchtop, DOUFFT! Ski 
folds up like a hurt spider and uses his toes to revolve his body 
while he cradles his chest, and scuttles under the bench. He’s in a 
cold puddle under a bench in the middle of the changing room, 
knees touching his shoulders. 

Ski cries in front of his mate for the first time since they put 
that baby bird in the microwave. He says the ambo’s number is 
only three digits, HFFFFT, ya prick, HFFFFFT, Can’t breathe 
HFFFFT. Hurry HFFFFFT. Call my son’s HFFFFFT. Ring 
directory, I dunno the HFFFFFT. 

‘I didn’t even hit him that hard,’ Mitchell tells the paramedic, 
‘honest to God.’   
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Wet droplets sprint down his cheek. 
 

* 
 

 Mitchell reads a National Geographic in the waiting room of 
the renal ward. He won’t promise to BUY the SLR Canons and 
Fuji FinePixs advertised in the mag, but if somebody went to all 
the trouble of placing the ad, well, the ad deserves to be READ. 
It’s common courtesy. Someone in this world’s gotta be 
courteous, don’t they. Mitchell also makes a point of reading 
everything on the walls. You should treat a waiting room with the 
same respect you’d treat any other room.  

The conference room doors open and interrupt the thoughts 
he’s juggling. Good timing, too—he didn’t want to have to buy 
an iced coffee from the vendie. There’s heaps of fat and sugar in 
them iced coffees. It’s time for some big talk. There’s a different 
vending machine in the conference room, and some different 
mags. Mitchell, the doc, and Ski’s family find positions. Ski’s late, 
he’s still in the handicapped toilet, probably having a crafty suck 
on his pipe. Nothing’ll stop the dumbarse smoking, not even a 
near-death experience. A slideshow is projected onto a wall and 
the doctor dims the conference room lights. Why’d the joker 
let—LET!!!! ALLOWED!!!!—Mitchell to punch him like that? 
That’s the first question, Doc. Answer that. EGGED ON! 
BAITED! There’s some mental condition, right? Ski’s not all-
there, right? Always has been—or hasn’t been... It’s a head 
condition, not a body…thing. Right? 

Ski bursts in and parks his wheelchair. He smells like ciggies. 
It’s a warm smell. Disgusting as it is, smoking smells like warmth. 
Ski clicks his fingers and his boy, Bronson, gets up and shuts the 
door behind him. The boy’s jaw’s lookin nice and firm. Nothin 
like his dad’s. The family conference is on. 

Leish is there in the darkness. Leisha Legs. Leisha Labia. Her 
lips form a triangle, that’s always the first thing he notices on her, 
the Cupid’s bow, like somebody’s tightened the neck of a sack. 
Lips ready to kiss. Leisha Lickmyballs is conspiring with Dr High 
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Noon, or whatever his name is, or maybe just whispering into his 
ear. She’s probably saying how Mitchell’s punches were really 
unfair, too hard, below the belt. Ski didn’t really land any hits, did 
he. It was like fighting a sleepwalker.  

‘I’d ask you not to go around battering men in need of 
intensive SURGERY,’ the doc is saying, breathing only at the end 
of his sentences, as if the words were a heavy beam that he’s 
hauled and set down. He takes a slurp from his smelly mug of 
flower-tea and gulps loudly. ‘Seeing as the time to act to repair the 
organic damage is fairly LIMITED.’ 

‘Ya dad’s just a glassjaw, Bronzey.’ Mitchell winks at the pale 
boy in the Celtics singlet. His words don’t break up and melt. 
Whew. When he was 12, Mitchell squealed while announcing 
Player of the Day. He’s always kept his speech nice and neat and 
contained since then. People are always judgin ya. 

Leisha looks at Mitchell like he’s interrupted a movie and is 
asking what he’s missed, noisy, bothersome. She’s spinning a 
shiny box of gold on the tabletop. Benson & Hedges are really 
too pricey for her, and too strong. If she gets bung lungs, she 
could leave her son without a mummy. Old Leishy helped 
Mitchell pass some time at high school. He needed someone to 
practise rooting on, she had a puss and she wasn’t classy enough 
to introduce to the Parents. Perfect. Like a driving instructor, 
really. After you’ve got ya driver’s licence, ya don’t treat the 
driving instructor all courteous now, do ya. Mitchell had a bit of 
free time between soccer and study, a few sexy cuddles to give. 
Aleisha applied and he gave her the job. Then, when he let her go, 
she went and worked for Drawski, well, UNDER him. Mitchell 
gave her a glowing reference, good luck to her. So what if he still 
gave her a bit of extra dick on the side? Wasn’t his fault if she 
wanted his babies. Nothing’s Mitchell’s fault. 

Technically, Ski had no right to pork her, let alone maintain a 
relationship with and marry and father kids with her, or root all 
them sheilas in Nepal and, what was it called, that wild little 
kingdom he made them collect calls from. The number of women 
that Ski’s had on the side that he hasn’t told Aleisha about 
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outnumber the ones that he’s confessed to. Every day Mitchell 
keeps those stats to himself, Mitchell deserves another medal.  

He also keeps hush-hush about Leish writing those all-
sacrificing letters of love and worship to Mitchell, the ones he 
used to pass around class. Peep this. Look how bad she wants me. 
Who’d wanna marry someone that desperate? Dirty Drawski can 
have her. 

 The doctor clicks through some pages—a graph, and lots of 
photos of guts, and some drug company logos with ™ after 
them, therapies he’s recommending. He’s got this thing about 
elderflower tea, always sipping these mugs of it with a big cloud 
of smelly smog around his face. He talks about how you can 
expect to feel once you have donated; why it is illegal to expect a 
fee for donating an organ; the quality of life you’re likely to have 
following organ donation; whether you yourself are likely to 
suffer from donating; how incredibly generous the act of kidney 
donation is, and lastly, how few people do it. You’ll feel dope 
after the hard bit’s over. You get to chill. Wicked. Phat.  

Why’s the doc talking like a 14-year-old? Drink ya queer juice, 
mate. 

The only person in the room that’d respond to that kinda 
talk’s young Bronson! As if! Young fella’s not about to donate a 
blimmin kidney!  

Close relatives are most desired for transplants, he’s saying, 
Especially considering the hereditary nature of the defect within 
the renal blah blah blah. Mitchell looks at his watch. He’s given 
up six hours and twenty minutes of paid work to help Ski book a 
surgeon, all the rides back and forth, letting Ski make long calls 
on Mitchell’s mobile, missing planning meetings, what else… oh, 
yeah, slipping Leish a couple hundy to help with the groceries. 
Buying Ski that new breakfast burger that Ski ended up chucking 
out the window before they’d even left the drive-thru. Mitchell 
has helped out on World Vision famine appeals, charity runs, 
given away tickets to the All Blacks, driven Bronson virtually 
every Friday night to how many blimmin basketb— 

‘EARTH TA MITCHELL. COME IN MITCHELL.’ 
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‘Eh? Hereditary, you said a moment ago?’ 
‘Wake up, sleepyhead.’ 
‘Before, he said hereditary? Ssh for a minute. Doc—

hereditary, you said? His kidney thing’s not heredit—’ 
‘We were all agreein: You broke it, you bought it, hur hur 

hur,’ Ski chuckles from his wheelchair. ‘Nah, we’re only jokin. 
While you were off in la-la land, we were talkin ’bout how 
Bronson’s obviously the perfect match, blood-wise. Just hopin 
you’ll support him with a coupla dead prime ministers. Just a wee 
chip off the ol’ six figures, bud.’ 

‘Hold ya horses,’ Mitchell goes. ‘I’m tryina…’ 
‘FATHERS AND SONS share most haplotypes,’ the doctor 

goes, looking into the bottom of his cup and swishing it. ‘Those 
outside the bioLOGICAL family need not apply.’ Then he closes 
his notes. Everything’s sorted, apparently. ‘A seamless transplant 
procedure can be booked for September. The Drawskis could use 
your help logistics-wise.’ 

‘You don’t wanna do a transplant, though, Bronze. Do ya?’  
‘Hold up.’ Bronson finishes the text he’s writing, scratches 

that big chin of his (it’s gotten even bigger, just in the last hour) 
then locks his iPad. ‘They said I hafta. I have to get, like, jabbed 
so they can check.’ 

Mitchell half-rises. ‘What if he doesn’t?’ 
‘C’mon, Bronze,’ Ski goes again, ‘Sign the paperwork. Even 

Unkie Mitch wants you to donate. Lend us a kidney or two so I 
can get back in the ring with Uncle Dickhead.’ He coughs so 
much that his eyes water and his throat turns pink. He rolls over 
to the vending machine with Leish’s purse and buys a Red Bull. 
‘You better believe your days are numbered, Tough Guy.’ 

‘It’s actually yours that are numbered, Mr Drawski, pardon 
the phrasing,’ the doc goes. Then the doc swallows. ‘I’m sorry, I 
shouldn’t have said such a… Look, 40 days: 40 days is what you 
have. We need to have a separate conversation about alcohol and 
caffeine intake. Can we book a time? Late afternoons are 
generally good my end.’ 
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Everyone is silent. Ski ought to bust out a killer joke right 
about now. Mitchell puts his phone in his pocket, walks away 
from the family of sickness and opens the door, flooding 
everyone with white light. This meeting is old news. He fishes out 
his keys. 

‘Doc—book this little guy in ASAP,’ Ski goes. ‘Ta, son.’ He 
winks at Bronson. 

‘I’ll get heaps of time off school if I give you my kidney, Dad, 
you said, eh,’ Bronson mumbles. He’s still swiping his screen. ‘Is 
the food good or sucky? How many games am I gonna miss?’ 

‘They’ll put your exams in the post,’ Ski goes. ‘Half a year off 
school, eh? You lucky little shit. Wish I was you.’ 

Leisha pulls her wedding ring off, slides it back on. Pulls it 
off, slides it on.  

‘Do I get, like, paid and shit?’ Bronson goes, pressing his 
thumbs on the screen now and tilting the iPad. ‘I’m not even 
scared. Sean Elliott got a transplant. He’s San Antonio. Dad, can I 
do that Make A Wish—’ 

‘HE’S THE WRONG BLOOD TYPE. I’M TELLIN YAS.’ 
Everyone stares at Mitchell. Ski strokes a cigarette. Bronson 

pulls his hood over his head and tightens the drawstrings. 
‘JUST BOOK ME IN. YOU DON’T NEEDA CHECK 

THE WEE ONE’S BLOOD. Can I sign this business, get it over 
with? My blood type’s O, same as Drawski. I’ll bloody do it.’ 

 
* 
 

There’s tonnes of benefits to being an organ donor. The 
crutches give Mitchell great stories to tell honeys that stop by the 
office to calibrate the photocopier. Showin off the stitches is a 
good excuse to take his shirt off. You should see Mitchell’s lats, 
all sticky-outy from using the muscles in his armpits. He admires 
the tag Bronzo drew on the bandage wrapped ’round Mitchell’s 
abs. It wasn’t a plaster cast, but Mitchell didn’t tell the laddie that. 
Just let him draw. They had a coupla deep-and-meaningfuls, just 
the two of them, door closed, Bronzo slumped in an armchair 
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with his feet up on Mitchell’s bed (which pretty much counted as 
Bronze sitting on the bed.)  

When the bandage is off, he’s going to keep them 
drawings, frame them, laminate them. The boy’s art should be 
nurtured. Mitchell is pissed-off when he has to return the 
crutches and catheter. He stalls, driving up and down the four-
lane, passing the clinic, then he remembers where The Broadcast’s 
office is and talks this tiny Scandinavian reporter chick into doing 
a wee story on the donation for the paper. He gives her a fact 
sheet he found online about how smoking rocks causes, what’s it 
called, systemic organ failure, like how ya kidneys basically leak 
sewage into the renal vein and it gets pulled up into ya heart. It 
can kill ya if some angel doesn’t donate. He’s got the hospital 
photos all ready to go on his flashdrive, she doesn’t even need to 
leave her desk. 

When they’ve finished their coffees, he takes the stairs 
down from the newsroom. There’s the chance he might fall and 
get a nice bleed going in his stomach so the nurses’ll swoon over 
him. Mitchell emerges into air that tastes like tyres. There’s no 
one to pick him up or do up his seatbelt for him, and his bandage 
isn’t even blimmin necessary any more.  

He drives to the gym and puts his bandages in the rubbish 
and dabs at the black scab that runs from his belly button to his 
knee until you can hardly see it. He’s onto unpaid sick days now. 
Fuck it. He has to ask, like, three guys before someone agrees to 
spar with him, this dumb cunt who works as a shearer. ‘C’mon, I 
got the jaw for it don’t I?’ He thumps his blunt chin. Mitchell 
winces as he crawls into the ring, then explodes, thrashing and 
swinging. His concealer and foundation melts and runs into his 
eyes and he doesn’t see a big hook heading for his ribs. He feels a 
bit of piss leak out of his willy. His guts throb like a worried 
heart. He tells the shearer to stop saying sorry. I’s only havin a 
breather. Caught me off guard, is all. He sits in the corner, bites 
off his glove and unravels a zigzag of stitching from his fingers. 
He can’t remember the number for the life insurance guys, so he 
phones directory listings and they put him through and, what do 
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you know, it doesn’t cost that much to extend his life insurance to 
young Bronson. For himself? He’s got hardly any coverage left at 
all. Oh, his lawyer’ll deal with that, sure as sure can be. Fit as a 
fiddle, Mitchell is. Wait and see.  

 
* 

 Mitchell is in hospital for ten extra days. He keeps reminding 
the nurses they never said it wasn’t safe to box again. It’s their 
fault he’s here. Ski keeps coming in to borrow his credit card to 
buy ciggies. Not cheap ones, neither—always Bensons. Then, on 
the final day, when Mitchell gets a transfusion of fresh blood and 
antitoxins and wonders who the heck is paying for the gooey stuff 
goin into him, Ski limps in—not even wheeling anymore—with 
three male strippers dressed as nurses—BLOKES!—and balloons 
and bottles of liquor from European kingdoms and they handcuff 
him to the bed and party around Mitchell until he pulls a sheet 
over his head and sends Ski a text message. He can hear the bulge 
in Ski’s pants vibrating. Ski takes out his phone and shows the 
male MALE MALE MALE FUCKIN MALE strippers and 
cackles until he touches his back and goes and sweet-talks the 
nurse into giving him a palmful of morphine capsules, leaving 
Mitchell hiding under a sheet so he doesn’t have to see three men 
with superior muscles checking the time on their phones.  

Leisha is angled like a 7 in the door frame, filming on her 
Galaxy. Her hips stick out. They feel good in a man’s hand. Her 
favourite food is brie cheese. Her old man’s favourite team is 
Wolverhampton. Her hair used to taste of strawberry, from that 
shampoo he took ages choosing at the pharmacy. 
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McMurder 

 
They poison the public, Carrie said, so why not poison the 

poisoners themselves? Mac can’t stop thinking about Carrie’s 
idea. So true. Carrie’s so wise.  

Mac hauls his boy off the toxic McDonald’s astroturf and 
shoulders the poisonous door open, leaving the poisonous 
playground behind his back. Their mouths hang open as they 
stare at him. Their mummies tell their kids to say Buh-bye, 
Ashton. They wave, blow kisses at Ashton. Ashton is a plug 
yanked out of the wall, disconnected without warning, loose. His 
mouth spits sparks. His long eyelashes smudge and begin 
dribbling. He wriggles and kicks. There are chemicals in the PVC 
and polyurethane of the jungle gym which have leaked into 
Ashton’s brain and caused a dependency. Mac sees the 
dependency now. Sitting in his inbox is a link from Carrie to a 
study proving that sugar is as addictive as cocaine. She’s warned 
him to keep his son away from the Evil Clown. Underlining each 
of Ashton’s Happy Meals is an undiagnosed addiction to sugar, 
salt and fat. Those milkshakes are ground hoof gelatine. You can 
taste it, if you concentrate hard enough.  

If he wasn’t undercover, Mac wouldn’t have even bought the 
fucking Happy Meal. Carrie’s hand had squeezed into a fist when 
she’d ordered him to go deep under. She broke his eardrum, one 
time. Carrie hits hard. 

Ashton doesn’t moan about being taken out of McDonald’s 
till his dad straps him in and cranks the ignition. Ashton’s 
reaction is simply withdrawal. Carrie is right: McDonald’s is 
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scarily addictive. It’s not a plug yanked out of the wall, Mac was 
wrong about that. It’s a dirty needle yanked out of Ashton’s arm.  
 

* 
 

In a room full of pillows lies the Community’s committee. 
The committee are near the front of the room, but they don’t 
dress any differently to the other Neighbours. Palm trees in boxes 
line the walls. They’re potted in dirt which leaks and smells fresh. 
The carpet has little burnt spots. Everyone smokes. Pretty much 
the whole movement is within this room. Nineteen people, 
skinny guys at the back, staunch girls at the front. Parish sits 
wherever Carrie sits. He rubs her back often.  

 ‘How long d’you intend to keep the Community waiting?’ 
Carrie says. 

‘My bad, I wasn’t… never mind.’  There are twenty pairs of 
lips in the room chewing at him, and then there is Carrie, and 
she’s scarier than twenty Neighbours—that’s what they call 
themselves, in the Community. They’re Neighbours.  

‘Are you going to just stand there or are you going to say 
something significant? Your report, please.’ 

He knows his feet are too close together, he feels like a tripod 
with one invisible broken leg. He has taken photos on his phone 
of Schindler’s List, that’s what they call the McDonald’s menu: a 
little bit of good writing by a villain. It doesn’t reveal what the 
menu items are really made of, the enslaving chemicals which 
make people reach for more fistfuls of fries, the desire for 
sodium, for additives, and you can’t spell addictive without additive, 
can you. He’s deep into presenting the photos before he knows 
he’s doing it. He’s synced with the projector (that he paid for) and 
can he’s scrolling through the pictures for the audience of 
Neighbours with their dyed hair and togas. The projector stamps 
pictures on a white bedsheet pinned to the wall.  

Mac would talk about Bundesliga if he could, or Lionel 
Messi, or the fantasy football league he hasn’t been allowed to 
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attend for the last six weeks, but he’s not allowed. He must 
report.  

‘…and apple pie appears to be glazed purely with, like, sugar,’ 
he says. ‘I’d say it’s an example of subtle imperialism, sorta.’ 

‘Apple pie on the windowsill?’ Carrie says. ‘Johnny 
Appleseed? Yeah, most of us’ve figured that out. But thanks for 
trying. Could you make your point a little more precise please? 
Ta, ’preciate it.’ Parish tries to help Carrie to her feet; she nearly 
pulls him down. She’s not the starving introvert she used to be. 
She’s a blob of angry fat and resentment, now. Mac thinks she’d 
be less angry if she had never had a child with him. ‘Give me your 
notes if you want, I’ll finish for you.’  

Carrie yells at everyone to redouble their war effort, 
beginning tomorrow. ‘Thank you for your report, soldier.’ Mac 
plops into a beanbag. It swallows him and he feels light. He feels 
like Patrick Swayze in that ghost movie where it’s hard to touch 
things. 

  ‘We’re not dealing with sugar today, Mac, we’re dealing with 
meat. Sorry everyone, Mac did the best he could but let’s get 
professional here. Bovine Spongiform Encephalitis or Mad Cow 
Disease as the pro-Zionist media would have you believe it’s 
called is associated with the region of France from which 
McDonald’s sources its meat—a region until as recently as sixty 
years ago known as Vichy. VICHY MEANS NAZI. NAAAA-
ZIIIII.’ She tacks a poster to the wall. Pink curly filaments of 
beef, up close, are indistinguishable from the Eroconius Coli 
virus. E. Coli, friends. Gutrot. Vichy. Nazi. Her crotch is at the 
level of his head. The shape of Carrie’s—how can he say it—girly 
bits stands out. Mac wonders who else is noticing her fat…lady-
area. He’d never realised that area could get fat. She used to be all 
muscle, her hips used to stick out like handles. She could crawl up 
a traffic light and fix a black flag to the top. She could outrun 
cops. She’s gained power and each pound of fat is part of that 
power. She’s got that Parish wimp working for her now. Mac 
knows what it’s like to be pulled into Carrie’s orbit. Carrie was 
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always right about everything. Ignoring her would be like ignoring 
the first intelligent life from outer space to land on earth.   

Without a slideshow or lectern or megaphone, Carrie shouts 
about destroying McDonald’s until her lips are white and sticky. 
Her huge breasts shake with rage under her hoodie. She is 
sobbing and shouting at the same time. If you cry, you’ve been 
hurt. If you’ve been hurt, you’re in the right, and the one who 
hurt you must be punished. Her cheeks look sunburned, slapped, 
scorched. There is weight, might, muscle and aggression inside 
her black top and that black skirt which shows two puffs of white 
flesh bulging behind her knee. 

‘PROGRESS BY THE MONTH’S END! BY THE 
MONTH’S END, NEIGHBOURS.’ 

Parish hands Carrie some leaflets. They’re sweaty from his 
nervous, bony fingers. He’s from some African country with a 
war going on. The gentle position of his shoulders says he’s never 
been in a fight. He’s all brains and words mumbled in Carrie’s 
pierced, stretched ear. The low number of times Carrie screams at 
him and thumps him tells Mac that Parish is probably her new 
toyboy—’cept, unlike Mac, Parish probably won’t get her 
pregnant. Unlike Mac, Parish won’t be losing a tug-of-war with an 
umbilical cord as the rope and a tiny boy named Ashton liable to 
be ripped apart if Mac resists. Mac lets Carrie pull him where she 
wants; Ashton is safe and unharmed.  

The Gathering of Neighbours has been going on for fucking 
ages. People are listening with their eyes closed, arms folded. 
Carrie smacks the leaflets on the projector to wake everyone up, 
shaking the projected picture of Indonesian cattle. Palm oil is 
extracted to be mixed into the vinaigrette to be squirted on each 
McCaesar salad. Palm oil requires that old growth Javanese jungle 
be destroyed with slash-and-burn tactics. That jungle is then 
replaced with Criolius mariscopus palm trees, which are the 
opposite of sustainable: their wood is useless for either structure 
or cladding. It has an overabundance of leachable sulphides. Each 
palm heart produces just 400 ml of palm oil, and displaces 1200 
organisms with the sulphide it squirts into the soil. All of this is 
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charted on a spreadsheet. Carrie would have a spreadsheet in 
there, wouldn’t she. She’s a qualified accountant. Not many 
people know that. All people see is a general. 

When she was still on the sexy side of dangerous instead of 
the scary side, President Carrie—well, she wasn’t Prez back 
then—Carrie-Carrie used to let him make love to her. Sometimes 
she let down the passenger seat of the car and got him to dig 
inside her with his thing in the parking lot of some place they 
were staking out at two in the morning, usually a factory where 
chickens got their beaks snipped off. She kicked in the door of 
this flat where he was playing Dungeons & Dragons, once. She 
said he was part of the Community and the Community needed 
him more than his friends.  

Mac hunkers low in his beanbag, pulls his hood over so his 
eyes are shaded, and thinks about the common-law wife who’s 
always been more of a man than he could ever be. Mac rolls five 
cigarettes, right there in the Community meeting, thinking Carrie 
might rant for another 40 minutes. His tobacco pouch covers the 
erection he’s created, thinking about classic Carrie, old-school 
Carrie, approachable Carrie. He won’t smoke all the ciggies 
immediately, but his fingers belong in tobacco. Tobacco keeps 
him from eating. Mac used to have man-boobs and a flange of fat 
which hung over his hips. He was pulled into the Community 
from the People’s Action Network. He got into an argument with 
somebody. He couldn’t come up with any excuses as to why five 
corporations have larger economies than fifty countries. He had 
this habit, he would always touch his chest when he was nervous, 
affronted, his ankles would cross— 

‘Up,’ she’s going, ‘Parish? I need you.’ Parish produces a list 
of everyone’s role in the dismantling of McDonald’s Corporation. 
She projects it. Neighbours elbow each other and wake up and 
stretch. No one’s allowed to leave the Gathering until they’ve 
signed one of the written contracts Parish hands out. Everyone 
has to promise to do their bit to destroy the Evil Clown, or the 
General will destroy them.  
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* 
She drops him off on main street, around the corner, a 

little discreet, a little James Bond. Technically she’s in the 
passenger seat and Mac is driving. Carrie can drive, but she’s too 
important. She says she’s the Heart. Hearts are the most 
important part of any body. Brains must be protected from injury 
and exhaustion.  

She switches off the radio. Ashton is sleeping in his seat. 

‘In the animal kingdom, male seahorses carry the young in a 

pouch,’ Carrie says, out of nowhere. ‘Male wolf spiders lug the 
young on their backs. When are you booking in? You’ve been 
fucking around for months.’  

‘Booking what in?’ 
‘YOUR VASECTOMY, YOU DUMB PATSY.’ 
‘I’m sorry,’ Mac says quietly. ‘It’s not that I haven’t been 

planning the Overthrow, because I have, honest—’ 
‘You’re avoiding it. You haven’t done the booking. You’re 

too soft.’ 
‘To be honest,’ he sighs, ‘Yeah. Just makes me a bit… 

squelchy. Like, yaaaark. They open up your…Johnson and snip. 
Youch. Sorry to let you down…’ 

‘You’ve always been selfish.’ 
‘Like, sorry to dither, it’s just, vasectomies are easier said than 

done...’ 
‘Have it done. Work overtime if you can’t afford it, jeez. I’m 

not your accountant. If you don’t care, you can just leave. Simple 
as that. Out of the Community. I’ll text everyone.’ Carrie is 
pulling her phone out of her pocket and unlocking it. ‘Sthat what 
you want?’ 

From the back seat comes Ashton’s voice.  
‘Fuck’d he say? Sounded like ‘‘cheese burger’’?’ 
‘Probly ‘‘please booger’’. You got a booger, sweetie pie?’ 
‘Don’t call him pie. I don’t want him eating those apple pies 

the Evil Clown tries to push on everyone.’ 
Mac twists around and smiles at the boy. Carrie glares at 

Ashton in the rear-view mirror. It is Ashton’s fault that she has 
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streaks of cellulite in her belly and that her breasts have gone up 
two sizes. She hasn’t been in a pants-suits for three years, now. 
Once, a member of the Community, a nice white lady in her 50s, 
a new recruit, Rhonda she was called, visited Carrie at work, 
during the day, explaining to the receptionist that Carrie was the 
president of the Community Action Party and that she would like 
an appointment with her. Nice Rhonda was excommunicated that 
night, soon as Carrie finished work. 

‘Make the world a better place,’ Carrie says, reaching across 
Mac and opening his door.  

As soon as he enters McDonald’s Family Restaurant, Ashton 
starts kicking and wriggling and Mac’s arms hurt and he has to 
wipe his glasses anyway so he dumps his li’l bubba in the 
playground and the boy sprints and squeals and runs the wrong 
way up the yellow slide. A small Asian child is coming down and 
they collide and run their separate ways and then agree on some 
interesting bas-relief in the plastic. An engraving of one of those 
Emlings, those mascots stolen from Pixar which look like Happy 
Meal boxes. The small Asian child has a small Asian mother. Mac 
can tell she belongs here, as a corporate slave, that she’s 
domesticated by what she’s eating, those addictive additives. She 
came to this country, she sipped on a shake, and something 
changed inside her DNA. The first hit is just $1.99, then you’re 
hooked. Sulphide. Leachate. Gluten. All addictive, all 
carcinogenic, all-consuming.  

The mother smiles at Mac. The gluten and starch has 
softened her brain into a form of retardation leading her to 
believe she is happy in here. The posters on the walls—snowy 
soft serve ice creams in crispy waffle cones, sweaty Big Macs with 
steam and melted cheese, seasame seeds you wanna eat right off 
the poster, fudgey sundaes with swirls of hallucinogenic blue food 
colouring squirted through them, and a spoon cleaned inside the 
mouth of a blond blue-eyed boy straight out of Hitler Youth—  

Mac pushes the cuff of his shirt back and pinches himself. 
Ashton is too young to know better, but Mac has a mission. His 
time inside the Evil Clown’s lair is short. If he fucks up, he might 
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be excommunicated, and he’ll definitely never get to third base 
with Carrie again.  

The mission, in order, goes like this: 
1. Infiltrate, using child as excuse for entering enemy base 
2. Capture data on restaurant layout, staffing, exits, number of 

fire extinguishers and smoke alarms 
3. Take discreet photographic evidence 
4. Capture evidence of potential harm to children to pass onto 

appropriate authorities 
5. If time permits: warn the innocent. 

 
First target: a playground, all astroturf and coloured plastics, 

false, fake, manufactured, like the consent of the customers is 
manufactured. The grade of plastic of which McDonald’s slides 
are composed of is known as CRM, for Composite Reparticulate 
Mold. That means plastic reclaimed from a dump, shredded, 
washed with acid strong enough to turn any bits of metal into gas, 
melted at precisely 248 degrees then reconstituted, which locks 
methane particles into microbubbles. Microbubbles are small 
enough that they live in plastic dust pop open all the time and the 
contents are inhaled, injecting methane into the bloodstream.  

Methane lowers the brain’s resistance to glycotropin, the 
drugs which seep out of sugars. These manipulate the frontal 
cortex, triggering the release of endorphins, triggering a desire for 
more glycotropin. Poisonous playgrounds make McDonald’s 
customers junkies for McDonald’s sugar, and the Community can 
prove it—and they will.  

Mac smells coffee and syrup, sweet sickly steam wriggling out 
of the top of a cardboard cup. The mother of the child Ashton’s 
playing with is ingesting demon drink. Probably it’s loaded with 
addictive sugar. ‘They have a range of devices which instill a false 
sense of ‘‘happiness’’ in the custo—victims—who get stuck in its 
web,’ he whispers, not looking at her, just leaning, tilted, tipping 
his words gently through her black hair and into her ear like a 
pleasant breeze. ‘It’s all down to chemicals, ma’am. Just thought 
you should know. P-o-i-s-o-n, if you catch my drift.’ 
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She turns and quickly squints, takes a sip of her coffee, then 
puts it on the far side of her. ‘How do you—JAYDEN! BE 
GOOD!’ 

He gives her a pamphlet then stands up and says, ‘Our blog 
address is on there. Come join. Fight the new slavery. Or—you 
don’t have to, if you don’t want.’ 

He crosses the cool tiles, approaching the counter, trying not 
to get freaked out by the industrial milkshake machines and slaves 
wearing logoed hats and Emlings promotions everywhere, so 
many goddamn Emlings. People with less resistance must be 
tugged, pulled along scent-lines of salt and grease and gelatine and 
sugar, like Pepe le Pew in those old Warner Brothers cartoons.  

He orders a cross-section of the menu: milkshakes, fries, 
burgers, hash browns, apple pies and ice creams.  

 He pulls Ashton out of the pit of poison-plastic and the boy 
tries to wriggle back in again. The slave-mum has her glasses on. 
She’s holding the page of densely printed information he slipped 
to her right up close against her glasses. She’ll spit her coffee out 
once she’s done reading. How could she not?  

He barely knows where to begin ripping this poisonous, 
manipulative food apart. Food presented like little gift-wrapped 
present? That doesn’t fool Mac. He slides each tray of little shiny, 
greasy red and white boxes and dewy drink containers to one 
side, too sickened to sample anything but a couple of fries and 
the apple pie, and of course the thickshake, but only to wash the 
vile garbage down. He’s about to question the Coke when he 
notices that this branch only serves Coke Zero which has no 
calories. That is fascinating. That requires further study.  

He pulls out the reconnaissance checklist secreted in his 
underwear and fills it out. Everybody is pretending not to notice 
him. He’s going to engineer their destruction, be it by bomb, by 
litigation or by hand: Mac is going to get this branch closed, and 
he’s going to make Carrie proud.  

He checks on Ashton. Slave-Mum is forcing her child and 
Ashton to do high-fives. Ashton is giggling. The other child is 
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smiling, docile as a zombie. Perhaps there are tendrils of 
glycotropin choking his brain already. 

The next check-sheet is one on which Mac reports on the 
McDonald’s staff, their resilience, their honesty, integrity, 
openness, their lack of shame about what they do. He is in awe of 
a pygmy-type woman, squat, small, who manages to dissolve a 
clot of customers, never rushing, simply arranging their burgers 
and cups and packets of fries at an even pace and handing out 
change for every $20 note. She’s been trained to appear unfazed 
and content—happy, even. Mac notes these things on his form, 
taking mental snapshots each time he glances over his shoulder. 

He leaves his booth, packs away his menu samples in his 
briefcase, takes a deep breath and plunges back into the play area. 
Ashton has disappeared into a tunnel. The boy has his mum’s 
chocolate-chip eyes. On Carrie, those eyes are beads, all cornea, 
which pull in light and radiate nothing. When Ashton grins, the 
flesh bubbles and bunches on his cheeks. His teeth are pure 
white. Those eyes must be frightened. Those teeth must be open 
in alarm.  

‘ASHTON! ARE YOU TRAPPED? HELLOO? ENABLE 
EVACUATION PROTOCOL? Yes or no? Ashton?’ 

‘He fine,’ says the zombified mother.  
‘He’s not fine. He’s suffered exposure, he’s—’ 
Mac’s back cramps and twists as he wiggles inside the slide 

and tries to find his son. Ashton is nowhere to be found. Mac 
falls backwards into a puddle of balls and realises he is laughing. 
It’s impossible to stand! The bad guys have won!  

Ashton emerges from the ballpit with a handful of coins and 
hair ties. He comes over and tugs his daddy’s hand.  

‘Don’t cry, Macca.’ 
Mac has always felt like more of a bigger brother than a 

daddy. Carrie never uses the word ‘father’ because it’s a 
patriarchal, domineering term. Mac is authorised to refer to 
himself as The Male Parent. Mac’s existence is useful to Carrie, he 
knows. She gets a weekly dole payout as an unsupported mum. 
Mac’s name is on the government computer. She made him sign 
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the acknowledgement that he’s not supporting her so she could 
get her payout. He cried as he signed it. He said he wanted to 
support her. She said if he fucked with her $121 a week, she’d 
choke him.   

Mac wanders out of McDonald’s slowly, crouched, holding 
his little boy’s hand, feeling eyes on his back. He straps Ashton 
into Carrie’s hovering car. He blends into civilians.  

‘Your pocket’s leaking crumbs. Get in. Where’s your report? 
What did you learn? What’s their weakness? Speak UP.’  

 
* 
 

Around the dinner table he reveals what he’s found to the 
Community of Neighbours. Ten senior Community members 
have assembled, and the report he lays down makes them gasp 
and squint and whistle. Carrie yells at them all to shut up and 
remember there’s a disciplinary issue at hand if Mac’s report is 
found to be inaccurate. 

The staff of this particular McDonald’s are on two dollars an 
hour more than minimum wage, the document reveals. Carrie is 
going to hit him, when she sees this evidence on paper. Carrie 
wanted dirt. She did not want to hear that the pay is okay. Carrie 
screeches and thumps the table. A piece of curried potato flies off 
her tooth. Need Carrie remind everyone of the list of criteria 
under which a Neighbour may be excommunicated from the 
party? Must she exert herself once again? There’s undermining 
the executive board; there’s holding membership in another party; 
there’s upholding the status quo. If ANY of these transgressions 
is found to have been committed by Mac… 

Failing a mission’s on the list. Being found to be A 
GODDAMN SPY FOR MCFUCKINGDONALDS is on the 
list. 

She kicks Mac in the shin. Tell them what you really 
discovered, she says. He wobbles as he gets to his feet and begins 
his report. He tries to NOT say the thing about how the wages 
are okay. He’s been bewitched, that must be it, what he found in 
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the dumpster must have been a plant, some Neighbours suggest, 
it could have been a decoy to convince investigators that 
McDonald’s isn’t conducting slavery.  

Carrie slaps the table and everyone stops discussing it. ‘Mac: 
you need to step out of this party meeting. Parish will be in touch 
regarding further training—or other consequence. Thank you for 
your presentation.’  

Mac is made to wait outside the dining room on a hard 
wooden chair which slopes forward. He waits three hours; Carrie 
yells most of the time, thumping the table, frightening the cutlery. 
The entire manifesto is read to him. There’s been acid slipped 
into his dhal. He babbles and slips through portals and his tongue 
escapes from his mouth, twists, circles and licks his guts out.  

They whip Mac with plaited flax to keep him awake. As he 
comes back from Siberia, he feels like everything is leaden. It’s 
hard to raise his fingers. They make him memorise the plan. He 
will not be fooled by dumpster decoys next time. Stop believing 
they’re angels when they’re really devils. There is dirt on 
McDonald’s. Unless the Community of Neighbours is restrained 
by trespass notices, they will march on in there and squirt lighter 
fluid across the walls. As it dribbles down over the Ronald’s white 
face, they will pull their Zippos from their pockets. Click. 
Whoomph. And if that’s not doable? 

‘Poison the bastards,’ Carrie screeches, sorting through a 
washing basket of insecticides and slug bait and rat poison.  

Parish politely asks Mac to clutch his ankles while Parish ties 
the hands to the ankles with a long, thin belt. Parish apologises 
while he places headphones on Mac’s ears and presses Play on the 
iPod. The recorded manifesto begins playing. It’s a 13-hour file. 
Much of the manifesto is recited as slam poetry by Carrie. It’s 
loud. Mac’s brain turns a different colour. They let him go at 
lunch the next day. There’s a pharmacy on the way home. He 
rubs antibiotics on his weeping eardrums.  

 
* 
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Carrie waits in the car, safely tucked around some corner, 
smoking weed and eating curry with the radio on, spitting out the 
window while Mac’s inside each identical franchise, hiding 
pamphlets between the trays and in the toilets and in the ballpit. 
Mac’s fingers hurt from papercuts from folding each pamphlet, 
pressing a neat crease. 70 hours have been spent, way past 
midnight, crouched beside Parish, folding over and over while 
Carrie sits on her computer. Often the literature is still warm 
from the photocopier. Often his ears sting from the manifesto 
played into his ear drums. There are pus stains on his left 
shoulder, beneath his red ear, from the infection. 

He dips into the playground and plops Ashton just above the 
floor, careful Ashton doesn’t plunge a hand into the pocket 
containing the rat poison tablets. The boy’s legs kick into life and 
he says ‘Yee’ and marches around, touching surfaces. The way 
Ashton’s feet scurry as they touch the astroturf, it’s as if contact 
with the fake grass sparks some accelerant. Ashton squeals and 
Mac winces and put his hands over his ears, dropping more of his 
print-outs. It hurts to see Ashton loving the enemy, it hurts to use 
Ashton as—Mac has to face it—as an operative in a guerrilla 
campaign. Pamphlets flutter, land on their backs, message-up. A 
mother—Mac decides this one is Lebanese, maybe, and probably 
exploited and brainwashed—picks one up and asks Mac to 
translate it. He pretends he’s distracted, goes and buys a meal—
‘McChicken, please, uh, a burger… combo’—and he’s intimidated 
by the male serving him, a Brazilian man whose eyes don’t reveal 
a hint of brainwashing, but it’s in there, it has to be in there, it’s 
not possible to be happy here.   

 Buy the burgers and nuggets, sneak the poison pellets in, 
leave the bait in the playground. Take out the next generation of 
zombie-slave-addicts. A few deaths could kill off the whole 
company, like what News of the World did to Murdoch. Pretty 
straightforward, Carrie said, but Carrie’s never the one in here. 

He orders piles of long, crispy, soft, mashable fries, burgers 
with real weight in their centre, chicken McNuggets to pop into 
his gob, a salad with a packet of delicious honey glaze. It’s fun to 
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mash and squirt. What would it be like to eat poison, too? Would 
you clutch your stomach and foam at the mouth? Would you die 
happily, tasting only salt and fried potato skin? He scoffs some 
bun and burger, wonders how the lettuce contributes to a flavour 
that’s not that bad at all, tries to figure out the synthesis in it all. 
Sodium, that magical elixir, sodium glutamate, the Spanish fly of 
fast food.  

He checks his pocket. He re-checks his pocket. Can rat 
poison seep through into his skin? 

He’s hypnotised, watching Ashton pulling his pants up as he 
climbs three tiny steps—one pink, one yellow, one white. Ashton 
sees him and begins howling. Daddy, he might be thinking, 
Daddy—why can’t I call you daddy? Why did the Community 
eradicate patriarchal language? Why are you such a pussy, Daddy? 
Why did you choose her as your queen? Why did she choose you 
as her servant? 

Go in there, Mac. Go in amongst the purple tubes and blue 
steps. Hold your breath so the poisonous vapours don’t rise from 
the plastic surfaces and dissolve your chest and melt your lungs. 
More parents, now. One behind him. He can feel her breath on 
his neck. A man, too, a youngster, basketball shoes, big lips and 
eyes and a baseball cap, black stubble, his child stomping in pink 
shoes. Do they care he’s here to destroy it all? They have to care. 
They must. 

‘We’re outta here,’ he says, and lunges at Ashton. The child 
disappears inside a tube winding upward toward the ceiling. He 
tries to follow, puts his 60kgs of body inside the structure, hears a 
groan, sees a washer pop loose from a bolt, sees a nut roll down 
the slide, feels the plastic tube sag, so he swings out and takes a 
seat beside the Filipino mama, and some other interesting 
parents. He uses some nice long words, hard-to-spell words. He 
mentions a lot of years. ‘In 1976, Phil McDonald reached 1000 
franchised restaurants. They each pay 40% turnover in premiums. 
You weren’t aware of that, Saraya. Vaila, you’re getting this? 
Here’s a pen. Scribble it on the back there. Yes, that’s our 
Facebook page. Like us. There’s links to Carrie’s blog. She’s the 
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Premier, that’s like a President. She’s the Premier Neighbour, 
yessir. Here—some more for your friends. Scan them and email 
them around. Here’s my— 

‘Here’s…. Excuse me. I have a mission to complete.’ 
Mac trudges up to the counter, stands in line, gets served by 

one of Them: a purchase of all the burgers he hasn’t tried yet. 
Carrie said she’d try and identify the ingredient with the most 
toxic additives, but it was essential to sample nine burgers to 
determine that.  

He takes his four pouches of takeaway burgers (with fries, 
and cups for the drinks) and shuffles away and leans his head 
against the glass of the playground. Carrie will eat the food, then 
she will bully him. When is he going to stop being such a loser? 
Now? Really? After all these years?  

He leaves Ashton in there for a second—just for a second—
and then goes into the playground and sits and opens one burger 
after another.  

His arms are heavy as he leads the screaming Ashton out of 
his addiction fun zone and along the street towards Carrie’s 
parked car. I will not have my son eating poison, nor playing in 
poison. There’s another place for poison. 

Mac drives and Carrie bitches at him, for a lot of things. 
Where to start? He took forever, the burgers Carrie’s scoffing are 
half-cold, has leftover pamphlets indicating he hasn’t circulated 
them 100%, he hasn’t dived back into the dumpster for dirty 
docs, he hasn’t left any bombs or broken glass in the 
playground… 

He’s not listening, just watching her mouth as she licks and 
chews and crams and swallows. No foam on her lips, yet, but she 
keeps touching her gut. 

‘The Community needs another report and formal 
presentation from you tomorrow,’ she’s going, cramming meat 
and bread and eRATicate into her jaws. She tugs the hood of her 
hoodie over her head. There’s something self-conscious about her 
when she eats. 
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‘Ee-yugh,’ she says after her third burger, rubbing her 
stomach and wincing. ‘Tastes like poison.’



 

133 

 
Live For Today 

 
—fta say that for? He made me. 
You didn’t hafta waste him, though. 
He shoulda let me finish my text. 
Just sayin, you didn’t hafta waste him. 
But he gimme a headache. 
Coulda just put your phone away... 
He’s gonna snitch now and tell the case manager. Should roll 

him again for that. 
You coulda waited till he got home, got him in his house or 

somethin. He’s gonna ring the pigshits, bro. Everyone seen what 
happened. My case manager’s gonna fuck me up, G. Now we aint 
even got nothin.  

Fuck this grass, it’s wet on my feet. Gimme your shoes. 
G…  
You deaf, cunt? Gimme your shoes. 
Bro…  
THEY DON’T EVEN FIT! The fuck you goin in there for? 

It’s all wet. 
To get my shoes. 
But they don’t even fit. Swhy I threw them down there. 
They fit ME. 
Fuck your feet anyway. 

* 
Hurry up! Walkin like a bitch... 
We shoulda fully got on that train. 
Nah. Need my three bucks. Got something spesh planned. 
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Prickles hurt my feet, man. Bitsa glass and shit. 
You shoulda got your shoes outta the swamp, ao. 
I couldn’t reach that far. Need a stick or somethin. 
I SAID HURRY YOUR ARSE UP! I could be doin heaps 

right now. 
Wait up, wait up. G, what are we supposed to do now? We 

got nothin from that course. Left my refill there.  
Not even. Got his phone: look. 
You shouldn’t’ve done that. It’s old, anyway. 
You a snitch too? 
Nah, not me. 
Talkin like a snitch. 
I’m not, man. Chill. 
Why you suckin his cock then? 
Nah I’m just sayin, we won’t get our ticket now ’cause you 

kinghitted Mr Holness. 
He was bein a egg. 
Yeah but I need my forklift ticket, ao. 
It was a gay course anyway. Do another one. 
They’re gonna axe us though. WINZ is. 
I’ll axe them cunts. Whatchu scared for? 
Not scared. 
Yeah you are. I’ll make you scared. 
Thas what your dad said.  
Fuck up. 
Nah I mean, oi, thas what your old man said when we was 

round at yours. Member how he was like lookin through your 
Facebook ’cause you left it logged on? And he was, like, 
impersonating you? He was full-on mocking—LET GOA MY 
NECK, G, IT HURTS! LET GO, MAN! 

* 
How come you’re not saying nothin?  
Shut up. Get me a Powerball ticket. 
Might go back and get me my refill pad. Gotta score a ride.  
You deaf, cunt? Gemme a Powerball.  
I don’t got any money. 
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Arks that lady. 
Member when we used to play mixed netball at school? 
What’s that got to do with anyfing? 
Just saying, you used to be real good. It’s not fair, what 

happened to you.  
Like, at course? 
Just in general. Snot fair.  

* 
I don’t got enough to shout you the bus again… 
Buy us a two litre Coke. Gemme some a them straws. From 

Maccas. 
I don’t got enough. 
How much? Gimme it. Hurry. HURRY. Let go of it, getcha 

fingers off. Now I gotta take a fee. Commission. 
I dint want that money anyway. 
Told you you dint have enough. 
Thas all I got on me. I’m tapped out.  
What bank’s your one? ACU? We’ll go that one. 
Bro…  
Fuck your bro. What bank? 
Kiwibank. 
Why dint you say that before? Why you walkin so slow for? 

This the one your mum works at? 
Yeah. 
But you said she works at the post shop. 
It’s a post shop AND a bank. 
Makin my head fuckin hurt again. 
Let’s just get a drink from the Punjabis. Drink an a smoke, 

that’s me. Putcha drink in a brown paper bag: then it’s gangsta. 
Arks her for some post, then, if she’s the boss of a post shop. 

Arks her. ARKS HER. 
BRO! 
What, cunt? What? You was gonna say somethin. 
I think you’re sposda have a mask, oi. 
I’m The Rock. Everybody knows The Rock. You wear a 

mask. 
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But they’ll know ’cause of my feet with the purple toenail. 
Shoulda wore shoes, then. 

* 
Nah—nah put it down, G, she’s not actually gonna call—bro, 

honest to—G! G! We gotta boost, honest, you can’t do that to a, 
to a, a-a-a, a chick—Now we got nothin, bro, NOTHIN. 

* 
Hurry, G, hurry. Got my appointment. Say you were here the 

whole morning. Look up some jobs. 
Pfft. Got forty bucks. Get me a 30 gram.  
You comin in or not. You got a appointment? You can get a 

appointment. Gotta ring the 0800. 
I don’t need one. 
True, is that a new thing? 
I just don’t need one. 

* 
G… You should not’ve hit her, honest. She’s a kuia, G. 
She shouldn’ta touched me. She gimme a headache. WHERE 

YOU GOIN? 
I gotta get back in line, man. If I miss my appointment…  
Sgay in here, it’s too noisy. FUCK YOU STARIN AT? DID 

I STUTTER? 
What’s that siren? Sthat cops or a ambo? Or a fire truck? 

They pullin in here? 
She’s not a kuia, she’s a pigshit. Security’s same as a pigshit. 

Shouldn’ta touched The Rock. Look at her. Flannel on her head 
like a baby. Pfft.  

I still got my appointment… They drive past? The 5-Oh? 
Scuse me, whats the clock say? FAR, I’M JUST ASKIN THE 
TIME. G: I’m in, like, half a hour, bro. You should honestly 
boost before the pigs get here, G. Come back tomorrow. 

Fuck you talkin about tomorrow for? Live for today, G. Live 
for today. 
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My Secret Identity 

 
 
It was the dud end of the afternoon. The sun was running 

out of battery. I walked into Dad’s bedroom to score one of his 
belts to take to my audition for the Taxmans. My breath was blue 
and the windows were dribbling. I found Dad kneeling at the foot 
of his bed with this whole big life-sized poster in front of him. 
His overalls were peeled down, the straps hung around his feet 
like giant shoelaces. It was a poster of a hot woman in a bikini 
with big, glowing, liony hair, G. When he turned to look at me, he 
looked like JFK’s bitch in that clip we watched in social studies, 
when she’s all worried and panicky and trying to push the brains 
back inside her man’s head. Snapped. Busted. Today it was my 
brains leaking, bro. The fuck was he doing with his overalls 
undone? 

‘Wait,’ he said. 
I slammed the door. My heart kept slamming after the door. 

We don’t keep secrets in this house, we don’t deceive. That’s one 
of the words on my spelling list. 

  I sprinted all the way down the road, through traffic, into 
school all the way to the dumpster dump, that’s this secret area 
behind the Mongol block where all the Down Syndromes moan 
and stumble around. There was a secret gap between two of the 
dumpsters and when you got in, there was this whole pit 
surrounded by big tall steel bins and piles of old, soggy wooden 
pallets. We were at the bottom of the world, where all the dirty 
bath water drained to. The dumpsters blocked out the hills with 
snobby houses looking down on us. I stopped thinking about 
what Dad was up to as soon as I saw Ricky Brown. He only had 
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two other dudes there—this tall, really black dude from Ethiopia 
that’s in my PE class and is real dope at long jump, and this short 
white dude with studs in his ears and freckles whose face looks 
like he’s got a bee trapped inside his mouth, like he’s all flinchy 
and aggro. Inflamed. That’s another vocab word I’ve gotta learn, 
else they might expel me, bro. Too much pranks in English.   

‘You’re late,’ Ricky went. The whole school’d gone home 
ages ago and the sun was all diluted like how Dad makes 
powdered juice ’cause we can’t afford juice with pulp in it. Ricky 
had on this black singlet and it made him look real hard, like a 
sheep shearer or something. He’d drawed bones on his knuckles 
and tribal tats all up his arms with a black vivid pen. If that was 
his superhero costume, it was dooooope. I needed to get me a 
superhero costume.  

‘Sup with the lateness?’ 
‘Sorry, Ricky. I was—’ 
‘Did I tell you to talk?’ 
‘—getting a belt to try that thing you told me about where 

you hang yourself and you jack a masty at the same time and— 
‘Gotta pay the tax for lateness.’ 
You know how in the comics the hero can normly always 

stop a train, whether it’s by brute strong-ness or a sticky web? 
And the only reason he gets injured is ’cause of his one weakness? 
Something musta been letting my one weakness through, ’cause I 
couldn’t stop the train that slammed into my head. 

 
* 

 
Turning the key in the lock made me wince and wincing 

made my broken teeth hurt. We live above a laundromat but the 
nice heat and fresh-hotel-linen smells coming out the vents go 
down the sewer instead of reaching us. The door handle was 
freezing cold. I knew Dad wasn’t in, ’cause there wasn’t much 
steam on the window. The window’s where we write our spelling 
if I find the lines on the refill pad too small (not that he’s had 
time to help with my spelling in, like, aaaaages) I trudged upstairs 
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rattling from the dryers underneath me and my black knees hurt 
and bits of gravel was still falling out of the cuts and I went into 
the kitchen and breathed on the window and thought about the 
word smeared into the glass that I keep going over with my 
finger. Dad was out fighting bus-crime, y’know after people break 
bus stop windows and shit. He puts the wrecked posters back and 
fixes the glass. He’s sort of like Commissioner Gordon, especially 
’cause of his white hair and ’cause he moves slow and wears a tie 
under his overalls. I didn’t know when he’d be back.  

I spat in my hand and rubbed my knees and wondered if I’d 
made it into the Taxman gang or not. Probly I’d have to write 
Ricky a Sorry card and try again. A good card - one of them $4.95 
ones.  

I flicked on a light, beside the one that’s for the laundromat 
that’s beneath our place. Dad’s got these gay eco-bulbs that take a 
hundred years to light up, ’cause he says it’s saving him money in 
the long run. It made our place feel even darker ’cause of the 
pissy-weak light. My chest was thudding as I opened Dad’s 
bedroom door again. I got an epic fright. There was some ho in 
his room—nah: the poster. It was still on the bed. I saw on the 
far side of the room quite a few same ones laid out, and more 
interesting ones coiled up in those long poster tubes, and I stood 
there for ages listening to the sirens on the next street over, 
before I spotted the panes of glass. They’re really sposda be lifted 
by two dudes, he shouldn’t’ve brought them up in here if no one 
was helping him (he’s got fucked-up knees and he hardly ever 
goes easy on himself). He’d need me to help lift the giant 
rectangles back down to his van. The posters, bro, they were just 
ads, he was just putting some ads together, that’s all, Dad hadn’t 
been wanking over some billboard supermodel, he’d been 
flattening the poster out on his bed. I wanted to text a sad smiley 
face to him to say sorry. I don’t want Dad to think I’m his arch-
nemesis, that’s mean. 

Still, every hero’s gotta have a evil nemesis. 
I got a bag of mixed vegies out of the freezer and I gasped 

when I held it against my eye. I sat there on Dad’s bed in the 
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heavy yellow winter air until the whole packet had defrosted on 
my smashed face, listening to people’s voices in the pipes behind 
the wall, thinking about my spelling list, thinking about 
Smashman, then I poked a hole in the plastic and ate some of the 
vegies and they were alright. Dad’s forgotten how to make vegies, 
I think.  

I got out my spelling lists and sat at the kitchen table, 
squinting under the one spirally ecobulb. We had no lampshade 
but it was still too hard to re-write the spelling words and find the 
definitions in the dictionary on my own. I knew I was gonna get 
in trouble with the principal but it wasn’t my fault, Dad was 
sposda be home to help me. In the inside of the front cover, Dad 
had wroted this stupid quote that he made up to motivate me: ‘A 
rich vocabulary is the ultimate wealth.’ It’s honestly not, G: that 
pool full of money that Scrooge McDuck dives into on Duck 
Tales? That’s the ultimate wealth. Having enough to go to St 
Pete’s would be the ultimate wealth.  

I scraped dried blood out of my ear and I started crying. But 
don’t tell anyone. Smashman doesn’t cry, he just washes his face 
with salt, ’cause he’s tough, yeah, that’s what I was doing: washing 
my face with salt. 

  
* 

 
The black fog poured into my ears. The bus stop poster was 

daring me through the glass, challenging me. The whole city was 
sleeping except me and this one poster. C’mon, pussyhole, said 
the model for Sunsilk Special Formula as she stood in a rockpool 
on a sun-setting beach. Do it. I had to make a move. I bent over 
the gutter, wrapped my fingers around a sewer grate and hauled 
like fuck. It strained muscles far down my back. It stretched my 
arms. It was like lifting a car up, like on the Smashman Issue 1 
cover, I mean Superman Issue 1. 

I held it above my head, stumbled forwards and almost lost it 
and half-threw, half-dropped the sewer grate. The sound followed 
a second later, this massive GLANGGGG, and my hand shot up 
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to my mouth like OMG. It sounded like a dropped box of Lego. 
Little pretty cubes of safety glass fell in segments for a few 
seconds and then stopped clattering. 

 I was already twenty houses away when I stopped to look 
back through the black and orange landscape for just a sec. This 
red light comes on in the HQ of the bus company when the glass 
has been comp—comp—COMPromised, Dad told me. I’d put a 
hole right through the shampoo chick’s paper guts.  

C-o-m-p… Compton. Compromised.  
I ducked into a phone booth and got changed into nerd 

clothes. The po-po would never catch me, ’specially not 
Commissioner Gordon.  

 
* 

 
To get into the Taxmans, all you have to do is smash 

someone. I didn’t know who to smash, though. I wanted to make 
it easy if I could, I mean, you can draw knuckle-dusters on your 
fists, but it still hurts when you punch someone. I was sorta 
thinking about taking out a Downer but some of them kids with 
Down syndrome are real chunky, you could smash, like, 70kgs 
worth, but they’re unpredictable. What if one of those 90kg ones 
hulked out and bit you and you got Downer-rabies and it turned 
you into a Downer-werewolf?  

In Science, I lended Ricky Brown a Spiderman 3 pen and 
some refill and he used it to write this contract that said I had 24 
hours to smash someone, else he was gonna put out a 187 on me, 
plus my Dad, too, he reckoned my Dad’s a snitch ’cause Dad’s 
sort of like a late night bus-cop. Dad’s job IS snitch, but I didn’t 
wanna admit it. It’s hard to be on your dad’s side; even harder to 
sneak out when Dad’s in the house ’cause he’s big on leaving eco-
bulbs on for when you drain the snake at 3am, he thinks I’m still 
a four-year-old and need a nightlight, so I waited till he got called 
out at, like, 5am and then I got some shorts on and my dark green 
hoodie and my skate shoes ’cause they’re real good for sneaking 
up on people and I borrowed the spare key from its hidey hole.  
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It’s only in the night that I feel awake, electrified. I don’t 
move my own body—impulses move me. Electricity moves me. I 
was swept up in a black, rapid river which shoved and spun me 
past the parked cars with their white, frosted windscreens, past 
the council guy in his street-sweeping buggy, past the dairy where 
the guys were unloading milk (Smashman had to use his cloaking 
hood to get past those guys), and the night-rapids hurled me into 
this street where the big old trees were hanging over the 
pavement too much, dribbling seeds and cones and flowers. 
Benches with no tag, Jaguars in the driveways, fences with no 
broken bits, rose bushes. A rich white people hood. 

There was a secret entrance to my school at the far end of an 
alleyway. I stopped sprinting and started creeping. I saw a cat’s 
eyes glowing. There was only one truck in the parking lot, but it 
was the caretaker’s, that’s always there. There was no one in the 
Plaza—no Asians, no Indians, no cool kids, and only one ninja-
gangsta-superhero: this guy. I went behind the noticeboard just to 
check if any bloodhounds was following me, sometimes your 
nemesis does that to you (sends dogs after you). The noticeboard 
had a newsletter about what the Christian club’d been doing in 
Bangladesh. If you wiggled the panes of the noticeboard just 
right, you could slide them out. That’s what I done, slid the two 
panes out, then I was like, Smashman’s gotta practise. I placed 
them on a bleacher and karate-chopped them and I had to do it 
harder and harder before the first one actually broke and it was so 
sharp I hardly felt it slice me, and for the second pane of glass, I 
twirled around and done a massive discus throw and I was already 
the fuck outta there before it hit the ground and shattered. I 
wasn’t thinking about who I was gonna smash until I got past the 
parking lot and my sprinting slowed down a fraction. I saw that 
someone was bleeding all over the sidewalk, the blood was darker 
than the night, it looked like spilled motor oil, they must’ve got a 
real bad hiding and had a bleeding nose, then I was like, click: 
that’s why my hand feels weird. I started thinking I could become 
a crust-asian undersea crab-villain ’cause, like, my hand had been 
split open between the middle fingers like a lobster claw. 
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* 
 
I could hardly write, I couldn’t text and don’t even ask how 

long it took to wipe my butt-hole (forever). They didn’t even let 
me off classes ’cause of my fucked-up hand, bro, that’s how I 
knew I was in some serious shit: They were imprisoning me 
INSIDE school.  

I got kicked out of cooking class for bleeding in the flour bin 
and spoiling, like, a whole tub of flour, and Ricky told the teacher 
I had AIDS, so I lay in the sick bay and worked on my spelling 
list because Dad’d been working too much to teach me. 
Crustacean—I learned that one real quick. Very fuckin relevant. 
Commission… I could hardly even read that… Duplicitous… 
That one was a dinosaur, I think. Or that hairy Australian duck 
that lays eggs.  

Eventually Principal Mo called me into his office and he 
honestly went, ‘I put it to you that you vandalised the school 
noticeboards on Monday night’ before I’d even sat down and 
taken a handful of Bible comics from the bowl on his desk. I was 
like ‘Don’t I get a lawyer?’ but I couldn’t look at him while I said 
it in case I started crying. My lips went all wobbly and heaps of 
snot poured out of my nose and my hand hurted. The whole 
room melted ’cause my eyes became waterfalls, must’ve been my 
allergies. I looked straight up, staring at the fire sprinklers so the 
tears would go back into my eyes, but it didn’t work.  

‘I honestly didn’t,’ I went. You gotta protect your secret 
identity at all costs. ‘It was…’ 

‘It’s okay to “nark,”’ he went, putting his nail clippers down 
and making little speech marks with his fingers. ‘You can’t switch 
schools forever. I’ll even sweeten the deal. Here.’ He tossed me a 
school pen wrapped in plastic with nice gold bits and the school’s 
web address on it. It was annoying, though—he couldn’t be my 
nemesis now since he was so nice to me.  

‘Ricky done it. Ricky Brown smashed it up.’ 
He wrote something on his pad. ‘Your father is repairing the 

noticeboard today. Be sure to get a late pass. You may leave.’  
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As I was coming out, walking on the moon, floating away 
from the Earth I’d known, I saw that Dad was in Reception the 
whole time, just sitting in a seat reading the school newsletter and 
shaking his head. That’s when I started crying hard-out, like a 
little baby bitch, and I had to pull my shirt up over my head so 
the receptionist wouldn’t see me. I saw through this peephole 
between the buttons that Dad didn’t even look at me, just pulled 
his sleeve off his watch, looked interested in the time of day, 
strolled out of the front door, got in his work van and drove 
slowly into the plaza and started putting new glass in the 
noticeboard. Do you know how embarrassing his work van is? 
It’s got our family name writ on it and it says Specialists In 
Transit Safety and there’s a really cheesy photo of Dad. It’s the 
only vehicle we got. Mum took the other car after she smashed in 
the windows of Dad’s van and left crystals all over the driveway. 
The van always has glass hanging off the ledges on the sides or 
piled in the back. I hate it, hate it, hate it, but work pays for the 
van and Dad can’t afford nothin' else.  

I found myself standing in the middle of the plaza, just me 
alone with my issues while everyone in class had a purpose. Even 
the Downers. My late pass felt so heavy, there was no way I could 
give it to Ms Marsh, for real. Everything was fucked-up in my life, 
I needed to just run home, flip my bed over, build a Fortress Of 
Solitude and stay in there and draw Smashman’s logo with my 
best coloured pencils and never come out.  

Someone came up and shoved me and I fell over and cut the 
palms of my hands. ‘Time’s up, nigga. I bin looking for you.’ 

All the strength was gone from my body. I felt like if I 
smacked him in the face, my fist would turn to ash and blow away 
in the wind. Ricky’s eyes were too scary. Have you noticed how 
eyes are only like one percent of someone’s body, but they’re the 
scariest part of a guy? Second scariest was his ponytail, it’s like a 
heavy, oily snake wrapped around his neck like as if to say 
‘Strangliation doesn’t even hurt me.’ 

Someone was behind me, hooking their arms under me, 
hauling me up out of the puddle. I turned around and saw it was 
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the African dude. They started slapping me with my late pass and 
calling me names, and Ricky stomped on my toes and kicked a 
puddle onto me. The bee-sting-freckles guy was there too, 
sucking on his inhaler. He spat on my jersey and went, ‘You 
missed a spot, better wash that,’ and kicked more water on me. 

Ricky walked laps around me with his hands linked behind 
his back, like Hitler. (Hitler would be a dope nemesis, G.) I stared 
at his facial hair. 

‘Cool goatse, bro,’ I said to him. ‘Can you draw one on me 
too?’ 

‘It’s a called a goatie, not a fuckin… and it ain’t drawn on, 
whatchu talkin bout?’ 

‘Sorry Ricky. Your boogers is just making your moustache 
run.’ 

He wiped the moustache off. ‘Gimme your phone. Any 
movies on here?’ 

‘Of me smashing someone? Not really… not many… nah.’ 
‘Reckon you’re can smash me, tough cunt? Think you’re 

Thor, G?’ 
I looked around at Dad working on the noticeboard. He 

knew what was happening to me, he had to know, but I wasn’t 
allowed to call out to him. ‘No.’ 

‘Here. Take my blade, fuckintake it. You’re gonna need it if 
you’re fighting me.’ 

It was just a spork with a separated-scissored-serrated edge. 
He’d wrote his name on it with Twink, even though it said 
Woodwork FRD11 DO NOT REMOVE. ‘I don’t wanna…’ 

Ricky stopped doing his MMA pose and stood up straight. 
‘You don’t get patched into my gang, then, fuck off.’ 

‘Sorry, okay.’ I began squelching away but they tripped me up 
and made a triangle around me again.  

‘Fuck off, I said, you’re in. It was a reverse-test. You passed.’ 
I wanted to slice them all up with the spork, but I was scared 

of using it, and my good hand, my wanking hand was weak and 
still had stitches in it. I wanted to scream, I DON’T WANNA BE 
IN YOUR GANG, I’M SMASHMAN, but all that came out was, 
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‘I’m Sma—’ 
The bell rang and people came out to lunch. The low-ranking 

guys in the gang looked towards the witnesses, but Ricky was 
focused on me, like a guard dog.  

‘What was you gonna say? Say it again.’ 
‘Nothin…’ 
‘I’m smashing you? You’re SMASHing me, uh? That what 

you was gonna say?’ 
‘No. Want your knife back, Ricky?’ 
He spat between my eyes and I saw it hanging off my 

forehead. I couldn’t tell if it was a yes spit or a no spit. All I knew 
was I had discovered my nemesis. 

 
* 

 
Standing outside our front door, I rung our landline from my 

mobile to get Dad out of bed and distract him, and while he was 
in the kitchen listening to a silent phone and going, ‘I’m afraid 
you’ll have to speak up,’ I sneaked back into my bedroom and 
dove into bed and pretended I was asleep. There was something 
jabbing me in the back and I picked out a cube of safety glass 
from the night’s work and I was like WTF?  

I had this bad feeling when I found the cube of glass on top 
of all the AAA1 Ezy Fine Finance bills Dad wouldn’t open but 
wouldn’t throw away either. I felt like I’d left something behind 
when I went out smashing, but I couldn’t remember what it was.  

I heard Dad’s knees creak and snap as he crouched in the 
hallway and did up the laces on his left boot, all the way to the 
top, and then he stood up, swapped knees, cricked and groaned 
and did up the right boot and pulled on his glass-handling gloves 
that are impossible to rip.  

 Dad and the other men replace the posters in bus shelters 
around the city, plus Dad’s got the contract to fix up phone 
booths and do late night patrols of the school and to fix the 
noticeboard windows if those get slidded out and smashed. He 
has to fight other dudes to get the work though, he told me. Why 
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would anyone be that desperate to work? Work sucks balls.  
I pulled the covers over my head and twisted and snuggled 

and buried myself deep and thought about the The Adventures of 
Smashman Issue 1. I never wanted to come out. I thought about 
hero stuff. I thought about villain stuff. Smash in a jewellery 
store: Bro, that was a dope idea. The money from it could pay for 
me to go to St Pete’s where you aren’t allowed to bully people.  

I burrowed into the warm molten core of my bed and 
planned me some smashing. 

 
* 

 
 I didn’t recognise the numbers on my alarm clock, they 

looked wrong. Just one streetlight, throwing orange against the 
blackness outside. Somebody was slapping a piece of paper. 

A big, black dad-lump was sitting on my bed. He’d woke me 
up.  

‘What time is it?’ 
‘Time to move on. You still have your mum’s bead box?’ He 

sloshed the bead box so the beads rattled. It was half beads and 
half cubes of glass I’ve been collecting. ‘They’re suggesting you 
switch schools before they’re forced to expel you. Letter from the 
principal’s arrived. Onto your second strike, it says here. There’s a 
process with the Board before you’d get expelled, but it’d go 
ahead if they knew… well.’ 

Dad bent forward, started undoing the laces on his boots, but 
then he yawned and just sat there, bent in half, staring forwards, 
hurting too much from work to take his work gear off. ‘Where’s 
your enrolment form for St Pete’s? There was one in the info 
pack, was there not?’ He yawned and got up.  

‘You shouldn’t keep working, Dad—hey! Oi! Aren’t I even in 
trouble?’ 

‘You tell me.’ 
‘The school thing. Where’ve you been GOING at night, 

Dad? Seriously.’ 
‘Please be more explicit.’ 
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‘I DON’T EVEN KNOW WHAT THAT MEANS! YOU 
NEVER TEACH ME NO MORE!’  I punched my pillow. The 
only light in the house was over in his bedroom, so all you could 
see of Dad was a black polygon, like he was in a body bag.  

He flipped on the light and found my spelling list. He rubbed 
his glasses clean and went, ‘Virtuous… Definition: sturdy, right? 
Noble, et cetera, what was next… Commission. Define it, 
pronto.’ 

‘You don’t have to, Dad… You’re going too fast, 
anyway…just let me fail, Dad, I can’t keep—’ 

‘DEFINE IT: COMMISSION.’ 
‘Um… what Commissioner Gordon… does?’ 
‘He’s from your Batman films? The bad guy? I don’t follow.’ 
‘He’s not a bad guy. He’d a good police guy.’ 
‘He works in cahoots with an outlaw, and you’re telling me 

he’s a good guy? Matey, commission means arrangement. 
Commission is what I get paid for every job. Fluctuates 
depending on whether the glass is in an upmarket location or 
elsewise.’ 

‘What’s elsewise? What’s flucturate?’  
‘I’m paid commission for every pane of glass which I replace, 

and there’s been a fair few of those lately.’ He got up and the 
springs creaked with relief and he paused in the door way, hands 
on the sides, leaning out, speaking into the hallway, closing my 
door behind him. ‘In fact, if the damage continues, I’m looking at 
rather a lot of commission this month indeed.’ 

I started pulling my safe blankets over me like a cape. Back to 
the Fortress Of Solitude, away from dads with creaking knees, 
away from schools that beat me. 

‘How much is it? St Pete’s’d keep you out of the gangs, 
wouldn’t it? Channel your energy elsewhere? I’m glad that Rocky 
character’s not misleading you anymore.’ 

‘Ricky, not Rocky.’ 
‘Should be history, that boy. Police’ve picked him up for a 

whole raft of vandalisms, noticeboard windows, bus stops, 
graffiti, smashing, you name it. They found his knife near some 
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jobs I did on Wednesday, had his name written on it with 
correction fluid. He’s been scratching tags or some such silliness 
in the glass, I understand. Taxman? That’s his little gang?’ 

‘Knife?’ 
‘Well, more of a spork.’ He winked at me.  
I stuck my head out of the cover a bit. ‘Don’t switch the light 

off, Dad.’ 
He moved away.  
‘Is that how come you always work so much? You get 

commission for every broken bus stop? Tell me, Dad.’ 
He flipped the light off, and I was in the dark again. 
‘Dad?’ 
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Attaboy 

 
Mate, it’s not about selling an unparalleled home heating and 

ventilation product. It’s about overcomin the odds.  
Let me tell you a little story—nahp, put down ya flat white 

and listen, you’ll need to signify with ya body language you’re 
devotin ya full attention.  

So what’s happened is I’ve gone down towards the lagoons to 
study Rich Dad Poor Dad, dunno if you’re familiar with that little 
text, sposda be a lifesaver, anyway I’ve not been happy with my 
job at Farmers Mutual and I’ve gone to sit on a log and just study 
without the fuckinkids bleatin in my ears—anyway, I’ve hopped 
up on this log, right, and I’ve slipped into this swamp, haven’t I—
this is near the moutha the Wairau Bar, dunno if you’re familiar 
with the terrain round Blenheim, she’s one of ya larger waterways. 
Now, I’ve found meself sucked in—gumboots are good like that, 
once underwater, they fill up and become a bit like cement boots, 
don’t they.  

Now, I’ve said to myself, Self: you’re gonna need ta literally 
put the book down and pull yourself up outta your predicament, 
because frankly, books don’t help a man out when he’s not doin 
so well, y’hearin me? Stop chewing. Thas better.  

So what I’ve done is I’ve wriggled onto the bank, I’ve walked 
two, maybe even three kilometres, drippin with mud, lookin at me 
own cattle with me own alphanumeric code on the ear-tags. I’ve 
dried out by the time I’ve reached the truck and I’ve made me a 
resolution.  
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I’ve picked up the phone, I’ve rung HVHS Home Ventilation 
and Heating Solutions, and I’ve said to the regional manager: This 
here’s your new salesman speaking.  

Then I’ve phoned my boss at Farmers Mutual and I’ve said, 
I’m sorry, mate: heart’s not in it.  

Aaaan it’s no coincidence that eleven years down the track, I 
am where I am. 

An mate? You could be where I am in ten years—heck, 
maybe even eight.  

So remember, by signing here, you’re not signing up to 
market a superior home heating and ventilation product to old 
cunts on the end of a telephone for 45 hours a week—you’re 
signing up to overcome the odds. 

Attaboy. 
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Saturday 77 

 
SATURDAY ONE 

 
The probation lady, the one with no makeup and no 

empathy, she said they’d pick you up at 7.30, God bless her, and 
they’re right on time. White van; unreflective eyes of idiots inside, 
wiping snot on the windows. You dry your eyes on your shirt 
cuff. You were hoping the van would crash on the way, killing 
everyone, so you could go back to bed, maybe teach your boy the 
origins of the Avengers, or just listen to your side of the whole 
ugly domestic… well, incident. Spend some quality time. He’s ten, 
too young to appreciate the trouble you’re in: 300 hours of 
slavery, punishment for breaking the laws of the land. You broke 
a window; Rochelle felt afraid and phoned the police. One 
conviction for the damage, one for the intent to assault. Best you 
stay away from your family one day per week and work the wrong 
off. You’re a villain and a bad influence on the boy. Today, 
penance begins. You’re lucky your wife hasn’t changed the locks.  

The van stops at the end of your driveway, wheels up on the 
kerb a little bit. Now all the thugs know where you live. 
Wonderful. You have a backpack with a nice lunch and a thermos 
in it. The driver, a little dark elf of a man, says, ‘Get the fuck out 
with that shit.’ It takes a moment to translate: he’s saying you’re 
not allowed to bring your own lunch. The whole vanload of boys 
slides the door open and they sit on your lawn with their feet 
dangling into the gutter. You look back at your bay window and 
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sure enough, your wife is closing the curtains, even though the 
sun’s only just risen. Cigarettes appear from behind the criminals’ 
ears, from inside drink bottles. They pass around a single can of 
Monster energy drink, slurping loudly. The van driver wears a hi-
visibility vest. He doesn’t make any eye contact. He lights two 
cigarettes and gives one to some cousin or relative, judging by the 
way they slap palms. The driver is of their world and on their 
level. He’s not the reasonable bureaucrat you were hoping for. 

‘Tryina bring that shit up in here,’ the driver mumbles, 
chewing his cigarette. 

‘I did indeed—listen, where can I list my allergies? I’m gluten 
intolerant and sometimes—’ 

‘Leave it the fuck behind, bro. Thas contraband.’ 
You swing the lunchbox behind your leg. It has Snoopy the 

beagle on it. ‘My wife made it for me…’ 
‘Want me to notify the Department you’re in breach? Naw? 

Didn’t think so. Leave it in the letterbox. Bring nothin but your 
smokes and your shoes. Leave the attitude.’ 

The smell wafting out of that van is the inside of the washing 
machine that time you tried to repair it, salty rotting funky fruit, 
and something almost fecal, like diapers, all of it mixed in an 
ashtray. One of the criminals pushes a smoke into your side and 
you say ‘Not me, ta,’ and he says, ‘The fuck ju say to me?’ 

You take the smoke and hold it like a dying baby bird from a 
hot sidewalk. What does one do with such an object?  

When the smokes are smoked and they’ve urinated on your 
rose bushes, everyone piles back into the van and you drive out to 
where the hedges run for a hundred metres and rocky driveways 
are half a mile long. 

In front of a country mansion, the driver pulls over in a 
puddle of gravel. ‘Last smokes, boys.’ The driver pushes a 
glowing pink vest with even-pinker trimming into your hands. 
Pink? Is the man daft? All the boys thud out of the van, trample 
some gravel, spit a lot, hunch their shoulders for warmth, do 
some more smoking. You sit in the van, breathing through your 
mouth, fumbling with the cigarette you’ve been issued. Then the 
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boys climb back into the van. Someone wipes a wet finger on the 
top of your neck. You attempt to slump in your seat. Then a wet 
finger is in your ear and your head hits the ceiling. God have 
mercy! 

The van stops for good at a church out in the country. 
Without being ordered to, all of the boys evacuate and fetch items 
from the van’s rear—pot, burner, gas bottles, paint brushes, 
rollers, rakes, shovels, a box of wrapped sandwiches. Six guys in 
different vests, all yellow, lob the gas bottle at each other, 
crumpling and gasping and cursing as they catch it. You follow a 
couple of guys with yellow trimming before the driver taps the 
back of your neck. 

‘Don’t fink you wanna go with them. Wrong colour.’ 
To your left are Pinks. To the right, the Yellows are all 

gathering behind a shed and lighting very small, floppy cigarettes, 
which they shield from the breeze with great care. Their cigarettes 
smell like burning vegetables. 

‘Do I need to sign anything… I haven’t listed my next of 
kin…’ 

‘Wouldn’t wanna be ya,’ says a man elbowing you as he 
scurries over to the Yellow gang. His back is the same shape as 
the back of the man you saw sentenced before you. He appears to 
have chosen yellow. You stared at that back as you tried to 
determine the mood of the judge and what sort of facial 
expression would appease her. A Chinese woman with a sagging 
throat, she was. She spoke to Yellowman as if she were 
programming a computer. You heard Yellowman quietly say 
‘Praise Jesus’ before he was led into the court cells for processing. 
You shared a cell with him for 44 minutes. There were no 
colours, then. The only entertainment, the only literature you had 
to read was your watch. You didn’t farewell one another when 
you were released into a cage on the edge of the motorway. Your 
son was crying in the car. His mother had some documents she 
made you sign before she unlocked the passenger door.  

‘You’da got fucked up.’ 
‘I beg your pardon?’ 
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‘Cheese roll? Hell no!’ A pink guy with blue eyes lasering out 
from a brown face is standing beside you, shaking his head. 
‘You’da got fucked up if you trieda roll with the Cheese.’ 

‘By Cheese, you mean—  
‘Not chore colour. Think pink.’  
Your Pink gang is setting the lunch up. This is the real work, 

apparently. The Yellows are occupied digging a latrine and mixing 
foaming soap tablets with buckets of water, and placing planks 
over the hole, for one chosen Yellow man to squat on. He squirts 
into the chemical broth. Another Yellow is tearing A4 papers into 
strips and handing them to the defecator. 

The vertically-challenged driver leaves the keys in the van’s 
ignition and blasts radio harness-racing as loudly as he can. You 
think of people in the race stands smiling in hats and you sniff 
and wipe your eyes. You could be in the office today, watching 
through the blinds as daddies with toddlers on their shoulders 
follow mothers pushing prams, making those few extra phone 
calls to get ahead, coming home announcing a bonus for an 
unexpected sale, coming home a hero—but you won’t. You failed 
your family. You’re just a crim in a pink vest. 

The first job is to weed a section of garden as long as a 
couple of trucks. It runs where the church’s lawn meets the road. 
There are pie wrappers and cigarette boxes in the soil. The Pinks 
squit strings of saliva into the soil. Will that soften the dirt? You’d 
like to consult a Pink about why spitting seems so pleasurable, 
but you’re unsure how to broach the question.  

The midget hands out lunch bags with pale, faded apples, 
soft, slightly wrinkled. The largest Pink man, whose eyelids are fat 
and won’t stop squinting, sits on his rump smoking while 
everyone places their apples between his knees.  

A guy with the names of girls inked all over his neck tells you 
to give your muesli bar to 400.  

‘400?’ 
‘Big Boss.’ 
‘And he’s known as 400, is he?’ 
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The tattooed-neck man reaches into your lunch bag and takes 
your muesli bar and peels it open and gives it to the so-called Big 
Boss. The boss tosses the whole muesli bar into his mouth like 
it’s a cracker. The tops of his hands bulge with meat. His arms 
look small compared with his vast core.  

‘Quit starin. Hun’ll whomp ya.’ 
‘Hun?’ 
‘4Hun.’ 
‘4Hun?’ 
‘Mr 4Hundred, dumbarse.’   
For two hours, all the weeding is done by you. 50 Saturdays, 

you decide, that’s what the Pink boss represents: 4Hun’s 400 
hours equate to 50 Saturdays. A year of weekends. 

‘SMOKE,’ bellows a foghorn. It’s Mr 4Hun. The foghorn is 
aimed at you. The pink gang are stretching and laying their legs 
and elbows on the grass. They’re having a cigarette break because 
they’re tired from smoking, apparently.  

‘SMOKE.’ 
‘Fraid I don’t smoke,’ you say, and tug on a knotted root. 
Mr 4Hun rolls over. A Pink helps pull him to his feet. The 

buttons on his pink-trimmed vest pop open. Now his vest is 
flapping on his sides. His belly is a Swiss ball crammed inside a 
stretched black singlet. ‘New Pink owes us, y’all lisnin? You: don’t 
forget.’ 

‘I shall, er, not.’ 
Mr 4Hun whistles on his thick kebab fingers. ‘PISSTOWEL!’  
Everyone plays PissTowel for a while. Someone pisses on a 

towel and whips the other pinks with it. When you get whipped, 
you’re It. You’re obliged to urinate on the towel and chase others. 
You’re ‘It’ for long enough that your hands become white and 
wrinkly. The Pinks giggle and scamper about. They rest their 
hands on their thighs, panting, then cough up mucous and spit at 
you. Mr 400 lies on his stomach, playing with daisies, nibbling 
grass stems. 

A Pink brings a pot of water to a nice, steady boil. He pours 
cups of tea and provides a cup of water to clean sugar off the 
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teaspoons. A chocolatey, sticky waft says the Yellows are sipping 
coffee.  

You pour hot water on your hands and wipe them on the 
grass. You put your cuppa down your throat and stroll up the hill 
until you’re standing amongst the Yellows. You tap the cellmate 
on the shoulder. His wings were clipped in court, just like yours. 
That 44 minutes together meant something. You both hunched 
your shoulders and tried not to piss your pants in front of the 
judge. You could be brothers. ‘Hi, Tim.’ His jaw falls open. 
‘Listen, I was wondering if after lunch you’re interested in 
swapping vests or—’  

A hand is on your shoulder. ‘The van, get in the van, it’s the 
only place they can’t getcha!’ the midget driver barks. You’re 
trying to look backward and keep eye contact with your Yellow 
brother but you’re being tugged by the elbow into the van and 
shut inside.  

‘Lose my fuckin job if you get stuck!’ the driver is bleating. 
‘I wasn’t stuck.’ 
‘Stabbed, ya fool!’ 
 
 
SATURDAY TWO 
    
Will his name change to Mr 392 now that he’s done another 

eight hours? When precisely did he commence leadership of Pink 
Inc? What nature of a day job could the man possibly work? Is he 
on full-time community service? There’s so much you’d ask your 
fellow Pinks if only they were a tad more approachable. The 
mysterious Mr 400 is a foreman, you imagine, a scary foreman 
who’ll pull you off a forklift if you’re driving across the concrete 
with your forks raised. You’re picturing him getting his Wheels 
Track & Rollers endorsmen— 

‘Pockets,’ Mr 400 is saying from the rear of the van, and the 
guys crowding each side of you roll their knees onto your hands 
and begin frisking your pockets. They smell like wet dogs.  
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‘Better have them fuckin ciggies.’ 
‘ALRIGHTALRIGHTOKAYOKAY!’  
All you can do is point your chin and twist your hips to make 

the bulge of two cigarette packets appear.  
They release the pressure on your hands and you lick the 

back of your sore wrist. You’re not really here. You’re in a 
bathtub of bubbles. Your son is singing with you. There’s opera 
on the radio and a chicken in the oven. If you will it, you will 
fulfil it. Will it to fulfil it. 
WILLITANDCHANGETHESEGODFORSAKENSATU— 

‘Better,’ says 4Hun, biting open the smokes. Even with his 
shades on, you hold eye contact with him for just a moment, in 
the rear-view mirror, before lowering your head. For one 
nanosecond, he needed you. 

Bathtub. Bathtub with little Robert.   
They expertly strip the cellophane from the cigarette pack 

and a guy called Bubblegum tucks it down your Pink vest and 
pats your chest. 

‘Smoko,’ says the midget and pulls over onto a layby on a cliff 
overlooking a rocky river. Each male, Yellow and Pink, lights up 
before leaving the van. The air turns white. You gag.  

‘Get out and have one, Pink,’ booms 4Hun. ‘There. Go stand 
there.’ 

The Pinkies give you their names as they take your smokes, 
two each. A dollar a cigarette, up in smoke. There’s a guy with 
burnt flesh that may as well be brown, Foreskin is his name. 
There’s Strawb with his sunken cheekbones, Barbie with 
unpredictable blond curls. There’s Lips, with knuckles covered in 
scabs; Sticker, with swastikas jabbing his neck, making him look 
like he’s constantly wired with agony. Floppy: huge nose and lips, 
soccer ball shoulders. Neck like a second torso growing out of his 
collar bone. Starfish: bald head, burnt by the sun. Then there’s 
you, gutful of ulcers, fingertips nibbled till they’re red. 

And Mr 400. The centre of gravity.  
The burner and billy are set up on the gravel beside the van, 

right there on the margin of the highway amongst the flattened 
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coke cans. It’s ten past eight in the morning. Fog blocks out the 
sun. The water steams until it screams, everyone watching. Pinks 
and Yellows sip their cups and wince and rip open little packets 
of sugar. After they’ve sipped and smoked three cigarettes, each 
Pink steps over the safety barrier, finds a nice clean slate of 
gravel, puts his hands between their legs and writes his name in 
urine. 

A trickle of Yellow piss comes near, like a probing snake. 
Strawb kicks gravel on it. 

Two Yellows come out of the bushes. They’ve snapped some 
branches back to make it easy to go in and out of the bushes. 
4Hun scrunches Bubblegum’s shirt and pulls him towards the 
hole in the bushes. ‘Oi,’ Hun barks at the midget driver. ‘There’s a 
sucky-sucky for you if you want.’  

‘Ta,’ goes the midget. He folds up his newspaper, needs help 
getting over the barrier and into the bushes.  

Three men later, it’s your turn. 
 

 
SATURDAY SIX 
 
Saturdays begin in horror, end in relief. For five Saturdays, 

your stomach remains unstabbed. Saturday Six, the day’s job is 
painting the pipes of a new drinking fountain at the primary 
school. Robert wanted to come. He tried to hide in the car boot 
but his shoelaces were sticking out. He tried to give you the 
cigarettes you’d dropped in the hall. Cigarettes, hmph—catching 
Robert with a cigarette, that’s how the whole domestic with your 
wife began in the first place. Robert didn’t understand you were 
getting picked up by a van of thugs. Work, he called it, as if what 
you do on Saturdays actually matters. ‘Why can’t I come to work 
with you?’ he whinged.  

You see a woman you know walking her Labrador along the 
horizon. She’s a mortgage broker you frequently see at training 
workshops, stroking her phone and nibbling croissants. She’s 
going to notice you and ask what you’re doing with these beasts. 
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Are you visiting as part of a prison advocacy service, perhaps? 
Are you evaluating a piece of land before you organise its 
auction?  

Everyone splashes at least a few drops of paint except for 
Hun, who spends most of his day eating smuggled tidbits his staff 
bring him—jerky, a mandarin, a can of Red Bull hidden in the 
exhaust pipe of the van. Floppy thought it made sense to stash 
the forbidden can in the exhaust. It fizzes away into nothing 
when Hun opens it, and Hun orders the Pinks to drag Floppy 
over to Yellow Country, where he is kicked around as if he’s a 
coiled rug the Yellows are trying to unroll with their feet. For 80 
minutes, he doesn’t move. You want to phone someone. You 
want to text your son, SEND AN AMBULANCE. 

Hun scoffs morsels from the lunch bags as he enjoys the 
beating. Since these men do not have a soccer ball for 
entertainment, you suppose it makes sense they’re kicking 
Floppy’s head instead. Nostrils thick with brown tobaccoey snot, 
Hun breathes through his mouth and bits of food fly out like 
wood chips. You can hear the breaking skin of each mandarin 
segment. You can see the droplets of sweet juice spurting 
between Hun’s teeth. Then he’s onto the jerky, making it ooze 
beefy drool with each chew. He guzzles the last drops of boiled 
Red Bull and belches. It took a lot to smuggle these gifts for the 
king. Random inspections of the van have been happening before 
it leaves the Corrections depot, the Pinks say. 

The Pinks are standing at attention, watching Floppy have his 
ribs kicked until they’re cornflakes. You turn away and hand 
4Hun your muesli bar. There’s an egg sandwich left in your lunch 
bag. You gobble it, hoping 4Hun appreciates the favour you’re 
doing everyone. The gang hates egg sandwiches. You suppose 
your role here can be the human garbage disposal unit, eating 
waste. That’s useful. In the van, you were intimidated into sucking 
on a crumbly, wonky joint shaped like a used birthday candle. It’s 
the only thing that’s given you any appetite. Your body resists 
gravity. Your mood is flat. 

‘Did you chuck your apple in the pile?’ 
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‘Yes sir. Mr 400, sir? I was wondering if you’ve got many 
hours left to go… I have about 260 to go, you see, so, like I said, 
I was wondering—’ 

‘Go wonder somewhere else.’ 
An ambulance comes and takes Floppy’s body away. The 

Yellows boil fresh coffee water. The Pinks break for a game of 
Rockball. They take off a t-shirt, fill it with one big rock or a lot 
of small rocks, and launch it at someone’s head. Knock a person 
out and you’ve won, and they’re It. After Rockball, it’s back to 
lying on the grass. You suck your grazed knuckles. Strawb talks of 
rewiring the circuits of his landlord’s electronic garage door to 
crush the cunt, grinning as he talks. One person, Lips, talks about 
his enemies; everyone else chips in ‘Fuckin cunt’ and ‘Shoulda 
wasted him,’ spitting constantly. If you don’t curse, you might be 
viewed as somebody soft and therefore a candidate for a beating.  

Lunch on the grass. You smell the Bermuda, good golf grass, 
and pretend you’re in a spicy foamy bath and the insects nipping 
you are just the hot water tingling, it’s summer evening, 2004, 
you’re in a bath with your son, him and his little diddle and 
squeaky voice, that’s all, roast chicken, opera, bliss, bathtub. Your 
son is playing with your nipples. His thighs are chubby. His eyes 
are huge and bright. His hair is thin. He eats mush. How did 
clouds get into the bathroom? Your head falls through the warm 
water of space.  

‘PINK! PINKY PINKAAAAYYYY! WAKEY WAKEY! 
Where’s them smokes at?’  

Burnt red eyes. A dizzy drowning sensation. ‘Oh. Beg your 
pardon, I must’ve drifted off. Er… I thought two packs’d be 
plenty.’  

‘Cunt, you better get some dropped off before we go home,’ 
a Pink is going. You can hardly see him while you rub your eyes, 
getting used to the sun. 

‘Else you ain’t goin home,’ Hun adds, and disappears a muesli 
bar.  
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You haul yourself off the grass and let the bubbles pop inside 
your head. You can’t ask the Yellows, you can’t ask the Pink gang. 
The only quiet place to make a phone call is the van.  

Your boy answers his phone, thank Christ. 
‘It’s me.’ Your lip is quivering. ‘ME. DAD.’ 
‘Sup, dad. We won at half-court. I got a three-poin—’ 
‘You have to help me.’  
 
 
FRIDAY NIGHT 

 
The sun is going down the sinkhole. You drive aggressively 

to get to Highbury Drive before Quicksilver Fasteners closes. 
Turns out the man in question moves hinges and bolts for a 
living. It took a lot of Facebooking before you found him. 
Although on Saturdays they’d die for him, he’s not actually 
Facebook friends with any of the Pinks, not on LinkedIn, Old 
Friends, nothing. Floor Manager of Quicksilver Fasteners on 
Highbury Drive: that’s Mr 400. You pull into the most remote 
parking spot. You don’t dare switch your engine off, in case they 
catch you. You watch Mr Manukia nodding and smiling at a 
couple of Indians as they take some screws or hooks or 
something out of a courier box and discuss them.  

Maika Manukia: not horridly obese and intimidating. Nah, in 
work mode, on civilian street, Maika is jolly and round and 
reliably strong-looking, as if his bulk is only used for good. Not 
sunburned, not stinking, not tossing back sandwiches as if they 
were pieces of chewing gum. Some little girl, all dressed in 
crimson, with Dora the Explorer gumboots, runs up and grabs 
his thigh and he hoists her into the air. Granddaddy Maika has 
brought his little lady to work today and he’s showing her off for 
the boys.  

Everyone’s heading off for the long weekend. You eat chips 
in the car and have a nap. You awake when the sky’s dark blue. 
You drive to the shops, fill a trolley with supplies from the Nite 
Stocker. You begin filling a second trolley. Cans of Red Bull are 
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on special. Jerky is pricier. Chippies come in mini-packs of 12. 
Muesli bars are pretty affordable when you buy low-enough 
quality. As you shunt your pile of food through the aisles, 
watching pregnant women bent over babies in trolleys, you think 
about 400’s hours. Surely he’s down to 200. 150, after that, 75, 
then what? He’ll simply not be there one day?  

You drive through silent, black streets towards the 100-zone, 
the goodies rattling in the boot. You chew a chocolate bar and 
your teeth stick together. Mailboxes stare at you. Every number 
with a hole in it is an eye—6, 9, 0, 8. Your body doesn’t want to 
sleep even though your head keeps telling you you were working 
hard on sorting out those Land Information Memoranda just 
…how many hours ago? The math is hard. Who needs math? 
Bollocks to math. You’ll bisect a section next month, put 
readymade houses on it, arrange what plumbing you can, go to 
meetings, read your performance reviews, make 1000 phone calls.  

At 2am, you bite open the earth with a shovel and bury 
smokes and jerky and cans of beer at the church, car lights off, 
bonnet hissing, working in moonlight.  

At 2.58, you tuck chips and lollies and energy drinks in the 
soil of the drainage ditch on the edge of the high school rugby 
field. By dawn, you’ve stashed tubs of jelly and boxes of juice and 
Pepsi and cigarillos and magazines in every community service 
spot across the farm belt surrounding your city. Community halls, 
cemeteries, sports fields, playgrounds and a water filtration plant.  

You ease back into your house, where the air smells like 
warm bedsheets that need to be changed, clip your muddy 
fingernails, sit on the toilet. Tomorrow is Saturday.  Tomorrow is 
Saturday.  

‘Daddy?’ 
‘You should be in bed.’ 
‘Whatcha up to, daddy?’ 
‘I’ll tell you tomorrow.’ 
‘It’s already tomorrow. Sun’s up.’ 
‘I’ll tell you after work.’ 
‘Roman’s dad doesn’t work on Saturday.’ 
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You turn the shower up as hot as it’ll go, burn off your outer 
layer of skin, towel, then slide into bed beside your wife. She’ll 
awake, expecting to find the old you in bed beside her—but the 
old you’s been left out there.  

 
 
SATURDAY 10 
 
‘THINK PINK!’  
‘PinkAYYYYYY!’ 
You slap and knuckle and rub as many hands as you can 

reach. There is extra oxygen in the air today. It makes your feet 
float above the grass, makes you stare long, makes your words 
agreeable. You bite open a sugar packet and knock it back, 
AHHHHHH. Sweetness in the desert. Cups of tea take half an 
hour’s preparation and 20 minutes to sip. A Pink serves cigarettes 
like hors d’oeuvres on the lid of the billy. You rip the plastic off 
your muesli bar and chuck it to 4Hun, a perfect throw, a good 
catch. He chomps it in one, raises his chin and eyebrows in 
thanks. The first bubbles appear in the billy of water and you rub 
your fingers together. Cupsa tea taste incredible on Saturdays. 
4Hun’s stoked when you push a sneaky can of beer into his 
pocket. ‘Pink Up,’ you go. You know he’s wondering where you 
got it from. He moves his sausagey lips and chuckles. You tap a 
little dirt into the hole between your feet where you dug the beer 
up. You’ve buried a shopping bag’s worth of forbidden goodies at 
each work site. You can buy all the influence you want. You’re 
the richest man in this universe.  

You couldn’t wait for breakfast to end. Your son sensed your 
excitement. You put your cigarette out in your cornflakes and as 
your wife called you Dumbass, Redneck, Lowlife and stormed off 
to the gym, your son asked you for a smoke. You slid the pack 
and the lighter across the table and went out onto the lawn to 
wait for your pickup. You had a couple spare packs of smokes, 
anyway. No dramas. Get the bash if you don’t share your smokes. 
Set an example for the boy. 
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There’s fresh Pink meat. Looks like there’s fresh Cheese, too, 
’cross the river on THEIR bank with THEIR billy and THEIR 
pile of apples. You order New Pink to light your smoke. He’s a 
ginger with long ears and fingers and arms and scars on his 
shaved head. He wears a t-shirt telling everyone that he fought in 
the regional MMA round robin, 15 fights over one long weekend. 
He’d better know how to fight, then. 

4Hun bellows ‘Apple Shower.’ Just an induction game, an 
icebreaker. See, everyone pushes a broken bit of stick into an 
apple and everyone biffs the apples at the new cunt. Just a 
shower; sometimes he gets juicy, sometimes the broken bits of 
stick cut him open. His eyes get all full of juice and there’s seeds 
on his brow afterwards. It’s just like any induction, except his 
nose won’t stop bleeding and you fling the dregs of the tea on his 
hands and the cunt shudders like he’s got Parkinson’s disease. 

‘Still waitin on them smokes,’ you go, and for the first time 
your spit goes right where you wanted it to, right into New Pink’s 
eye. 

Good day at work, after all that—bliss, actually. You locate 
two sticks stuck in the ground, a piece of chewing gum paper 
under a rock, a chocolate bar wrapper sparkling in a bush, little 
clues, little stashes, little bits of power and influence. You dig in 
the right place, pull up a Playboy, a PSP, a tin of chopped 
chicken. You do it when no one’s looking, no Pinks, certainly no 
Yellows. You’re just lucky, you just happen to find stuff, you tell 
the boys with a shrug. You trade smokes for drinks for smokes 
for chips for gum for comics for burner cellphones for smokes.  

Your spine jolts. You flinch and gasp. 4Hun is patting your 
back.  

 
 
TUESDAY 46 
 
At work, there’s like a whole hour of photocopying each day, 

that’s for the shitty flyers you drop off in community centres and 
Rotary Club and shit. Flyers sell, like, one in 40 houses. Un-
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fuckin-believable. Who knows, there’s a trend of retirement 
homes filling up all their rooms, forcing old rich folks into 
bungalows, that trend might send a few clients your way. 
Tuesday, there’s cold-calling to do, 10am till 11 when retired 
people are home. Then warm calls, far fewer of those, they’re a 
20-minute job each, most days. Ten warm calls can be 200 
minutes. That’s four hours, with breaks factored in. You smoke 
before, during and after. When your fingers aren’t rolling smokes, 
they’re bending paper clips into spears, sickles, shanks. You walk 
out each day looking like you’ve got childbearing hips, your 
pockets packed with instant coffee sachets and those little UHT 
milks. You’ll bury it all under the moon when you’re out being 
yourself, far from your family.  

Your Approvals Coordinator is this young Christian fuck. 
He’s blond. Blond is Cheese, you decide. Cheese ain’t a good 
colour to be. Mr Approvals Coordinator needs to watch where he 
walks. 

You want to stab a lot of people during the day. This one 
lunch time, you find a broken, jagged square of plastic in the 
recycling bin. You take it out into the car park, find a quiet spot, 
scrape it on the concrete until it’s a long, sharp sliver. You stash it 
under your Rancho cardigan. Let Mr Approval build up some 
more debt first, then you’ll take what’s owed.  

‘Everything okay?’ ApprovalCheese says, and you’re like, 
‘Who the fuck wants to know?’  

‘Just checking you’re okay,’ he says. ‘Please don’t talk to me 
like that in future, okay? I don’t like it. Is that new? That tattoo, 
on your neck, youchy, it looks painful. I never noticed that before. 
Everything copasetic? Yeah?’ 

He snatches an apple out of your hand at the lunch table. 
Says he doesn’t like you sticking pins and skewers in the fruit.  

He doesn’t talk to you when there’s others around. He sends 
you an email asking you to make an appointment for a ‘catch up,’ 
that’s how the email puts it. Catch-up, you snort, you got to use 
that on Saturday: ‘Oi, Yellow, let’s go have us a catch-up.’ Catch up 
with a rock in a sock, more like.  
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The crew at Rancho Realty is yawning by 3 o’clock Fridays, 
all except you. You’re amped. Tomorrow is Saturday, and when 
Saturday comes, you’ve got more energy than you know what to 
do with.   

See, last Sat, the scraper normally used by the midget driver 
to get the mud off his windscreen, well, one of the Yellows got 
that and snuck up on one of your boys as he was taking a shit and 
made a mouth in the Pink’s neck, a big slice, like gills on a fish, how 
you can see the redness of the fish inside, and the cunt’s mouth’s opening each 
time he gasps, and 4Hun rolls onto his feet, doesn’t do anything for the 
wounded Pink, who’s got bubbles of blood coming out of his nostrils, just tells 
you all to grab an apple, see, and there’s only about ten apples, but when you 
stick a few nails in an apple, goddamn they get deadly, so it’s a good things 
you buried a packet of six inch nails somewhere round here and it’s a good 
thing you all turned out to be good enough throwers to corner the Cheese 
responsible and land a few nails in his ear and watch the bloody apple juice 
turn his neck pink. 

You’re telling this story as you and Approvals and about five 
accountants are waiting for the elevator. Approvals is giving you 
this look like you’re not even speakin English.  

 
 

SATURDAY EVENING 
 
You rummage in the toolbox and come up with a hammer. 

You double-check the garage door’s locked. When you smash 
your front teeth, your whole face splits apart, it feels like. You’re 
sure you’ve cracked your skull open and a hairline fracture has 
run from your jaw to above your eyes. Your face separates into 
jigsaw pieces and falls everywhere.  

You were too fresh-lookin, too pretty. It was holdin you 
back. Warriors can’t be pretty. 

Bop-bop. Bop-bop. That’s your boy at the bathroom door, 
asking you if he can help. Yeah, you can help, boy.  
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‘Don’t use a light one—find a dark one. Blood’ll ruin a white 
towel. NO! Not a yellow. Biff it in the bin. I’m serious. Get me a 
red towel.’ 

You’re filling in gaps in his knowledge. You offer your boy a 
toke of weed. He doesn’t seem to know which end of the joint to 
suck on. He coughs till he’s scratching the floor. You rip open a 
can of beer for the boy and it takes his cough away. You spend a 
good 90 minutes in the bathroom talkin bitches and bullies, pay 
and payback. 

Your son’s been having a girl make fun of him, the same girl 
every third period, she always has cooking class and tries to trip 
him when he’s headed to woodwork. Boys’ve witnessed it. He’s 
losing his mana. 

You tell your son to keep his voice down. You find brake 
fluid, pour it on the garage floor. ‘See how fuckin slippery that 
shit is? Slip the bitch up. Pour it in the corridor when she’s comin 
outta class.’ You put the kettle on, demonstrate what boiling 
water does, killing bugs instantly, turning flowers limp with death. 
Your boy’s got deodorant in his bag, aerosol spray. That’ll blind 
the bitch. A lighter added to the aerosol? That’s a flamethrower, 
son. You tuck five twenty dollar notes into his hand and curl his 
fingers around the money. Slip this to your teacher. No detention, 
no worries. 

 Your wife’s banging on the door, saying something about the 
InSinkErator. You haul it open and breathe fire into her face. 

‘DON’T YOU KNOW WHO I AM?’  
 
 
SATURDAY 77 
 
You show the new Pinks how to boil hand sanitiser in a 

lidded pot and then separate the alcohol. Everyone gets to sip 
from the billy of hot, clear hooch. First sip goes to you. That’s the 
way it is, now.  

 One of the new guys is a bright, useful little fuck, full of good 
ideas. When he turns up with only half a pack of cigarettes, you 
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almost don’t let him live, but he goes and discovers a first aid kit 
zipped inside the rear seat of the van. It was there all along. Fancy 
that. There’s all sorts of useful shit in that first aid kit. Razor 
blades, for one. He has this technique—you slot razor blades in 
an apple, put the apple in a slingshot and launch it at the Cheese. 
Sliced cheese, bro! 

 Some of the good ole Pinks are still around. Strawb’s got 
more hours, Foreskin too. 4Hun? Pfft, get out. See, you found 
out where he works, backed him up against the wall with your 
bumper as he was trying to close up, to pull the last roller door 
down. Had that little granddaughter on his shoulders, he did. He 
started crying when you squirted petrol on his pants and started 
lighting a rollie. Helluva nice guy, Maika Manukia is, it turns out. 
Prays to Lord Jesus Christ when there’s flames getting near. 
Through the snot and sneezing, he said he’d get a transfer to 
another work gang. You said, ‘Cheers for that. Guess I’ll take 
your position, if it’s empty.’ 

You’ll be doin a few extra Saturdays, but not ’cause the 
Former 4Hun snitched on you.  

Boy oh boy did you get in shit when the feds found out what 
you did to your boy’s mum. Your boy’s too young to do actual 
community service, even though he helped with the whole, you-
know, thing. The unspeakable thing. When your boy gets out of 
protective care in a few years, he’ll be good to have around on 
Saturdays. Makes a mean cuppa tea.
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Manhood 

 
She rides, she shudders. She sucks air into her throat, says 

Ooh as it cools her. She squeezes your knees with fingers so tense 
the knuckles have turned white. She swishes her head down and 
you wrap your fingers around real black regrowth and dyed 
yellow hair. She’s Reverse-Cowboying, facing away, twisting and 
shimmying on your lap. You count the vertebrae of her spine. 
She’s short and plump. They’re all misshapen in some way, these 
women, but they all have passion under their extra flesh, waiting 
to be tapped. You take off the brown and olive clothes and baggy 
track pants and reading glasses, strip the skin and fat off their 
skeletons, get inside them, feed on the raw woman.  

She bends over, putting her face near her own feet. You 
withdraw your cock from her insides. It makes a sticky, plopping 
sound. Your lap is slick and shiny. Your thighs are white where 
her weight pressed on you. You unwind the hair from your 
hands, which have turned white too.  

She lies on her back on the couch, legs open, inviting you in 
once again. You want to prise her open with your fingers, stroke 
her legs, ride the waterslide of sweat back into her body, just to 
show her what you can do.  

‘Oh my GAWD,’ she says, and laughs. ‘No one’s fucked me 
like that since… GAWD.’ 

‘Since you were 39?’ 
‘Try 29.’  
‘Kids’ll be up soon,’ you go. ‘No sleep for you, huh.’ 
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Positioned on her back, one hand hiding her nipples, she 
strokes your chin with her big toe. ‘I may not sleep, but I can tell 
people we slept together,’ she giggles. 

‘What time you meeting your lawyer? Making it official—the 
divorce, I mean?’ 

‘Baby, we don’t need to talk about that. Snuggle me.’  
 ‘Cuddling’s an extra ten bucks an hour,’ you tell her, shifting 

along the couch. ‘I’m real sorry.’ 
 

* 
 

New week; new woman. Her name’s Kathleen, but no one 
ever calls her that - people call her Kay, ’kay? She laughs at the 
little pun and takes off her glasses and flutters her lashes. Fine. 
Whatever. God, you just want one of the smokes you can see 
throbbing in her handbag, radiating temptation. You scratch your 
arms; your stomach screams. You’ve been eating once a day, 
showering twice a week, sleeping on couches with foam spilling 
out. You look down at your tablet, see you’ve completed 50 
minutes of work in the four hours you’ve been in class. Your 
student loan’s piling up, and if you don’t score some work from 
ladies on campus… It’s not even worth thinking about. Four red 
bank accounts is enough. 60% of campus is women, women who 
need people like you to hold open doors when their arms are full 
of library books. The work is out there, it just needs a worker to 
work it. 

Kay has kids; she doesn’t boast about any talent or point of 
distinction, just her beautiful little girls. Kay seems otherwise 
defined by Lotto tickets and novels with candles on the cover and 
photos of beaches on her Instagram, all spectacles and fish and 
chips and big fatty breasts and hairdressing qualifications. Her 
body says Kids, Couches and Chocolate. She’s doing this design 
course because she thinks the life she’s driven off the road can be 
restored by 42. Maybe, Kay. Maybe. There’s a fee for indulging 
her. 
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God those smokes look good. She doesn’t do catwalks or 
photos of her body or diets or celery or Evian. Everything about 
Kay is warm and well-fed and modest, cheap jeans, big earrings, 
shy eyes. She’s on no trust boards. She doesn’t exist on Google. 
She gets paid good solo parent support money by the 
government, you guarantee it. There’ll be warmth and comfort 
between her legs. You sneak glances at the tight, damp valley, the 
cleft, the secret hibernation spot. Nothing bothers you when 
you’re making women feel good. No one interrupts or taps you 
on your shoulder, tells you to do something else with your life.  

Maybe women are what you’ll do with your life. You’ll 
always be 10 years younger than someone out there. 

How old are they, anyway, the kids? Five and six, she goes, 
rolling her eyes. Little terrors, she laughs, You don’t want to meet 
them.  

Kids are alright, you shrug. My mum wants me to have kids, 
she keeps nagging my ass. 

What about your dad? 
Never had one.  
You’ll probably have a real hot wife by the time you’re 30, 

she goes, licking her finger and wiping a spot of glue off the 
sleeve of your Misfits t-shirt.  

I’ll never be 30.  
If you say so. I used to be like you.  
You were my age, I’d’a totally asked you out, you tell her. I 

would’ve sucked your neck in the movies. I would’ve bit your jugular vein 
open.  

Five and six’ll mean the kids are pretty big, you want to say, 
How old’s that make you? When did a man last take your weight 
in his arms and guide you as you collapse onto an unmade bed 
and listen to your belt buckle tinkle as you kick your jeans into a 
pile of laundr— 

You put down your project, act interested in the photos on 
her phone. You may as well exchange numbers, now, you say. 
You’ve cornered the quarry.   
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Sure I love kids, you tell her—don’t look so surprised. She 
gets warm, she gets wet, she takes off her glasses, makes some 
joke about getting back to work. The lecturer tells you off for 
talking, asks if you’re certain you’re making the best use of your 
time here, and you giggle like school kids and then it’s Let’s do 
coffee, then right on through till lunch, then she breaks it off, 
slaps herself, curses, apologises for relaxing. She has to pick up 
the kids, has to drop the magazine cover she’s designing and go 
and tuck pyjamas into drawers and hang out laundry and scrub 
the peanut butter out of lunchboxes. She has to go back to blah. 
This has all been a mistake, but it’s too late, someone’s paying 
attention to Kay, Kay’s taking the offer, Kay’s smoking nervously 
in the car, the smoke’s blowing back into the girls’ faces as they 
watch YouTube on their iPads, Kay’s asking you to dinner, 
sneaking glances at your triceps, your shoulders, Kay’s 
anticipating your muscular thrusts, hoping she’s earned your 
company. She can’t imagine you’re desperate for shelter, for a 
fridge with cold ham and milk, for money for crushed ecstasy 
tablets and Jägermeister tipped into bubbling beers. 

Kids, eh? Not usually your bag but fuck it, why not. They’re 
part of the job. Take some photos of you holding the little 
squirmers, pxt your mum. Tell mum you’re a builder of families 
instead of a wrecking ball.  

Kay cooks and serves you cans of Czech beer she was 
saving for a special occasion, and you tickle the girls and channel-
surf. The girls crawl on your lap, mash your crotch with their 
knees. They’re so trusting, you want to tear the lying organ out of 
your mouth and confess all the holiday homes you’ve raided, the 
medicine cabinets you’ve left empty, the Lego sets you’ve 
swapped for tiny little bags of crystallised happiness—but all you 
tell the girls is corny answers to the corny jokes they read from 
the TV Guide.  

They pour piles of tomato sauce on the fritters Kay 
apologetically makes for tea, ’cause she bought only wine, forgot 
to get food. They play with your earrings. They stroke the 
patterns of your tribal tattoos. You lift them toward the ceiling 
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fan. You’re the strongest person in the house. Kay slips in these 
comments about your ‘build’, a term which sounds old-world to 
you. You don’t have muscles, really, it’s just you’re so starving 
that your muscles show through your skin. 

The girls shake pepper into your drink. They lift your gums 
up, tap your teeth. They squirt soy sauce in the wine Kay tossed 
between her hands for 20 minutes in the supermarket aisle before 
paying thirty bucks for it. The girls force you to drink the soy-
wine. You say a wine-baby is growing in your belly. They cackle. 
They’re amazed someone so old can be so childish.  

The girls go to bed 90 minutes late. You recite a story for 
each girl. The stories are plots of movies you’ve seen, Gladiator, 
Master & Commander. Kay recites 30-second stories for each girl, 
slams their bedroom door, puts her back against it, rolls her eyes 
up at God, calls his name, laughs. You move to the couch. She 
pours wines, puts her right knee over her left, then the left over 
the right, takes her glasses off, moves her hair behind her ear as if 
it’s competing with her.  

Kay’s trying to upskill herself with a two-year diploma in 
design and illustration so she can break the $20 an hour barrier, 
she says. You tell her she could model, if she wanted. She tells 
you to stop, swats your shoulder.  

‘Out of interest,’ you go, swallowing merlot, ‘How much you 
making? Y’got much saved?’ 

Kay gasps and stares. Tracey’s out of bed, standing in the 
door frame.  ‘Are you gonna be my daddy?’  

You carry the girl like a load of laundry into her room, tip her 
into her bed. ‘Course I will, sweetie.’ 

Kay’s in the hallway, hands behind her back, brushing the 
wall with her shoulders. ‘It’s only nine o’clock,’ Kay says, pushing 
the glass of wine to your mouth, pinching the back of your head. 
‘What are we gonna do now?’  

You press one hand against the wall on either side of her. 
The short woman in the track pants and Kmart shirt with her 
name embroidered on the breast closes her eyes, tips her head 
down. She’s waiting for approval. You exhale into her ear. Your 
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lips brush the skin on her neck. She’s sprayed perfume and put on 
dangly earrings. You bite the throat, she claws your chest, 
squeezes your shirt.  

‘I need something.’ 
‘Anything,’ she goes.  
‘Listen very carefully: I need cash—or vouchers. We can’t go 

any further unless… It’s the rules. I’m really sorry.’ 
She clears her throat, keeps her eyes down. ‘No worries,’ she 

says. She will shatter if not handled gently. ‘Not ayyy problem. 
Can I give you the stuff… after?’ 
 You pull your shirt over your head, nudge her bedroom door 
open. She pools herself for you, little waves raising her hips. She 
strokes her rippling breasts. You add her nipples to the photo 
album you store inside your skull. You mash and roll and tease 
your body until part of it emerges, a blade you stick her with, you 
bite her chin, squeeze yourself inside her and she pulls her feet 
away from her ears, stretching one foot toward each side of the 
room, and you hold one twitching pectoral over each of her eyes 
and grunt and use your pelvis to push her against the wall, 
counting the thrusts until you’ve hit 200. Tears leave her face 
shiny. She reaches for her inhaler and cigarettes. You roll onto 
your elbow, your coughing, shivering penis leaving a glaze on her 
hip.  

‘I’m gonna have to have that cash by tomorrow,’ you go. ‘I’m 
real sorry to ask.’ 

 
* 
 

Mara wears heavy glasses that she has to tilt her head back 
to hold up, so her line of vision almost doesn’t meet your head. 
On an hourly basis she checks the spreadsheet you’re adjusting 
for the Economics Department, punches your arm if you’ve done 
something wrong. Each time she comes, you have a new joke 
you’ve stolen from some website. Each time she walks away, you 
plan the next joke. On your lunch break, you pound yourself in 
the university toilet until a party popper explodes in the palm of 
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your hand and you can concentrate again. You try to walk off 
your obsession, press your nose against the window of 
FramesDirect in the arcade downtown. You go to McDonald’s, 
get your thickshake upsized to large, insist on drinking it from a 
Disney movie cup. The cup has dark sides, covered in cartoons. 
You pour the shake into the gutter. Smokers eat smoke, not 
sugar. Back to the FramesDirect store full of posters of 
bespectacled models with no chinks in their armour. You ask the 
girl with the moisturised fingers sitting behind the cash register if 
your grandma’s glasses are ready. Mrs Smythe. Nothin for her? 
Check again. Not Smith, S-M-Y-T-H-E, darling—check carefully, 
my lady. That’s an amazing necklace. That’s Saharan opal, am I 
right? Don’t ask how I know that. ‘Sbeautiful. Your eyes are 
green, aren’t they? With inflections of hazel, I’m gonna say. 
You’re so rare. We should party sometime. To Be Continued. Just 
check if there’s some glasses for a Smith or a Smythe or anyone 
starting with S, okay? They’re paid for already. Sall good. The girl 
leaves her desk; you drop stolen specs into your deep thickshake 
cup. 

You get back on campus early with your drink of $400 glasses 
and you stall, walk in circles, smoke two Chinese cigarettes in ten 
minutes, take the elevator up all ten floors. Incredible view, like 
the view you admired when you were fingering that realtor against 
the huge panels of penthouse glass overlooking the river. You’d 
read in the paper her divorce was a seven-figure thing, seen a 
sorrow in her printed eyes. She’d pay five figures to feel loved 
again. You tugged her to the edge with two fingers stiff enough to 
pop eyeballs. She drooled onto your shoulder, gasping. You 
sucked the loose skin under her chin. You loved how short she 
was, how short all women are, beneath you, below, looking up, 
stroking the muscles beneath your collar bone with perfectly-
painted fingertips. You sniffed her silver scalp, looked down your 
nose at the whirlpool of hairs on the crown of her head. Your 
forearm rashed her soft belly as you tickled the magic triangle 
where her belly met her legs. You found short black hairs 
embedded under your fingernails as you counted your cash. You 
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had four showers within the next day. You didn’t want to splash 
out on a therapist, the money was worth more than mental 
health, so you wrote guilty poetry on your blog. 

You wash the glasses you stole for Mara in a men’s room 
handbasin then blast them in the hand-dryer and they shine, and 
the red titanium-composite frames glow. They’re drop-proof, you 
tell her, handing them over in the case the malleable girl gave you, 
Plus they’ve got a ten-year warranty. Or you can take ’em back to 
the store, if you don’t want ’em. It’s okay if you break my heart. I 
don’t have one anyway.  

She laughs, folds her arms, unfolds them, tickles her hair 
behind her ear, but takes her clunky glasses off and slides the new 
glasses on and bites her red bottom lip till it’s white. ‘I really 
shouldn’t, university policy’s not to—’ 

‘Have you even put ’em on yet? They must be invisible.’  
She giggles and strokes your chest. Cheers. You reach out and 

squeeze her shoulder. It’s an off switch, and her force field folds 
away. You step forward, pull the glasses off her face. 

‘You don’t like ’em, I can tell…’ 
‘No, retard, I mean—they’re amazing. Aren’t these worth, like, 

half a grand?’ 
You shrug. ‘You’re worth more.’  

 You’ve hypnotised this woman with admirable speed. It’s not 
a new record or anything—hell, you melted a woman in eleven 
minutes, at this Narcaholics meeting one time—but—what’s her 
name again? Martha?—Mara, that’s it—this one is pouring out 
everything in just one afternoon. You think of Morlocks in The 
Time Machine, seizing those happier and higher than them, pulling 
them below. Martha—no, Mara—spends 17 minutes with you at 
afternoon tea instead of the regulated 10. You’re tapping the sap 
and she’s pouring out stories of the boy with learning difficulties 
making the beautiful woman sad and giving the sad woman 
something to define herself against. Mara was a massage therapist 
for three years, she had anorexia when she was 15, she chews her 
fingers till they’re pink, she loves horses, she teaches literacy to 
prisoners on public holidays, she has a barbell through her labia. 
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She can’t believe she just told you that. She lashes out at Tae-Bo 
so she’s too drained to lash out at her son. She knows he’s not a 
curse, but he makes things so hard. 

‘I’m not a special case, though, so don’t... you know.’ 
‘But you are special.’ 
She shakes her head, stares out the window. ‘Guess you’ll have 

to come over,’ she says, ‘See that purple rock salt I was telling you 
about.’ 
 Her kitchen has arranged itself around her body, with just 
enough space outside each elbow. She works hard to sweep up 
each shred of ginger and onion skin and speck of gluten-free 
flour. She cleans tins, wipes surfaces. There are knee-high boots 
in a corner, tucked under an umbrella. They look hardly-used. 
Because her son is fragile and everything could be taken away at 
any time, Mara takes care of things. Her son’s disease makes him 
unable to digest anything that isn’t mushy and wet. She must be 
responsible—after all, he came out of her. She has a machine to 
hose the compacted shit out of his intestines. She operates it still 
wearing her high-heels and nice white shirt. Her chest is flat, fit, 
muscular, taut, and she never treats herself to anything sugary or 
fatty. She stirs her gazpacho and sups it as if she doesn’t deserve 
it. Her fiancé left her. He couldn’t handle Benjamin. It’s 
pronounced Ben-ya-min, by the way. The proper pronunciation. 

After dinner, you wrestle Benjamin in front of the TV, carry 
him to bed, put a Bob The Builder video on his iPad, turn the light 
out, tell him yes, of course you’ll marry mummy.  

‘Promise you’ll be here in the morning?’  
‘Depends if I’ve got enough money. I get sick without money. 

I need it to be happy. You should tell your mum. Attaboy.’ 
You turn off each light switch you pass, find Mara scraping 

food into the sink, legs together, elbows in, head bowed. You 
seize her ponytail, bite the back of her neck, swallow her gasp as 
it leaves her mouth. ‘Mate,’ she tries to say, ‘Let’s, stoooop, 
shouldn’t we go watch… Ahhh.’ You tip her into your arms, catch 
her, put your knee between hers. Half-pushing, half-dragging, you 
urge her into the bedroom, where the bedsheets have been tucked 
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in so harshly the bed’s become flat and hard. The panties you pull 
from her thighs to her toes used to be white, now they’re faded 
grey. You slurp the juice out of Mara as if she’s an oyster. She 
thumps your back and pulls your hair and her ankles drum your 
butt. There’s electricity flowing through her body. Her fingertips 
flicker. There’s blood on her chin. She’s bitten her lip. You reach 
under her, flip her body over, make some joke about her new 
position, about the value for money you’re gonna give her, extend 
your middle finger, spread her knees. Your chest presses against 
her shoulders. Your belly fits into the cavity in her lower back. 
Her head thumps the wall with each thrust. It sounds like she’s 
sobbing. You think of payday and squirt inside the condom, and 
think of money again, and keep thrusting. 

She snores; you scheme. You sit up so slowly the bed doesn’t 
creak, find a brand new packet of Marlboros in her handbag, the 
ones you asked her to buy. She’s failed to get you a lighter. 
There’s a fee for that. You borrow Mara’s car, drive to the store, 
get a lighter and pancake mix, come back as the sun’s rising, make 
Benjamin chocolate chip pancakes, clear the table so Mara can’t 
see anything other than your masterpiece when she gets up. 

She comes out blinking in those new glasses of hers with leg 
warmers and Nikes on.  

‘I’m broke now, after these,’ you say, sliding a plate of 
pancakes in front of Mara.  

‘Oh. Okay… My bag’s in the car, I think…How much do I 
owe you?’ 

‘He’s the best!’ Benyamin shrieks, slurping his banana-
flavoured milk with the curly fun straw you’ve bought him. ‘You 
gotta let him stay another night, mum!’ 

‘Hold still,’ you tell the boy, sliding his banana milk to the left, 
positioning your phone in front of his face, getting a photograph 
good enough for Ma.  

 
* 
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Can’t walk down her street, can’t be seen by her on 
Facebook with that name. Can’t Tweet that one, can’t go to the 
gym where the other ones goes. All you can do without changing 
your routines is wait until everyone has healed, smoke all the cash 
in all your bank accounts and pick up this Dutch girl who says 
she’s 19 and let her buttcheeks slam against your waist on the 
bottom bunk of a dorm full of backpackers using cellphones and 
even with your eyes closed, picturing the girl 20 years from now, 
desperate to have you, begging and clutching so she won’t be 
alone, you can’t climax— 

But you can hunt. 
 

* 
 

With your new name, new bank account free of 
restrictions and new email account, you post the advert on 
Craigslist, then there are two weeks of downtime before enquiries 
start happening.  

You go on this course where they teach you to drive buses and 
bulldozers. You operate an axe for a week, tearing out the walls 
of a derelict house. You sleep in the houses of men, apologetic, 
feeling weak when they clomp into the room.   

You look up an old friend, Patrice, in the corner of the city 
where the sections are large and there are greenhouses and 
factories turned into Saturday organic vegetable markets. Patrice’s 
last name was something like Riverwater, there was a River in it, 
she changed it when she was trying to become Gender Rights 
Officer on campus when you thought you were going to become 
an engineer. God, six years goes quickly. She’s Community 
Shopping with five other Amish-looking women who she breaks 
away from for your arranged meeting. You put a big hug and kiss 
on her. She smells like nutmeg. Her hair is rich and thick, 
unwashed. It’s not long before you’ve separated her from the 
pack, made her invite you into her home. It’s not long before 
you’ve bonded with her twin 3 year olds who are allowed to play 
with untreated native wood only. They stack blocks and chew on 
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dried figs and you watch her thighs shift under her orange canvas 
skirt. Everything is autumn-coloured in her house. The wallpaper 
is brown. The wood is unpainted. 

‘Listen, I’ve gotta tell you about this condition of mine,’ you 
say, coming back from the bathroom where you’ve released some 
tension. ‘Open Craiglist. Just do it.’ 

‘I don’t have a computer. What is it?’ 
‘Don’t be offended, but, listen—you obviously need a daddy 

around here.’ 
She pinches your arm, brushes her lips against it, flutters her 

eyelashes. ‘I think so, too.’ 
     You break out of the close contact, build a farm scene with 
the twins’ wood blocks and some pieces of wool that are 
supposed to be sheep. Patrice boils mugs of raspberry tea. Dinner 
is wild rice with some kind of Indian cheese mixed in, with a 
steaming bowl of water and kelp. You bathe the kids and send a 
pxt to your mum. I think I might’ve found the one, ma. Patrice is 
ecstatic to finish the final paper in her psych course. She 
couldn’t’ve done it without you minding the girls, thank you 
soooo, sooo much. You lift her like a fireman over your shoulder 
and she squeals and you flop her onto a padded surface then sit 
up against the wall, shirtless, with your hand pressed against her 
chest, keeping her away. 

‘We gotta talk business real quick.’  
She leans back, protects her breasts with two fists. ‘Can’t we 

do it later?’ 
‘I’m supposed to bill you. I can’t work for free, I’m sorry. This 

is what I do, I mean—you read my advert… didn’t you?’ 
She hugs a cushion against her breasts. ‘Don’t you like me?’  
‘Before we do this, we’ve just gotta make a contract, that’s all. 

Nothing written, honest, we don’t have to write nothing down. 
Just verbal. It’s, like, it’s for my protection…’ 

She starts reaching for her cardigan and you say Don’t, and 
wrap your arms around her elbows, your nipples pressed against 
her shoulder blades, your chin pushing down on her clavicle, 
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nuzzling her, and she tilts her head until her throat is exposed and 
you suck until she’s almost saying yes, almost, but it never comes.  

She twists out from under you, throws a leg across you, 
straddling, pushes your chest back.  

‘Thassit, baby. Let’s rock.’ 
‘Tell me what’s wrong with you,’ she says, even as she’s 

pulling your huge hoodie over her cooling body, pinning it with 
her elbows, shivering nakedly. ‘I’m a qualified counsellor, now, 
pretty much. Why are you doing this?’ 

 
* 

 
You need a client who won’t fuck around. Kay takes minutes 

to win back. She has a story about another man who scooped her 
up after you’d left her smashed on the pavement, but you’re 
certain a story is all that it is. You fuck her in the shower and on 
the floor and in the changing rooms of Kmart. You bill her for a 
hundred hours of love. You scoff the leftovers from her fridge. 
You scoff every original plate she prepares for you. You slam her 
against the wall until all her resistance and disappointment is 
smashed away. She claws at your chest and mashes your face and 
demands you pause and put a condom on, but you tell her the 
magic words that keep you doing what you want to be doing. ‘I 
know you love this.’ 

‘Just-keep-just-keep-just-keep-fucking-meeee.’ You come 
inside her. There’s a fee for that. That’s your rent paid for two 
weeks, maybe a new cellphone too.  

When the moon has painted you blue and shadows are 
painting black the clefts and folds above her curled hips, and the 
sheet’s around her ankles because the room’s hot and stinks of 
sweat and lube and latex, you tiptoe to the kitchen, pull up a chair 
in front of the fridge, suck the chicken off some drumsticks, eat 
some of those delicious jellies and candies the girls are only 
allowed once a week, unwrap some slices of cheese. Since the 
Coke has been opened, it makes sense to drain the rest of it into 
your belly. It dribbles off your chin, goes sticky on your chest. 
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You re-trudge your steps across the dark carpet. There’s at 
least three types of carpet stitched together, and creaky 
floorboards, and a leak somewhere in the hall that’s gotta cost 
four figures to fix. You push open the door and see the woman 
with rolls of fat stacked on her hips curled like a caterpillar. Her 
short, soft body turns subconsciously toward where you’re 
supposed to come and sleep. You think of money. You think of 
the sound a zipper makes as it buzzes down the back of a 
woman’s dress. You think of your glass pipe and little crystals that 
take your filthy feeling away in white smoke. You think of her 
kids and what $896.50 could’ve bought them.  

You were precise with the bill, exacting. $896.50’s what it 
came to. It’s just business.  

Everyone knows love shouldn’t fuck with business. 
You glide back into her bed, suck her lips till she wakes up, 

give her some love, off the clock. There’s something about this 
client, she’s earned a little extra. You can hear her girls waking up, 
whining, begging you to stay. These adult transactions, they’re 
nothing to do with little kids, but there’s something there, some 
strange economy. The more you read to these girls and draw 
them pictures and wrap your big hand around their tiny hands 
and guide their handwriting, and the more money you take from 
their mum, the more you feel you owe them— 

Then again, the girls never signed any contract with you. You 
gotta eat, and to eat, you gotta prey, and to prey, you gotta sneak 
out the bathroom window. You almost text her Sorry, but she 
won’t believe you.  

There’s a mother who needs you to escort her to an eight-
year-old’s birthday party. She tells the party hosts she has to drive 
to the store. You fuck her in her car with her fist pushed against 
the window and her face mashed with frustration and ecstasy. 
You sleep at her place a couple nights, ask her for cheap bottles 
of wine, though cigarettes are increasingly pricey and you HAVE 
to have those too, there’s no choice about it. Also, you can’t eat 
cheap hamburgers. You won’t see movies that aren’t 3D. If you 
don’t pay for the finest tattooists, you’ll both regret it five years 
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from now. She says you can’t keep sleeping at her place. Her 
husband’ll be back from the tournament on Sunday. You make 
her pay for the motel room with the spa inside it. It’s too harsh 
on your feet, tip-toeing all the way to the spa room. Come to 
think of it, you need new shoes. She’s got room on her AmEx, 
you know it. 

You hate yourself for a weekend, and turn the hate into 
desire. You find a hip, youthy church to blend into. They grind 
real beans instead of serving instant coffee. You grind the wall of 
a toilet stall with the woman who handed you the offerings dish. 
You brush her hand; you tell her you had to hold someone. You 
tell her you’ve just put in 90 minutes of conversation and waited 
till the church was empty. 1.5 hours means she owes 1.5 times 
your hourly rate.  

‘Are you for real,’ she gasps.  
‘I used to be,’ you pant, slurping the brains out of her ear 
You let the sons of desperate women with bright lips use your 

pocket knife and have sips of your beer and you show them how 
to hammer a nail. They give up the choicest seats at the dinner 
table and you get the largest portions when supper’s served. They 
need someone to be head of the family.   

Women need you to be there as their princesses smash piñatas 
at birthday parties, so the mums never have to admit they’re on 
their own. They need you to jog with their prams. They need you 
to hold the pads at BoxFit For New Mums. They need you to 
stand at the door as a babysitter comes in so the mum doesn’t 
look like she’s going out solo to the movies. You hit on every 
babysitter, to get back to normal, but there’s a note of disgust and 
wariness in the voices of these optimistic, blameless, unruined 
girls, so you stick to what you’re good at.  

You wedge yourself between a husband and his Malaysian 
noblewoman wife and fuck her so hard she can never be intimate 
with her husband again. You get your chin bloodied by a man in a 
suit frothing at the mouth who finds you scrubbing your armpits 
with his shower gel. Some of these women use the dictionary’s 
darkest words to blacken you in text messages they send ten at a 
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time. They regret everything. You regret not banking the money 
they’ve paid you. You can make $1000 one Friday night and lose 
it by the next.  

You gaze at your high school bros on Facebook. They tell 
tales about 18-year-olds they yank out of clubs and fuck at 6am; 
you tell them I know, bro. I’m with you. I feel you. Happens to 
me all the time, bro— 

But that’s bullshit. You tell them nothing about whoring 
yourself out as a fill-in father for the women you never see 
depicted on TV and movies. You can already hear what your bros 
would say to you if you told them. They’ll never again let you sit 
beside their sisters at a Christmas dinner. 

You have 2000 Facebook friends one week, then vicious 
things get said, women report that you’re the devil, your account 
gets hidden, you change your name, come back and refriend them 
the next. You post no profile photos; you can’t report the news 
that fills your days. You need to complete the study course you 
once tried to commit to and find the right administrator in the 
Faculty of Arts and grind her on a rug on the floor of her own 
office while the printery prints your diploma. She screams at you 
afterward. You can hear her sobbing through her closed door, 
trying to tug her wedding ring off. You’re alone in the hallway, 
with two directions to choose between.  

You fuck your friend, your confessor, your mother, your 
sister, your soulmate. You don’t make love to any of them.  

 
* 

     
     Xanthia and that old one, Mara, have a booking on the same 
weekend as this soccer coach and this opera singer and this 
greying police officer and this woman who’s come out of a 
decade of pot and vodka dependency and needs a deep, strong 
keel to hold her in the water. Felicia, Christina, Christine, Lydia, 
Joanne, Carmen. You can only juggle half a dozen names in your 
head at once.  
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Your friends have babies and buy trucks and get their wedding 
anniversary dates tattooed on their wrists. You’ll never be like 
them, mowing the lawn, splitting firewood, clapping at the TV 
screen. You don’t own a power drill. You can’t fix a leaking sink 
or remove a u-pipe with your hands. You suck cigarettes like 
they’re full of helium and you’ll deflate without the gas. It takes 
seven or eight drinks at lunch and at night to keep gravity holding 
you down.  

These women aren’t members of clubs. Their girlfriends all 
moved away and married. These women drop their kids at school, 
work hard, try to eat salad for lunch, pick the kids up, make 
dinner, watch TV and wonder how the actresses stay skinny and 
get guys. They roar at the kids to quieten down so the mums can 
go to bed. The things they whisper at 3am are said in the delicate, 
crushable voices of four-year-olds. The midnight counselling 
sessions? They’re billable, too.   

If you got your one hundred women together and hosted a 
soiree, they wouldn’t mingle. They wouldn’t believe they had 
anything in common. They’d go into separate corners. Julia, 42, 
last name unimportant, has curly soft brown hair. Her eyes are 
gentle. Freckles creep from her forehead all the way down onto 
her chest. She has a PhD in commerce. She delivers lectures at 
university. A Sunday paper does a story about how she’s a role 
model and used to be known for bringing her child into the 
office, refusing to place him in daycare. You make her pay you 
$15 an hour so she never has to admit that when the lecture 
theatres empty, she’s alone.  

A 51-year-old woman doesn’t expect to be held against the 
wall and fucked while candles flicker and the vibrations shake the 
petals off a dozen roses. A 51-year-old career woman cries while 
she sets up your automatic payment with her laptop on her belly 
while her knees cradle your ears like headphones. A 51-year-old 
woman gasps and wriggles every time your hard tongue presses 
her clit.  

Kay stands on the doorstep of another woman’s house, 
saying, I thought you wanted to do design.  
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Nah, you tell her. I took a shortcut. You shouldn’t’ve 
bothered, Kay. You got the girls in the car? 

Yeah, I do.  
That them crying I can hear?  
Yup. Wanna know why they’re crying?  
Nah. I don’t wanna know.  
Kay’s spent 30 hours putting together this portfolio so you 

can apply for honourable work. Mara’s got you an Advanced 
Certificate In Research Accounting to put on your CV. Patrice 
has organised an entire job for you, if you want it—35 hours 
collecting trolleys from a parking lot. 

Years drift like clouds as you fuck and tickle poker 
machines and suck cigarettes and eat burgers and watch movies, 
skinny, starving, brown teeth, slumped, spine curled.   

When the children of these women get to about 12, even 
14, you have to stay away. You’re happy to destroy these kids’ 
mothers for money, but the kids themselves? Dangerous. Kay’s 
little girls—big 15-year-old girls now, and God, you can never 
remember their middle names, but you can’t shake their birthdays 
out of your head—they get some triad of boys from their school 
to follow you. You run through an alleyway, can’t see the end, 
panic, feel justice on your heels, then emerge onto High Street 
and breathe again and stroll into a bank instead, seconds away 
from having your face smashed by kids with more testosterone 
than you. 

Shopping vouchers from Lucinda or Lucianne or whatever 
her name was remain in your pockets. The youths go away, but 
Mara’s son, he confronts you next. He has a picture of his mum 
on his smart phone and he’s thrusting it at you. His voice is 
deeper than yours. He is heavy with spaghetti and NutriGrain; 
you’re 20 years older, but weak compared to this kid. You scurry 
away from him in some hi-fi department in some megastore and 
run and crawl and crouch between furniture and emerge and 
think, Something has to change. 

200 women is enough. You start snapping SIM cards, 
biffing them out of the window. You’re throwing out photos of 
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the children your mum wants you to have, yes, but there are other 
ways to make your mum happy—plus, after eight years, maybe 
she’s not mad at you anymore.  

Maybe you’ll tell her you love her.  
Maybe you won’t charge a cent. 
You park outside the house of a woman you left one night 

at dinner when you said you were going to use the bathroom. 
You saw her sticking her fork in a piece of broccoli, then you left. 
Why the fuck not? Your old man did the same, didn’t he? You 
have to check three SIM cards before you find her old messages 
and phone number. A teenager answers the phone. He’s confused 
when you fumble, when it’s obvious you can’t remember the 
woman’s name even though you jerked this woman’s car off the 
highway, tugged her hand into a grove of fruit trees, tugged her 
panties down around her ankles, pushed her into the wet leaves 
and dirt, licked the makeup off her cheeks. ‘Sounds like you want 
my dad,’ the boy says, ‘I’ll see if he’s home.’ 

‘No—don’t. I want Kay.’ 
‘Kay? Who the fuck’s that? Kay doesn’t live here, bro.’ 
‘I know. But I want her.’  
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